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Origami-inspired design is a growing field with numerous engineering applications,
including rapidly compactable and erectable shelters with nondeformed flat panels, which are
considered in this research. Shelter geometry is controlled by the shape, size, and connectivity of
individual panels that must fold and unfold in a kinematically compliant manner resulting in no
panel intersection. Panel size and shape are altered to yield shelter designs with varying
volumetric capacities. Thin panels are initially used to study the kinematics of shelter concepts as
traditional origami patterns. With increasing panel thickness, the location of fold or hinge lines
exerts a large influence on the connectivity of the shelter panels and their nesting to
accommodate folding kinematics and flat-foldability. The method of virtual work is used to
determine the erection energy and load requirements based on the location and direction of
applied load. Mechanical advantage is achieved by incorporating torsion springs that can deform
to store energy when the structure is folded. The analytical model developed is verified using a
rigid body dynamics solver. In addition to the mechanical and geometric properties, the location
of each spring is found to affect the level of mechanical advantage that can be achieved. A
sequential sizing optimization approach is used to first optimize the preferred shelter concept
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with fiber-reinforced thermoplastic sandwich panels followed by sizing optimization of the
accompanying spring system. A finite element model of the shelter is developed for static and
buckling analyses as well as structural sizing optimization under multiple load cases. The results
of this research indicate that origami-inspired shelters can be designed and optimized to meet the
operational and transportation requirements with high degree of efficiency.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1. Introduction
Origami is a well-known art of paper folding that was introduced as a recreational or
ceremonial activity in Japan hundreds of years ago (“BETWEEN THE FOLDS | History of
Origami | Independent Lens | PBS,” 2017). In recent years, the complex shapes and movements
of origami have inspired many applications in engineering, as the patterns exhibit the behavior of
unique and kinematically compliant mechanisms.
In this research, the attributes of three-dimensional origami folds are used in design of
shelter concepts that can be utilized for a variety of applications. This research builds on prior
work in applying the principles of origami and linkage-based systems into structural
applications. In particular, it explores the extension of traditional zero-thickness (thin) origami to
structural concepts with finite (thick) panels, which require careful consideration of fold or hinge
lines and member thickness to ensure freedom of movement, proper nesting, and kinematic
compatibility.
1.2. Literature Review of Origami-Inspired Structures
1.2.1. Accordion Style Shelters
Folding and origami concepts take advantage of soft or hard flat panels similar to the
structure shown in Figure 1.1. Origami-style folds used in accordion style structures facilitate
collapse in one direction resulting in a significant reduction of their footprint in the collapsed
mode with easy expansion for rapid erection.
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Figure 1.1: Accordion style structure (Chudoba, van der Woerd, Schmerl, & Hegger, 2013)
An accordion structure, as shown in Figure 1.2 was investigated by the United States
Army Natick Soldier Research, Development, and Engineering Center in the 1970s (Shopalovich
& Barca, 1978). The structure incorporates an accordion style expansion from a rigid container.
Two prototype units were fabricated and tested in two different environments. Summary
specification information on the shelter is shown in Table 1.1.


Design Benefits:


The shelter is its own shipping container and it conforms to size and strength requirements
from the ISO Type IC freight containers.




The transportation and habitation were satisfactory in one field test.

Opportunities for Improvement:


The lengthy erection/collapse process



Twisting and fraying of cables, excessive erection time, difficulty with jacks, and other
challenges.
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Figure 1.2: Rigid wall expandable accordion shelter (Shopalovich & Barca, 1978)
Table 1.1: Rigid wall expandable accordion shelter (Shopalovich & Barca, 1978)
Erected
Dimensions

7.87-ft (2.4 m) wide, 49.87-ft (15.2 m) long, 7.87-ft (2.4 m) high

Collapsed
Dimensions

7.87-ft (2.4 m) wide, 19.69-ft (6 m) long, 7.87-ft (2.4 m) high

Weight

8500 lb (37,809 N)

Erection Time

Unknown

Collapse Time

Unknown

Material

Panels in central core, expanding floor, and folding end walls - paper
honeycomb core with aluminum face sheets
Accordion panels - urethane core with steel skins and Tedlar® film
coating

Cost

Unknown

The erection process for the rigid-wall expandable accordion shelter involves several
steps as summarized below (Shopalovich & Barca, 1978):
1. Container is leveled with jacks.
2. Six sections (on each side) of floor beams are leveled with floor jacks.
3. Expanded floor laid and floor beams releveled if needed. Floor beams are then fastened
into place.
4. Floor and end wall are erected using winch and pulley system. End wall erected by hand.
5. Ceiling beams are installed, and accordion shell expanded.
6. The accordion shell is secured to container, floor, and end wall.
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A visual representation of the erection process can be seen in Figure 1.3 through Figure
1.9 showing consecutive steps.

Figure 1.3: Shipping Container (R. McLean, personal communication, April 5, 2017)

Figure 1.4: Packaged panels being lowered (R. McLean, personal communication, April 5,
2017)
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Figure 1.5: Packaged panels lowered onto floor beam (R. McLean, personal
communication, April 5, 2017)

Figure 1.6: End wall positioned for deployment (R. McLean, personal communication,
April 5, 2017)
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Figure 1.7: Expansion of floor panels and the end wall panel (R. McLean, personal
communication, April 5, 2017)

Figure 1.8: Deployment of shell (R. McLean, personal communication, April 5, 2017)
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Figure 1.9: Connection of shell and container (R. McLean, personal communication, April
5, 2017)
Variants of the accordion style structure have also been researched to improve on existing
designs (Lee & Gattas, 2016). The new structures improve structural stability and stiffness of
typical accordion structures. One design uses a distributed frame structure as shown in Figure
1.10. The other is a diamond-wall accordion shelter shown in Figure 1.11. A list of design
benefits and opportunities for improvements is shown below.


Design Benefits:


The concepts improve on existing designs using accordion structures.



The performance of these structures matched or exceeded their initial performance criteria
based on typical tent performance, considering factors including deployment time,
enclosed area, and height.



It was concluded that flexural rigidity of the new shelter concepts was substantially higher
than a typical accordion shelter.
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Opportunities for Improvement:


Both structures lack the ability to flat-fold into a compact package. They could fold into
flat sheets of the corrugated material, but had a large area relative to a very small thickness.



The structures clearly are limited in terms of deployed area, and only use simple corrugated
material in the full-scale prototypes. Larger scale or heavier materials have potential for
greatly increasing the deployment time and complexity of deployment.



The structures lack a base and ends requiring either additional origami folds or attachments.
Full-scale models were developed using corrugated sheets and tape.
Information on the distributed frame and diamond wall structures is shown in Table 1.2

and Table 1.3, respectively.

Figure 1.10: Distributed frame structure (Lee & Gattas, 2016)
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Table 1.2: Distributed frame structure (Lee & Gattas, 2016)
Erected Dimensions
(internal)

5.4-ft (1.65 m) wide, 7.7-ft (2.35 m) long, 5.6-ft (1.71 m) high

Collapsed Dimensions

Unknown

Weight

21.6 lb (96.08 N)

Erection Time

5 minutes (2 individuals)

Collapse Time

Unknown

Material

Corrugated sheet and tape

Cost

~$45-$60
(Conversion using (“Exchange Rate Average (Australian Dollar,
US Dollar) - X-Rates,” 2017))

Figure 1.11: Diamond wall structure (Lee & Gattas, 2016)
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Table 1.3: Diamond wall structure (Lee & Gattas, 2016)
Erected Dimensions
(internal)

5.5-ft (1.68 m) wide, 4.2-ft (1.28 m) long, 5.6-ft (1.71 m) high

Collapsed Dimensions

Unknown

Weight

21.6 lb (96.08 N)

Erection Time

2 minutes (2 individuals)

Collapse Time

Unknown

Material

Corrugated sheet and tape

Cost

~$45-$60
(Conversion using (“Exchange Rate Average (Australian Dollar,
US Dollar) - X-Rates,” 2017))

Several other soft- and hard-wall accordion style shelters, as shown in Figure 1.12, have
been reported (A. P. Thrall & Quaglia, 2014). These concepts include many structures developed
by the military in the mid-twentieth century.


Design Benefits:


Enhanced structural performance is created with angled fold lines by adding flexural
rigidity to a shelter.




Large expansion and compact storage.

Opportunities for Improvement:


Common challenges included difficulty with hinge connections. “Implementing
waterproof, durable hinged connections remains a challenge in origami-inspired design
today” (A. P. Thrall & Quaglia, 2014).



Fold angles lead to reduction in usable space inside of the shelter.



The shape of one shelter resulted in ponding, which led to corrosion.
10
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Figure 1.12: Several examples of foldable shelters (A. P. Thrall & Quaglia, 2014)
1.2.2. Folding Panel and Origami-Patterned Systems
Owing to their rigidizing property, folding patterns of different kind have also been
incorporated into non-collapsible structures. Examples include the origami-patterned shelter
shown in Figure 1.13 and the refugee shelter in Figure 1.14.
Origami fold patterns, including the Miura Ori shown in Figure 1.13, Yoshimura, and
Diagonal patterns, as well as their potential to create a model using cross laminated timber panels
were previously explored (Buri & Weinand, 2008). By analyzing the geometry of the fold
patterns, it was concluded that these patterns can be created by two polygonal lines. That
research led to the development of simple curved surfaces. Paper folding showed that other
forms are possible, but have not yet been fully investigated. A prototype was created involving
many connection points that involved self-drilling screws. Static load tests resulted in failure
attributable to the opening of the connections and showed that the improvement of the
connections was crucial to understanding the stiffness of the structure relative to the stiffness of
the connections. Information on the shelter is shown in Table 1.4.
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Figure 1.13: Static load test of Miura-Ori patterned prototype (Buri & Weinand, 2008)
Table 1.4: Miura-Ori prototype (Buri & Weinand, 2008)
Erected Dimensions
(internal)

22-ft (6.71 m) wide, 9.2-ft (2.80 m) long, 11-ft (3.35 m)
high

Collapsed Dimensions

Unknown

Weight

Unknown

Erection Time

Unknown

Collapse Time

Unknown

Material

Cross laminated timber panels

Cost

Unknown

The plate house refugee shelter shown in Figure 1.14 (University of Oxford, 2013)
employs a repeating set of triple-layered modules detailed in Figure 1.15. The intent was to make
the structure stronger and provide more thermal insulation. The structure was intended to be built
using simple sheet material such as cardboard, and no tools were needed for installation. The
prototype was developed using cardboard and cut using computer numerical control (CNC)
machining. Information on the shelter is shown in Table 1.5.
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Design Benefits:


Repetitive construction concept leads to ease of on-site repair or replacement of
components.



Research into digital fabrication led to ‘connectionless’ joints and increased ease of
deployment.



Opportunities for Improvement:


While the structure could be erected by one individual, it took nearly 7 hours to assemble.



The shelter was made of cardboard, and may pose a challenge exploring other materials.



Because of the connectionless joints, the shelter may require an additional component such
as a fabric sheet draped over the exterior of the shelter for weather sealing.

Figure 1.14: Plate house refugee shelter (Gattas, 2013)
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Figure 1.15: Folded (left) and flattened (right) representation of the three layers that create
the plate house shelter (Gattas, 2013)
Table 1.5: Plate house refugee shelter (University of Oxford, 2013)
Erected Dimensions
(internal)

~12.5-ft (3.81 m) wide, 16.4-ft (5 m) long, 6.6-ft (2.01 m) high

Collapsed Dimensions

3.9-ft (1.19 m) wide, 3.3-ft (1.01 m) long, 1.3-ft (0.40 m) high

Weight

132.3 lb (588.06 N)

Erection Time

7 hours (1 person)

Collapse Time

Unknown

Material

0.12 in (0.003 m) Cardboard

Cost

Unknown

The plate house refugee shelter is comprised of coated cardboard sheets and connected
together using the slot and tooth connections as shown in Figure 1.16. The three layers are
fabricated simultaneously, as seen in Figure 1.17. The 150 plates used in the structure were cut
on a CNC router in less than five hours using three repeated plate types. The shelter was
completed by one individual in under seven hours with no tools or propping of the structure
(Gattas, 2013).
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Figure 1.16: Individual panels for the plate house refugee shelter (Gattas, 2013)

Figure 1.17: Fabrication of the plate house refugee shelter (Gattas, 2013)
Another origami-inspired shelter design is shown in Figure 1.18 with modularity options
shown in Figure 1.19. The researchers’ focus was to reduce the energy costs associated with
heating and cooling. These structures were designed with the idea of counterweighting sides of
the structure to create their novel erection strategy (Quaglia, Dascano, & Thrall, 2014). This
design is inspired by bascule bridges that use a counterweight-lever arm system to raise a
structure to a vertical position.
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Design Benefits:


The design results in 70% reduced energy costs compared to typical fabric structures
(Lavars, 2015).



The counterweight design limits the use of equipment and heavy machinery involved in
erecting the structures.





The design is heavier than typical soft-wall structures, but lighter than rigid-wall structures.



The concept has modular capabilities.



The erected structure is self-supporting.

Opportunities for Improvement:


Some concepts required the addition of fabric or other materials to enclose the entire
modular structures.



The lever shelter module requires the sides of the structure to be swung out to support the
back panel and the roof to be swung over the top of the structure, requiring potentially
difficult erection steps.

Figure 1.18: Military shelter design (Lavars, 2015)
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Figure 1.19: Alternate concepts using the lever erection design (Quaglia, Dascano, et al.,
2014)
The erection of one side of a module is summarized below and a visual representation
can be seen in Figure 1.20 (Quaglia, Dascano, et al., 2014).
1. Lever-arm attached at base of structure at a 75-degree angle from the horizontal.
2. A force is applied to act as a counter weight. This force can be applied by an individual or
another method.
3. Wing walls swung around and support the back wall.
4. Roof swung over-top and rests on the wing walls.
5. Lever arm either removed or secured to ground.
6. Reverse process to package the shelter.

Figure 1.20: Lever Shelter Module (Quaglia, Dascano, et al., 2014)
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Extremis Technology’s Hush2 shown in Figure 1.21 is a rigid-wall foldable structure
designed for disaster relief housing. The structure has been independently tested to withstand
category 5 hurricane force winds. The structure has two separate configurations that can be
folded by sets of hinges. One configuration is a typical disaster relief structure shown in Figure
1.21, and the other is a prism shape achieved by an intermediate step shown in Figure 1.22 with
the final step shown in Figure 1.23. The prism shape is naturally more stable and reduces
structure volume. No special tools or skills are needed for deployment of this shelter (“HuSh2,”
n.d.).

Figure 1.21: Hush2 structure full deployed (Extremis Technology, 2014)

Figure 1.22: Hush2 structure mid-deployment (Extremis Technology, 2014)
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Figure 1.23: Hush2 structure in prism configuration (Extremis Technology, 2014)
Table 1.6: Hush 2 Rapidly Assembled Structure (“HuSh2,” n.d.)
Erected Dimensions

15.26-ft (4.65 m) wide, 15.26-ft (4.65 m) long, 7.87-ft (2.4 m) high

Collapsed Dimensions

2.51-ft (0.77 m) wide, 15.26-ft (4.65 m) long, 7.87-ft (2.4 m) high

Weight

3968 lb (17,651 N)

Erection Time

Unkown

Collapse Time

Unknown

Material

Structure – Douglas Fir Softwood
Outer Skin - Birchwood/Phenolic/Marine Plywood
Metal components – steel

Cost

Unknown

1.3. Literature Review of Optimization of Origami designs and Deployable Structures
1.3.1. Introduction
Origami patterns and deployable structures are governed by specific requirements
associated with the kinematics of folding. Once erected, structural constraints must be considered
that can ultimately complicate the designs. Rapid exploration of the relatively large design space
associated with origami patterns and deployable structures indicates the need for introducing
numerical optimization.
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Varying the location of fold lines and vertices can create a multitude of different origami
patterns that fold into different shapes. Collapsible structures are usually found in the form of
linkages or scissor like elements that allow for large expansion relative to the packaged state.
Origami-inspired patterns have also been introduced in structural applications. This section will
review literature of optimization methods related to origami patterns, origami-inspired structures,
and linkage-based deployable structures to benefit design and optimization considerations related
to origami-inspired rapidly transportable and erectable shelters.
1.3.2. Optimization of Origami Patterns
The ground-structure approach to topology optimization of truss structures was
investigated (Fuchi & Diaz, 2013) to optimize an origami pattern on a 2-D surface. A set of
trusses that populate a 2-D space (a ground-structure) was optimized by eliminating unnecessary
elements to create the optimal design as shown in Figure 1.24. This is a very basic form of
topology optimization and can be applied to origami by taking a sheet with many lines to create
an origami design from the folding of the lines by controlling the locations of the vertices of the
fold intersections. The goal was to optimize a rigid origami pattern where the folding angles are
used as design variables for optimizing a target geometric property. The optimization process
was developed to eliminate a fold in each iteration until no feasible solution is attained. The
objective function included a formula that favors fold lines that remain flat and do not rotate with
one constraint involving a foldability condition and another indicating how well the design met
the desired geometric property.
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Figure 1.24: Example of an optimized origami fold pattern (Fuchi & Diaz, 2013)
A method to generate flat folding crease patterns has been developed (Mitani, 2011). The
method designs crease patterns using known rules of origami such as Kawasaki’s Theorem. Two
conditions arise from this theorem; the number of lines connecting to each inner vertex is even
and alternating angles sum to 180 degrees (Mitani, 2011). These conditions ensure local flatfoldability. The first three steps of the method involve randomly placing a certain number of
vertices in and around the edge of a square domain, generating lines to connect the vertices
without intersection, and finally eliminating lines coming from a vertex when necessary to
ensure an even number of lines at each vertex. The fourth step is the optimization process in
which the alternating angles summing to 180 degrees is used as a constraint and the positions of
the vertices are changed to ensure that this is the case. The positions of the vertices are
represented as the sum of the weighted squared distances between the current and previous
location. The problem is formulated using this distance value and the previously developed
constraint. The optimization problem is then solved using Newton’s method. The final step is to
check if the pattern is flat foldable by manually assigning mountain and valley folds and testing
foldability. The NP-hard problem of global flat-foldability limits this method to generating only
possibly flat-foldable designs.
An optimization and design method to create 2D origami and kirgami structures that can
self fold into 3D shapes has been developed (Kwok, Wang, Deng, Zhang, & Chen, 2015). The
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designs are meant to utilize 3D printing to make initially 2D shapes that will self-fold into 3D
shapes, which they refer to as 4D printing. The process for the design is to take a general 3D
shape and flatten it to a 2D plane through isometric mapping. During this flattening process (in
most cases) the surface must stretch. The idea is to minimize this stretching through an iterative
process of flattening and folding while continuously checking the acceptable approximation and
isometric errors of the fold. The approximate error relates to how well the folded shape relates to
the designed 3D shape. The isometric error is related to the isometric mapping of the 3D to 2D
shape. If the error is not changing and is acceptable, the surface mapping has been created.
Sometimes a shape is not flattenable so interior or boundary cuts must be added (nested) into the
shape optimization algorithm to allow for convergence. Experimental results have verified the
method created. An example of a highly-nonflattenble shape and its mapping is shown in Figure
1.25.

Figure 1.25: A highly-nonflattenble shape and its mapping (Kwok et al., 2015)
A method to optimize flat-foldable origami structures through a genetic algorithm (GA)
has been developed (McAdams & Li, 2014). The research aimed to incorporate the final folded
shape into the design of the origami pattern. A binary code was developed using a proposed
method referred to as ice-cracking. The authors used the analogy of ice cracking to aid in the
design of creases and vertices to create patterns and maintain flat-foldability of the design.
Elitism and diversity were incorporated into the GA. Two methods for maintaining elitism were
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developed. The first, referred to as captive breeding captures elite members to separate them
from the rest of the population and breed with other elite members and occasionally releases
them back into the entire population. The other, referred to as atavism reintroduces individuals
from older generations into the current generation. Diversity is maintained by increasing the
mutation rate for every individual. The developed method was used to solve an origami design
problem that required a specific reduction in folding area and location of the center of mass after
folding. The method optimized multiple design objectives at once with one solution shown in
Figure 1.26.

Figure 1.26: Optimized folded pattern (McAdams & Li, 2014)
A method for designing actuating origami models using topology optimization has been
developed (Fuchi, Buskohl, et al., 2015). Their design method models and optimizes fold and
facet stiffness. The method of moving asymptotes was used to determine the location of the lines
of the origami patterns. A reference origami pattern must be chosen to reduce the initial design
space. These lines can become rigid or foldable based on the given stiffness values. The
optimization problem seeks to minimize the objective function that incorporates the
displacement field of certain nodes. The constraint function seeks to limit the number of fold
lines and additional side constraints are put on the design variables. The design variables control
the stiffness of the line segments of a reference origami pattern. One design investigated had
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target nodes move to create a twisting motion. This particular problem was solved using
fmincon, which is a built-in optimization solver in Matlab that utilizes sequential quadratic
programming (SQP). The design method developed penalizes, but does not prohibit bending of
the facets, meaning their designs do not always conform to rigid origami but can be beneficial to
the design of compliant mechanisms.
1.3.3. Optimization of Origami-inspired Structures
A shape optimization method of cover plates for retractable roof structures has been
developed (Buhl, Jensen, & Pellegrino, 2004). The optimization process requires modeling the
panel connections based on multi-angulated bar structures. Two optimization problems were
investigated. The first problem aims to eliminate any gap between adjoining panels in the closed
configuration and no overlap in any configuration. The optimization was initially modeled as a
minimization of the gap area Φ1 and the overlap area Φ2, where both equations were derived
from geometries. The second optimization problem aims to add maximization of the open area
when the roof is opened. The new added term Φ3 is simply the inverse of the uncovered area in
the open configuration. A weighting factor was put on the three terms for the new optimization
problem. The authors solve the optimization problems with the method of moving asymptotes.
The min-max formulation resulted in fast convergence to a design with no gaps or overlaps. An
example of one generated design is shown in Figure 1.27.
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Figure 1.27: Example of an initial roof shape (left) and an optimized folding roof structure
(right) (Buhl et al., 2004)
A multi-objective optimization method for minimizing weight and maximizing energy
efficiency of origami-inspired deployable structures made of honeycomb core sandwich panels
has been developed (Martínez-Martín & Thrall, 2014). A given topology is used as a model to be
optimized and is shown in Figure 1.28.

Figure 1.28: Topology of accordion-style shelter (Martínez-Martín & Thrall, 2014)
The optimization problem is to minimize weight and maximize thermal resistance subject
to constraints that account for panel buckling, deflection, face stress, core bending stress, core
shear stress, shear crimping, face wrinkling, and intra-cell buckling. The design variables include
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the material type and thickness of both the core and facesheets. Several databases were
developed to create possible combinations of certain facesheets and cores based on available
products. Due to complexity and computational cost, the roof and wall panels were considered
separate simply-supported panels that are simultaneously subjected to bending, shear, and axial
loads. The optimization method, multi-objective simulated annealing (MOSA), uses an analogy
to annealing of materials and the formation of crystals. The method involves probability of a
material to take higher energy configurations. It starts with a random initial solution and perturbs
the solution to find a new one. Improved results in the objective function replace the current
solution. Solutions that do not improve the objective function are evaluated and the probability
of replacing the current solution is calculated. The authors mention that this process allows the
“algorithm to escape from local minima” (Martínez-Martín & Thrall, 2014). Using a multiobjective approach yields a Pareto set of solutions. The method optimized a simplified model of
a certain origami-inspired shelter topology (Figure 1.28). The results were compared to a threedimensional FE analysis and were considered conservative for the controlling deflection limit
state.
A method for shape optimization of an origami-inspired structure has been developed
(Quaglia, Yu, Thrall, & Paolucci, 2014). The development of this structure has already been
introduced in Section 1.2.2. The objective is to maximize energy efficiency while maintaining
structural integrity (limit maximum deflections). The constraints require that the shelter be
transported on a 463L pallet and interface with a Tricon container. A parametric model is
developed and the topology of the concept structure is shown in Figure 1.29.
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Figure 1.29: Topology of the Lever Shelter Module (LSM) (Quaglia, Yu, et al., 2014)
With the exception of Rw (held constant), all design variables are shown in Figure 1.29.
A parametric FEA model was developed for evaluation of structural performance and another
software was utilized to incorporate evaluation of the thermal loads on the structure. The
optimization method is consistent with the previously reviewed literature in that they use a
MOSA algorithm that works in the same manner. The multi-objective optimization was first
solved as two single objective problems to inform design and provide information on the effect
of the design variables on each objective. The multi-objective solution was chosen from the
Pareto front generated and was compared to the single objective results. The result “shows a 12%
improvement in thermal energy load while negligibly increasing deflections compared to the
minimum deflection result. It also shows a significant reduction in deflections while only
increasing the thermal energy load by 12% compared to the minimum thermal energy load
result” (Quaglia, Yu, et al., 2014).
A method for designing and optimizing folding liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) has been
developed (Fuchi, Ware, et al., 2015). The rationale is to design a LCE director pattern which
will result in a desired final deformed shape when the LCE is heated. A topology optimization
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method is used to “find optimal distributions of the order parameters and director orientations
that minimize the deviation between the deformed film and the target shape” (Fuchi, Ware, et al.,
2015). The optimization is solved using a gradient-based algorithm that utilizes the method of
moving asymptotes. A sensitivity analysis is also conducted. A model that was developed
showed deviations from the experiments and design, but the method investigated was a necessary
step in the optimization of a new material processing technique. A physical model was
developed and is shown in Figure 1.30.

Figure 1.30: Physical model of a LCE (Fuchi, Ware, et al., 2015)
A method to improve the energy absorption of a front side member of a car has been
developed (Zhao, Hu, & Hagiwara, 2011). A new design that uses an origami pattern is proposed
to increase the crush characteristics of the car member. The origami structure was optimized and
compared to the typical rectangular structure used for this member. The energy absorption is
maximized subject to a constraint on crush load and weight. The shape is altered and optimized
using the response surface methodology. A parametrized model was developed and optimized in
the finite element method software called LS-DYNA. The new origami-patterned structure
designed is capable of absorbing 1.91 times the energy than the original rectangular structure
(Zhao et al., 2011). A test product was developed using hydro forming and is shown in Figure
1.31.
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Figure 1.31: Test product developed using hydro forming (Zhao et al., 2011)
1.3.4. Optimization of Linkage-based Deployable Structures
A shape-sizing nested optimization of deployable structures using SQP has been
investigated (Dai & Guan, 2014). A deployable pantograph was chosen as the deployable
structure to optimize (minimize mass) and is shown in Figure 1.32.

Figure 1.32: Example of a pantograph structure (Dai & Guan, 2014)
The lengths and relative angles of the elements (shape) along with the element profiles
(size) would drive the design of the structure. The constraint functions were geometric and
structural. The geometric constraints were satisfied by kinematics, while the structural dynamic
constraints were satisfied by both the size of the elements and geometric shapes at every
iteration. The objective of the optimization was to minimize the mass of the structure. The
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kinematics were used to describe the overall shape of the structure and sizing optimization
utilized the dynamic analysis of a finite element model. The shape-sizing nested optimization
problem was developed and “a series of quadratic programming (QP) subproblems were solved
at each iteration and the BFGS method was used to update the Lagrange multiplier and the
estimated Hessian Matrix” (Dai & Guan, 2014). The mass minimization iterative process and
the optimal pantograph is shown in Figure 1.33.

Figure 1.33: The optimal pantograph (left) and mass minimization iterative process (right)
(Dai & Guan, 2014)
Another method to optimizing deployable pantographs has been developed (Ashely P.
Thrall, Zhu, Guest, Paya-Zaforteza, & Adriaenssens, 2014). The objective is again to minimize
the weight of a pantograph using a nested shape and sizing optimization method. The design
variables (area, moment of inertia) used for the sizing optimization design are discrete (chosen
from AISC database) and the design variables (length of each member) for the shape
optimization method are continuous. The nested sizing optimization method uses a descent local
search (DLS) algorithm which is stated as being “an iterative improvement approach without the
possibility of accepting higher weight solutions” (Ashely P. Thrall et al., 2014). All local
minimums for this method are also global minimums. The outer shape optimization method was
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carried out using four different algorithms; steepest descent (SD), GA, simulated annealing (SA),
and again DLS. A pantograph was optimized for minimal weight using all four of these methods.
It was found that the design space for the shape optimization was highly nonconvex, meaning
that the SD and DLS were heavily dependent on the initial guess (choices for shape variables).
The SA-DLS and GA-DLS nested optimization processes proved to be robust and generated
good solutions.
A method to optimize scissor structures using a GA has been developed (Koumar,
Tysmans, Coelho, & Temmerman, 2017). Deployable scissor structures can be used as disaster
relief shelters due to large expansion relative to the packaged state. This research aims to
optimize both the weight and compactness of a 6 m span barrel vault structure. An example of
one such structure is shown in Figure 1.34.

Figure 1.34: Barrel vault structure (Koumar et al., 2017)
The two objectives are competing and a set of solutions must be attained (Pareto front).
The design variables include height, width, thickness, and total number of scissor units. Wind
and snow loads provide a basis for the constraints involved in the analysis. The constraints
include maximum stress, maximum horizontal and vertical deflection, and global and local
buckling. The GA uses selection, recombination, and mutation to generate optimal solutions.
Selection simply selects next generation individuals, recombination combines good genes from
the parents, and mutation changes the individual’s characteristics. The particular GA used was
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the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) which finds Pareto fronts to
determine fitness and aids in selecting a new population. The algorithm for the GA was written
in Matlab and structural analysis was carried out in Abaqus. The method developed can solve a
competing multi-objective design problem to find the best trade-off solutions for a lightweight
and highly compactable scissor structure.
A design methodology for optimizing linkage-based moveable bridges has been
developed (A. P. Thrall, Adriaenssens, Paya-Zaforteza, & Zoli, 2012). Similar to scissor
structures, linkage-based bridges use specific arrangements of various linkages to drive
kinematic actuation. This particular design method seeks to minimize both the weight and force
in the operating member of the bridge. Like other reviewed work by Thrall, MOSA was selected
as the optimization technique for the shape optimization of the structure which involves both
geometric parameters and sizing design variables. The section profiles for the linkages were
chosen from a database using a sizing optimization method that utilizes the DLS algorithm. This
develops a nested optimization problem that involves both sizing and shape optimization. The
solutions were coupled and the constraints associated with the kinematics were included in the
shape optimization method (MOSA) and the constraints associated with structural analysis were
incorporated in the sizing optimization method. The method was used to create three designs for
linkage-based movable bridges, one of which is shown in Figure 1.35.
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Figure 1.35: Design concept (left) and rendered image (right) of the back-stay design (A. P.
Thrall et al., 2012)
A method to optimize a double-ring deployable antenna truss has been developed (Dai,
Guan, & Guest, 2014). The design of the double-ring deployable truss (DRDT) is intended for
large-caliber and ultra-large caliber antennas. A cable net on either end surrounds the DRDT
support structure. The topology of the structure was predetermined, but the height of the
structure was restricted by cable nets. The main constraint for this design problem was a
predetermined restriction for the natural frequency of the system. The weight of the structure was
to be minimized subject to the natural frequency constraint and controlled by the diameter and
thickness of the members, which were discrete values. Two optimization methods were used to
solve the design problem, GA and SQP. The GA developed used roulette wheel for selection,
uniform cross over, and elitism. SQP was also used to solve the design problem and finite
difference was used to estimate sensitivities. The authors were able to nicely compare the results
of the two methods and SQP converged to “essentially the same optimal solution as the GA,”
(Dai et al., 2014) in only 25 iterations, while the GA took 51 generations to converge. A DRDT
structure was designed and a scale model fabricated to verify analytical results. The scale model
is shown in Figure 1.36.
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Figure 1.36: Scale model of the DRDT structure (Dai et al., 2014)
Another method to optimize scissor-link foldable structures has been developed (Kaveh
& Shojaee, 2007). The method proposed aims to minimize the weight of scissor structures
comprised of 3-noded beams (uniplets) using ant colony optimization (ACO). ACO is a method
that is analogous to ants foraging for food and how they find the best path to and from their nest.
Ants drop pheromones along their journey and help inform the next set of ants of possible food
locations. The scissor structures are to be optimized by controlling the size of the linkages
subject to constraints involving bending, compressive and tensile stress, and deflections. The
design problem is adapted to the ACO method to size the linkages. It is stated that “the main
capability of ACO lies in the fact that the choice of a new design is performed by considering the
probability function obtained by the pheromone on the variables” (Kaveh & Shojaee, 2007). This
method also has the benefit of storing all solutions to improve future solutions. A few scissorlink structures were optimized and returned good results compared to using a GA.
A method to design and optimize deployable mechanisms comprised of Myard linkages
has been developed (Qi, Deng, Li, Liu, & Guo, 2013). A Myard linkage has one degree of
freedom and can deploy to a flat configuration and be packed into a small volume. An example
of a deployable Myard structure is shown in Figure 1.37.
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Figure 1.37: Deployable Myard structure (Qi et al., 2013)
A combination of three Myard type linkages are used in this research. Similar to design
and optimization of linkage-based systems reviewed previously, the goal is to maximize the
fundamental frequency while also minimizing mass. The two competing objectives will form a
Pareto front of solutions to inform proper design selection. The constraints involved in this
particular study include maximum element stress, maximum nodal displacement, slenderness of
the links, and minimum pipe thickness. A design of experiments was done before the
optimization process to determine the effect of certain values on the objective functions. This
resulted in the selection of the design variables to be length of long links and the inner and outer
radius of all links. A parametric finite element model is developed for structural dynamic
analysis and initial values are given to the design variables. The optimization method chosen was
the NSGA-II method using the integrated design environment iSIGHT. This is a built-in
algorithm in iSIGHT and includes mutation and crossover. It also uses crowded-comparison
approach to maintain diversity in the population. This optimization method was carried out on
the 3-Myard structure and resulted in a 42.9% increase in the fundamental frequency and a
weight reduction of 13.8% (Qi et al., 2013).
Design and optimization of deployable tensegrity structures has been investigated (Li,
Skelton, & Yan, 2011). The structures can store energy in tensional strings and become selfdeployable when releasing the stored energy. This research seeks to design structures that can
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release with minimal energy. The optimization problem is defined by the locations of the nodes
and strings and the force density of the strings. The problem was solved using multiple iterations
of an Alternating Convex Projection Algorithm. The deployability and equilibrium conditions
were laid out in detail along with the steps of the algorithm. Simple tensegrity structures were
used to test the algorithm and have shown to deploy themselves. An example of a tensegrity
prism is shown in Figure 1.38.

Figure 1.38: An undeployed (left) and deployed (right) tensegrity prism (Li et al., 2011)
Design and optimization of rapidly deployable structures made of scissor-like-elements
(SLEs) has been investigated (Gantes, Georgiou, & Koumousis, 1998). The goal is to design a
structure that is self-standing and stress free in the deployed and collapsed states. This is an
interesting challenge as they are choosing to design the structure so that it incorporates a snapthrough phenomenon that self-locks the structure in the fully deployed state. This is caused by
adding geometric incompatibilities, which cause stresses and strains during deployment. The
topology of the structure is assumed to be known and finite element modeling is used to analyze
the structure. The goal is to minimize the cost of the structure and the effort needed to deploy
while maintaining structural constraints associated with dead, wind, and snow loading. The
optimization method selected is a GA that incorporates selection, crossover, and mutation while
also adding “a bias law which assigns new probabilities to the members” (Gantes et al., 1998).
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High probabilities will be associated with good individuals and low probabilities will be assigned
to bad individuals. A fitness function is developed corresponding to total cost of the members
and penalties that correspond to violated constraints. The method was used to successively
design a structure composed of SLEs that can be used as a deployable tent for emergency or
disaster situations.
1.4. Conclusions
1.4.1. Folding Structures
Developing a structure that uses modular panels and origami patterns has posed
challenges to both erection time (Plate House Refugee Shelter in Figure 1.14), and the
development of adequate panel connections (Miura-Ori prototype Figure 1.13). A notable issue
with accordion style origami-inspired structures is that the folds create unwanted internal
protrusions and limit the amount of usable space within the shelter. Excessive folds also have
potential to increase risk of water ponding and wear on the hinge lines. The Hush2 structure
provides an inspiration for more efficient origami-style folding structures, which can fold
compactly with a rectangular footprint and expand into a shelter without the need for additional
panels, while having a roof joint design that prevents water ingress. Limiting the number of loose
connections or any place where attachments of panels are needed during erection must be
considered in future design efforts. This lends itself to structures that collapse onto a base and
greatly reduce the transportation footprint, while maintaining rapid erection capabilities.
Erection strategies for origami-inspired concepts are geared toward simplicity. It is clear
that erection of the majority of a structure through few points increases the load required. The
Lever Shelter Module (Quaglia, Dascano, et al., 2014) attempted to bypass the need for heavy
machinery or equipment to aid erection by using a lever-arm system that provided mechanical
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assistance. Future concepts could also benefit from a system that provides mechanical assist to
aid in erection.
1.4.2. Optimization of Folding Structures
Many separate articles involving optimization methods related to origami patterns,
origami-inspired structures, and linkage-based deployable structures have been reviewed in
detail and discussed. Like many optimization design problems, the choice of the optimization
method is heavily dependent on the particular problem. Multiple optimization techniques have
been used to optimize the design of these structures such as genetic algorithms, sequential
quadratic programming, and simulated annealing. Stochastic search techniques such as genetic
algorithms and simulated annealing have shown that they can help find global minimums while
gradient-based techniques will most likely only locate local minimums.
Origami-inspired and deployable structures must have the flexibility to fold and contract,
but also must be able to withstand loads in the deployed state. This difficult design problem can
create potential for competing objective functions such as minimizing weight and maximizing
stiffness. Many case studies investigated have shown this to be true when a Pareto set of
solutions is developed to help find the best compromise solution for the optimum design. The
review of these optimization techniques aids in work regarding the design and optimization of
origami-inspired rapidly deployable shelters.
The following chapters will discuss the design, analysis, and optimization of the origamiinspired shelter concepts developed. Chapter 2 will detail the numerous shelter concepts created
in the initial design phase. This chapter will also detail the challenges faced when transitioning
from simple paper folding to folding thick-paneled shelters, and show how these challenges were
addressed. Chapter 3 will introduce the analysis method used to determine the loads required to
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erect a shelter of variable size. Chapter 4 will outline the method, setup, and results of the
topology optimization of a select shelter design. Chapter 5 will discuss a passive mechanical
assist system in the form of torsions springs and its inclusion in the analytical model developed
in Chapter 3. Chapter 6 will cover the sequential sizing optimization performed on the same
structure analyzed in Chapter 4. The sizing of the composite panels and torsion spring system
will be discussed. Finally, Chapter 7 will contain concluding remarks and recommendations for
future work.
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CHAPTER 2
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF ORIGAMI-INSPIRED SHELTERS
2.1. Introduction
Multiple origami-inspired shelter concepts with rigid walls are developed and analyzed.
These concepts result in internal volumes that are not restricted by the folds and provide a shelter
design that has a large erected footprint relative to the collapsed form.
Through a simple paper folding exercise, initial observations are made of the general
kinematics of origami responsible for the geometric transformation that leads to bounded
volumes (shelters) from a set of folding panels, including a floor and roof, to enclose the entire
structure. Thin poster board and 3/16” thick foam board are used to explore the effects of
thickness on the folding process and to examine the resulting shelter configuration. Exploration
and alteration of the small-scale physical models reveal the importance of fold geometry and the
notion of “rigid” origami by eliminating the possibility of in- or out-of-plane deformation
(stretching, bending, or twisting) in any of the panels during the folding and unfolding process.
The fold lines essentially behave as ideal hinge connections, and the panels must not intersect
one another in any position. These models accurately display various concepts and simulate
actual erection strategies. Computer Aided Design (CAD) models are developed to analyze the
kinematic compatibility and to further examine and display feasibility of the design concepts.
The naming convention used here corresponds to the geometric shapes that are required
for the particular concept. For example, 3R4T1M refers to the concept with 3 Rectangular, 4
Triangular, and 1 Multi-fold panels.
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2.2. Creation of Enclosed Shelter Concepts
In order to develop bounded volumes, a three dimensional single-vertex crease pattern is
utilized. The crease pattern is referred to as the two-wall model and is shown in Figure 2.1.
The terms “wall” and “panel” refer to two distinct parts of a shelter. Panels are the rigid
components that comprise a shelter concept, while a wall is a side of folding system in the
erected state, which is comprised of one or more panels. A wall can have hinge lines whereas a
panel cannot.
A typical folding pattern has facet angles that add up to 360 degrees, which corresponds
to a pattern that unfolds into a flat sheet. The four-panel model, as shown in Figure 2.1, is
nontraditional as it is a three-dimensional crease that utilizes two 45-degree panels that comprise
one “wall” of the fold, and two 90 degree panels that form the back “wall” and “base” of the
fold. The side and back walls have the same height.

Figure 2.1: Four-panel (two-wall) model
In order to make a fully enclosed box, the fold can simply be repeated by placing two
additional 45-degree panels opposite to the back wall. Two such folds can be combined to make
half of a rectangular box as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Combination of two three-dimensional creases
A full rectangular box is created by simply mirroring Figure 2.2. The fully enclosed box
comprised of thin rigid panels is shown in Figure 2.3. Note that the term thin signifies a nearly
zero thickness value, where the two faces of each panel practically occupy the same geometric
location. This baseline model is identified as 3R7T Concept.

Figure 2.3: An enclosed origami-inspired box shelter with open top
Obvious challenges with this fold pattern are evident when attempting to fold the
structure. Due to the folding procedure, the fold has self-intersection or kinematic
incompatibility as detailed in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Initial folding of thin box and (b) visual representation of kinematic
incompatibility during folding process
The self-intersection problem is addressed through modification of the front center panel
as discussed next.
2.2.1. 3R4T1M Concept
The 3R4T1M shelter concept is a rectangular box-like structure, as shown in a partially
folded position in Figure 2.6(b) with the roof panel folded and hidden behind the back panel. The
structure has a single rectangular panel base and back. The sides consist of two right triangles
with 45-degree angles. The front of the shelter folds inside of the structure as the back panel
collapses.
If the front panel could fold away instead of towards the back panel, the structure would
not self-intersect. A very common and simple Degree-4 vertex crease pattern was added to the
front panel as shown in Figure 2.5. The folds are labeled as either mountain or valley fold. A
mountain fold is created when two joined panels form a convex fold relative to the reference
plane whereas a valley fold is developed when a concave fold is formed. The valley fold causes
the front panel to fold in the opposite direction to the back panel to prevent self-intersection;
hence, the “multi-fold” naming convention. Because the fold is a Degree-4 vertex and opposite
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facet angles (i.e., 1 and3, 2 and4) sum to 180°, the pattern is flat-foldable (Evans, Lang,
Magleby, & Howell, 2015).

Figure 2.5: (a) Common degree-4 vertex crease pattern and (b) Addition of the fold to the
front wall of the 3R4T1M Concept
The added fold lines to the front panel result in a set of small folding elements (SFE) that
is smaller than the other panels that comprise the shelter concept. To determine the required
dimensions of SFE, the structure is modeled as a set of zero-thickness panels that cannot bend or
deform. The SFE in the front panel is comprised of three right triangles with two 45-degree
angles.
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Figure 2.6: Various views of 3R4T1M Concept. Views include: (a) isometric view, (b) initial
folding of the concept, and (c) side view of possible intersecting point (green point)
and the corresponding point on the back panel (red point) relative to the angle θ1
To determine the correct size of SFE, the highest point on the fold, as shown in Figure
2.6(c), can be analyzed and compared to the corresponding height of the back-folding panel to
ensure they do not intersect. All angles of the folds on the structure can be determined as a
function of θ1, the angle between the back rectangular wall and the base. This angle is referred to
as the driver angle, as the system has only one degree of freedom (DOF), meaning the movement
of one panel causes simultaneous motion of all other panels.
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Figure 2.7: Description of angles of the two-wall model in an isometric view (left) and side
view (right)
Using the pictorial representation of the angles in Figure 2.7, the analytical expression for
angle θ2, between the upper triangle and the back panel as well as the lower triangle and the base
(due to symmetry), is found as
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Equation 2.1

Note that the angle between the lower triangle and the base was initially labeled as θ3, but
was later found to be equal to θ2, and thus replaced. A version of this fold pattern and angle θ2 is
also detailed in the folding process of the base of rigid-foldable shopping bags (Wu & You,
2011). The angle between the two triangular panels, identified as θ4 in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9,
is obtained as
𝜃4
√2
( 2 𝐻 sin ( 2 ))
𝐻

= sin (

𝜃1
)
2

𝜃4
𝜃1
⇒ sin ( ) = √2 sin ( )
2
2

𝜃1
𝜃4 = 2 asin (√2 sin ( ))
2
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Figure 2.8: Pictorial representation of angle θ4

Figure 2.9: Pictorial representation of angle θ4 using isometric (left) and side (right) views
The angle between the lower triangle on the side wall and the upper trapezoid on the front
wall in addition to the lower trapezoid on the front wall and the base (due to symmetry), θ5, is
shown in Figure 2.10. The angle between the upper and lower trapezoid on the front wall, θ6, is
also shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Pictorial representation of angles θ5 and θ6
Due to symmetry, the analytical expression for θ5 is the same as the equation for θ2, but
now θ2 replaces θ1 as the driver angle. The equation for θ5 is shown in Equation 2.3.
(1 − cos(𝜃2))
𝜃5 = asin (
)
sin(𝜃2)

Equation 2.3

Similarly, due to symmetry, the analytical expression for θ6 is the same as the equation
for θ4, with θ2 as the driver angle. The equation for θ6 is shown in Equation 2.4.
𝜃2
𝜃6 = 2asin (√2 sin ( ))
2

Equation 2.4

These substitutions can be made because the same fold is repeated, and the analytical
expressions for the angles are the same. The folding process of the crease pattern that defines
SFE is detailed in Figure 2.11 and θ7 is shown in Figure 2.12. The equation for θ7 is obtained
from the equations derived for a Degree-4 vertex (Evans et al., 2015) and is shown in Equation
2.5

𝜃7 = 2 atan (−

1
√2
tan ( (180° − 𝜃6)) ) + 180°
2
2
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Figure 2.11: SFE crease pattern

Figure 2.12: Pictorial representation of angles of the SFE
The size of SFE is determined as a function of the overall height of the structure by
multiplying by a length factor Lf, shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: Front facing multi-fold panel
The derivation of the height of the front folding panel and the corresponding height of the
back panel is shown in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Examination of kinematic compatibility for 3R4T1M Concept using (a) back
view (back panel hidden) and (b) side view
To maintain kinematic compatibility, the back panel must be at a greater height than the
fold point for all values of θ1. The height of the concerning point on the fold, is shown by the
green dot on Figure 2.6(c) and Figure 2.14, along with the corresponding height of the back
panel, shown by the red dot on Figure 2.6(c) and Figure 2.14(b). The height of the fold, Yf = Y1
+ Y2 must always be less than the height of the back panel, Yb, to ensure kinematic
compatibility. The heights Yf and Yb are plotted for various Lf values in Figure 2.15. An Lf
value of zero corresponds to no extra fold as reflected by the structure shown in Figure 2.4.
Analysis of the heights for all values of θ1 ranging from 0 to 90 degrees shows that Lf values
between and including 0 to 1/3 result in the back panel height being lower than the fold for at
least one point which is a fraction of angle θ1. An Lf value of 0.4 was determined to have no
point of the fold higher than the back panel when plotted for θ1 ranging from 0 to 90 degrees by
1e-6-degree increments. These results are shown in Figure 2.15 for different Lf values. To
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achieve no panel intersection of this point, the red line must always be above the green dashed
line. Sample calculations and codes involved in this analysis are provided in Appendix A.

Figure 2.15: Plots of the back panel height and fold height in 3R4T1M Concept
A thin model helps with an initial feasibility assessment of the design and provides a
basis for using thick panels. Creating physical models using foam board helps to reduce smallscale effects prevalent in previously created models with cardboard. Panel thickness relative to
size of the overall structure is more accurate and provides better visualization of concepts. A 24in (0.61 m) x 12-in (0.31 m) x 12-in (0.31 m) model of the 3R4T1M Concept, as shown in Figure
2.16, helps represent the folding process and erection strategy.
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Figure 2.16: A mock-up of 3R4T1M Concept using foam board
The erection strategy for the 3R4T1M Concept would be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Anchor down structure.
Fold over roof.
Begin pulling on the solid back panel, then initiate pulling on the multi-fold front panel.
Once fully erect, rigidize folds with locking mechanisms.
A visual representation of the erection process using the foam board mock up is shown in

Figure 2.17, where the strings attached to the back and front panel provide the pulling
mechanism.

Figure 2.17: Various erection stages of the foam board mock-up model of 3R4T1M
Concept
The dimensions of the 3R4T1M Concept that are constrained are attributable to the
folding process. The width of the shelter must be at least the same as the height, without an upper
bound. The length of the shelter should be at least twice the height or width of the shelter,
without an upper bound, as SFE could be comprised of two triangles and a trapezoid instead of
three triangles. Further investigation through CAD modeling revealed the possibility of
deformation in SFE when the panels have larger-than-zero thickness, depending on the location
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of the hinge lines. It is desired to have completely rigid panels, though the folding indicated the
need for at least the small center triangle to be comprised of a flexible membrane, to allow the
structure to fold properly. Alternate solutions to this design challenge are presented as derivative
concepts.
One alternative version of the 3R4T1M Concept, the 4R4T3TR Concept as shown in
Figure 2.18, eliminates SFE by using one solid rectangular panel in its place. The front panel in
the 4R4T3TR Concept has three trapezoidal and one rectangular elements, with the rectangular
element folded open to close the gap created where SFE was located. Connecting this small
rectangle also has potential to aid in rigidizing the structure once erect. Note that the roof panel is
not shown for clarity, but its involvement in erection would follow the same process as the
3R4T1M Concept.

Figure 2.18: Sequential erection stages of 4R4T3TR Concept
Another alternative version called 3R5T2TR Concept, as shown in Figure 2.19, keeps the
same three-triangular panel arrangement for the front wall as in the baseline model 3R7T
Concept, but divides each side wall into a triangular and a trapezoidal panel to prevent the large
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front triangular panel from intersecting the back panel. Note that the roof panel is not shown for
clarity, but its involvement in erection would also follow the same process as the 3R4T1M
Concept. The width of the structure is larger than the height, and it folds into a larger rectangular
footprint than the 3R4T1M Concept. The magnitude of the extension, E, as shown in Figure
2.20, can be determined as a function of the overall height of the structure by a length factor, Lf.

Figure 2.19: Sequential erection stages of 3R5T2TR Concept
The same analytical procedure is used to determine if the design of the 3R5T2TR
Concept is kinematically compatible. To maintain kinematic compatibility, the height of the
potential intersection point on the back wall, shown by the purple dot on Figure 2.21(c), must be
greater than that of the fold point of the front wall, shown by the black dot on Figure 2.21(c), for
all values of angle θ1.
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Figure 2.20: Pictorial representation of extension of side panel for 3R5T2TR Concept

Figure 2.21: Various views of 3R5T2TR Concept. Views include: (a) isometric view, (b)
initial folding of the concept, and (c) side view of possible intersecting point (black
point) and the corresponding point on the back panel (purple point) relative to the
angle θ1
The relationship between the height of the front folding panel and the corresponding
height of the back panel is shown in Figure 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: Examination of kinematic compatibility for 3R5T2TR Concept
The height values of the folds for the 3R5T2TR Concept are plotted for various Lf values
in Figure 2.23. The plots show that kinematic compatibility (i.e., no panel intrusion) for all
values of θ1 is guaranteed as long as Lf ≥ ~0.3.
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Figure 2.23: Plots of the height of the back-panel vs the end point of the fold of the
3R5T2TR Concept
The 3R4T1M Concept and its derivatives show potential for rapid erection and collapse
because of the simple folding strategy. The largest challenge with this shelter concept is the need
for the roof to swing over the back wall to enclose the shelter. Folding over the roof before the
rest of the structure, however, reduces the difficulty in erection because the roof would be close
to ground level which makes it easier to apply a force at a greater distance from the hinge line,
thus creating a longer lever arm.
2.2.2. 8R4T2TR Concept
The 8R4T2TR Concept is a rectangular shelter that folds into a rectangular footprint. This
shelter has dimensions that are restricted to the width being at least twice the height, and the
length being at least three times the height. The structure has two rectangular end panels and side
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panels that consist of a trapezoid and two 45-degree right triangles. The triangles allow for
collapse of the end panels. The roof is comprised of five rectangles that fold on top of one
another as the structure collapses. A CAD model of the concept can be seen in Figure 2.24.

Figure 2.24: Sequential erection stages of 8R4T2TR Concept
The erection strategy for the 8R4T2TR Concept would be as follows:
1. Anchor down structure.
2. Pull on the side rectangular panels.
3. Once fully erect, rigidize the fold lines with locking mechanisms.
Like the 3R4T1M Concept, a mock-up of the 8R4T2TR Concept made of foam board
and tape, as shown in Figure 2.25, validates feasibility of the design.

Figure 2.25: Sequential stages of erection of the foam board mock-up model of 8R4T2TR
Concept
An alternate version of the 8R4T2TR shelter is the 4R6T Concept. This concept follows a
similar folding pattern as the 8R4T2TR Concept, but now has a solid roof without any folds. The
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shelter concept was inspired by SEA BOX CRS Type B shelter (SEA BOX, 2016), as shown in
Figure 2.26, because of the solid roof and how it behaves in erection.

Figure 2.26: SEA BOX CRS Type B Shelter (SEA BOX, 2016)
Because the top edges of the side rectangles of the 4R6T Concept are always at the same
height, a roof panel that slides over the top with rails or slots could be utilized to enclose the
structure. A side view of the shelter can be seen in Figure 2.27, showing that the side rectangular
panels maintain the same height throughout erection. A CAD model of the entire shelter can be
seen in Figure 2.28. This shelter has dimensions restricted to the width and length being at least
twice that of the height of the shelter attributable to the folding process. The length and width,
however, have no upper bound.

Figure 2.27: Side view of 4R6T shelter showing equivalent heights of rectangular side panel
edges
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Figure 2.28: Sequential erection stages of 4R6T Concept - 4 rectangles, 6 triangles
2.2.3. 2R20T4TR Shelter Concept
The 2R20T4TR shelter concept, as shown in Figure 2.29, contains a rectangular base with
square sides that incorporate what is commonly referred to as the water bomb origami base pattern.
A similar “stretched” water bomb pattern is used on each rectangular side of the shelter. The
structure folds flat into a rectangular footprint with a folding process that allows only one direction
of motion, which is in the vertical direction.

Figure 2.29: Sequential erection stages of 2R20T4TR Concept
The water bomb base pattern is a square pattern that can collapse into a triangle. The
stretched side pattern folds into a trapezoid. A more detailed image of the folding pattern can be
seen in Figure 2.30.

Figure 2.30: Folding process of the water bomb base pattern with thick panels
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A physical model of this pattern as a multi-fold panel was fabricated using PET foam
core and two plies of PETG as shown in Figure 2.31.

Figure 2.31: Water bomb patterned sandwich panel
Because of the symmetry of the folding process, the 2R20T4TR shelter concept provides
potential for modularity. The structure could be created without the two square end panels, and
successively joined to create an extended rectangular footprint. The structures could then be
erected simultaneously. The process could also begin with erecting each structure individually,
and combining them after being rigidized. End panels could then be attached to either end of the
modular system to enclose the structure and potentially aid in rigidity. A sample of three such
connections can be seen in Figure 2.32.

Figure 2.32: Connection of three 2R20T4TR shelter concepts. Erection process displayed
simultaneously
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The rectangular walls of the 2R20T4TR Concept could be comprised of square instead of
rectangular panels, thus, making a cubic shelter. This shelter would collapse into a square
footprint, therefore, reducing the footprint of the 2R20T4TR. This new structure, referred to as
the 2S12T Concept, can also be combined with either similar or dissimilar structures with the
same folding process, such as the 2R20T4TR Concept. The 2S12T Concept can be seen in
Figure 2.33, while a modular system combining four of these structures can be seen in Figure
2.34.

Figure 2.33: Sequential erection stages of 2S12T Concept

Figure 2.34: Connection of four 2S12T Concepts. Erection process displayed
simultaneously
2.2.4. 2H36T Shelter Concept
The water bomb pattern folds compactly, so it was used in multiple concept designs. The
2H36T shelter concept is a hexagonal structure that employs six water bomb patterns, one on
each side of the hexagon. The inspiration for this concept came from both a hexagonal disaster
relief shelter called the Hex House (shown in Figure 2.35) and the HDT BASE-X MODEL 8D36
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shelter. The 8D36 shelter can serve as a central hub for a modular system of shelters. The 8D36
shelter and the 2H36T shelter can be seen in Figure 2.36 and Figure 2.37, respectively.

Figure 2.35: Hex House (Architects for Society, 2016)

Figure 2.36: HDT BASE-X MODEL 8D36 shelter (HDT Global, 2013)

Figure 2.37: Sequential erection stages of 2H36T Concept - 2 hexagons, 36 triangles
Attributable to the utilization of the water bomb pattern, the 2H36T shelter concept has
great potential for modularization. If the dimensions of the hexagonal roof and base are created
such that sides are equivalent in magnitude as the 2R20T4TR or 2S12T Concept widths, the
shelters could be connected to an end side of the hexagon. Each connection would remove one
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water bomb pattern, and instead have an open end that would house a connection to another
shelter. An example of this modular system can be seen in Figure 2.38.

Figure 2.38: Modular capabilities of 2H36T and 2R20T4TR Concepts
All designs that incorporate connected water bomb patterns have panels that are in
contact when erected, but move away from one another as the structure collapses as shown in
Figure 2.39. This combination poses both a challenge in rigidizing the structure and weather
sealing. Proper seals and rigidizing methods would eliminate this concern. All designs that
incorporate this pattern also have solid panel roofs, which is ideal for both structural integrity
and waterproofing. The symmetry of the folds allows for this, and facilitates simple erection.
Simple extension of the structure vertically and potentially a push or pull on one edge of a
triangle of the water bomb pattern would be sufficient to erect the structure.

Figure 2.39: Panel separation during collapse of 2R20T2TR shelter concept
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2.2.5. Notable Design Challenges with Increased Panel Thickness
Folding of paper or thin origami panels faces only one concern with kinematic
compatibility due to the possibility of panels intersecting one another. Since each thin panel has
essentially zero thickness, its edge is defined by a single line, which coincides with the location
of a fold or hinge line.
Thickening the panels adds complexity and introduces numerous challenges in origamiinspired design. For example, when successive water bomb panels of finite thickness are joined,
the corners of the panels intersect, thus interfering with the folding operation. An example of this
can be seen in a CAD image of the 2R20T4TR Concept in Figure 2.40. Moreover, with thick
panels, the inner and outer surfaces are at some finite distance apart, giving rise to multiple
options for hinge location along an edge in the thickness direction. For two thick panels, the fold
line needs to coincide with opposite sides of panels to facilitate a proper folding process. An
example of this can be seen in both the 8R4T2TR and 3R5T2TR Concepts in Figure 2.41. A
more detailed investigation of origami-inspired shelters with thick panels appears in the next
section.
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Figure 2.40: Water bomb fold intersections on the 2R20T4TR Concept

Figure 2.41: Gaps created by panel thickness and folding process of 3R5T2TR (left) and
8R4T2TR (right) Concepts
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2.3. Thick Origami
Traditional origami involves sheet-like panels that have essentially no thickness and can
be infinitely stacked. The strict mathematics that describe origami patterns and folding
procedures assume thin panels that are rigid and cannot deform due to the folding process. When
used in structural applications, the finite thickness of each panel must be considered to ensure
flat-folding and stacking of the panels. The concepts introduced previously are based on thin
origami. The thick concepts fold in a similar manner as their thin models, but due to the location
of the hinged connections, not all panels are connected to the floor panel. An example of this is
shown in Figure 2.42.

Figure 2.42: Example of folding challenges of thick origami in initial 3R5T2TR Concept
Figure 2.42 shows that a gap is created during the folding process because the hinge lines
raise parts of the shelter at different rates. This uneven erection causes the back corner of the side
panel to initiate contact with the floor panel, creating a contact point that must take most of the
weight of the structure during erection, resulting in unwanted high stress concentrations. It is
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ideal to maintain as many connections to the floor panel as possible to increase stability,
distribute the weight of the structure over the hinge line, and avoid this contact point. Increased
number of connections to the floor can also aid in weather sealing the structure and reduce the
need for adding canvas or gasket seals.
2.3.1. Single-Vertex Folds
Folding of a thick panel system with maximum hinged connections to the floor panel can
be achieved using the Offset Crease method (Ku & Demaine, 2016). This method widens the
crease between two adjacent panels and replaces the original crease with two hinges. The offset
crease method is detailed in Figure 2.43.

Figure 2.43: Offset crease method (Ku & Demaine, 2016)
The Corner Vertex fold introduces a spacer or a set of spacers into the folding system to
widen the crease and create a boundary for two hinge lines. The Corner Vertex fold is used in a
number of shelter concepts to highlight the thickness accommodation techniques used. A corner
fold that employs a version of the offset crease method is shown in Figure 2.44, where the
spacers are highlighted in red. The folding sequence is developed in a CAD model and is shown
in Figure 2.45.
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Figure 2.44: Thick corner vertex fold

Figure 2.45: Folding sequence of a corner fold using a version of the offset crease method
It should be noted that because of finite thickness, the two side panels must have added
tabs that preserve flat-folding of the system. This is illustrated in Figure 2.46.
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Figure 2.46: Tabs in the corner fold that preserve flat-folding
While the offset crease method allows flat-folding of thick origami concepts, the spacers
also increase the part count of the system and increase the number of hinges. This may pose a
challenge in a manufacturing stage, indicating the need for alternate methods to flat folding of
thick origami concepts.
If thin origami connections are maintained in a thick origami system, the model will
result in self-intersection. The fully erected state of a corner fold is the only fold state that would
not result in self-intersection. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.47, where the comparable
thin panels are highlighted in red. The folding process showing the self-intersection is shown in
Figure 2.48.
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Figure 2.47: Fully erected state of a thin assembly of a thick corner fold

Figure 2.48: Self-intersection of a thin assembly of a thick corner fold
In order to increase the connections to the floor, thin origami behavior should be
maintained as much as possible. This is an interesting design challenge because the thickness of
the panels must still be considered as it can intersect other portions of an origami fold pattern
depending on the complexity of the system.
The simple “clamshell” model with two panels connected along a single hinge line has
two possible hinge locations to maintain a flat-folding operation. This can be achieved by
placing the hinge at the inner or outer panel edges as shown in Figure 2.49.
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Figure 2.49: Altering location of hinge lines on the clamshell model
In more complex systems than the clamshell fold, the thickness of the panels becomes a
design challenge. To achieve thin origami in these systems, the hinge or fold lines can maintain
the same location as the thin models by changing the local thickness of the panels. This method
of distributing the thickness of the panels to allow flat-folding is referred to as the Offset Panel
Technique (Edmondson, Lang, Magleby, & Howell, 2014). This technique seeks to maintain the
kinematics of a thin origami fold using flat panels by offsetting panel thickness from a chosen
plane containing all of the rotational axes. This method is detailed in Figure 2.50.
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Figure 2.50: Offset panel technique (Edmondson et al., 2014)
A sample fold by altering the local thickness of panels in a corner fold pattern is shown in
Figure 2.51, while the folding sequence is shown in Figure 2.52.

Figure 2.51: Concept 2 thick corner model fully erected
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Figure 2.52: Concept 2 corner thick model folding sequence
The hinge lines for the corresponding thin model are maintained by proper thickness
allocation of the panel edges. The corresponding thin model is outlined in red in Figure 2.53. The
thickness is distributed around the red hinge lines in a particular way that will not allow selfintersection of the folding system.
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Figure 2.53: Detail of the thin model (right) and the thick counterpart (left) of Concept 2
thick corner model
The thickness variation is prominent near the angled fold line as shown by the local
doubling of the panel thickness to create step-like panels that can nest together. The number of
panels is still kept at a minimum while maintaining kinematic compatibility. Another local
thickness allocation design has been developed that maintains uniform thickness triangles on the
front face of a corner fold. The third concept of the thick corner fold is shown in Figure 2.54
while the folding sequence is shown in Figure 2.55.
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Figure 2.54: Concept 3 thick corner model fully erected

Figure 2.55: Concept 3 corner thick model folding sequence
A thin corner fold is still maintained and tabs to allow complete folding of the system are
incorporated in this design. The panel designs are kept simple and the number of panels is once
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again kept to a minimum. The corresponding thin model is outlined in red in Figure 2.56, while
the thickness of the panels is properly dispersed to prevent self-intersection.

Figure 2.56: Detail of the thin model (right) and the thick counterpart (left) of Concept 3
thick corner model
The offset panel method can be used to create full shelter concepts that can fold flat while
maintaining kinematic compatibility. The simplicity of a thin model should be maintained as
much as possible to limit the degrees of freedom of the shelter and increase the number of hinged
connections to a floor panel.
2.3.2. Thick Origami - Full Shelters
Using the methods detailed above for creating flat-foldable thick-paneled patterns allows
for incorporation into fully enclosed shelter designs. Both methods are combined with a method
that involves placing hinge lines on opposite edges of panels. This method is referred to as the
Hinge Shift technique, which is reviewed by (Lang, Tolman, Crampton, Magleby, & Howell,
2018). The hinge shift technique is detailed in a one-dimensional crease pattern in Figure 2.57.
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Figure 2.57: Hinge shift technique (Lang et al., 2018)
The hinge shift technique was used to create the back fold of the 3R5T2TR Concept and
3R4T1M Concept models. The hinge lines are placed on inner and outer edges of each panel.
The corner vertex fold behaves the same way, but now the back panel is forced to raise and
lower throughout the folding process, indicating that the back fold does not mirror zero-thickness
kinematics. This means that the back panel cannot have a hinged connection to the base and
requires two symmetric corner folds. The folding process for this model is shown in Figure 2.58.
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Figure 2.58: Flat-folding of two thick corner folds using the Hinge Shift method
While the kinematics are not exactly maintained, the angles of the two-wall model are
maintained in the thick folding of a two-corner vertex thick fold due to the same folding
procedure and parallel panel faces. The front of this fold remains in the same plane and contains
a simple folding of one panel on one hinge. This simple folding is detailed by a red dashed line
in Figure 2.59.
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Figure 2.59: Detail of simple fold on the front face of the two-corner vertex thick fold
This simple folding allows the incorporation of the folds seen in Figure 2.44, Figure 2.51,
and Figure 2.54. Each fold pattern is combined with the two-corner vertex thick fold to create a
fully enclosed shelter. It should be noted that for full enclosure, a roof panel and hinge must be
incorporated that can rotate 120 degrees to allow for flat-folding and full cover of the top of the
shelter. This roof panel/panel system can be connected to the top of the back panel. Thick
variations of the 3R5T2TR Concept are developed when the folds are added, which will be
indexed as Thick 3R5T2TR Concept i, where i is the concept number. The first concept, Thick
3R5T2TR Concept 1, includes the Offset Crease method fold on the front panel and is shown in
Figure 2.60. A detailed image showing the moving hinge line is shown in Figure 2.61.

Figure 2.60: Sequential erection of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 1
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Figure 2.61: Detail of spacers in Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 1
This was the first full model developed that addressed the geometric violations of the
thick models seen in the initial origami-inspired design concepts. Notice that the side panels are
thicker than the front panels. This difference is essential because the side panels are allowing the
front panels to fold into (nest inside) the side panels. This is referred to as panel nesting. The
spacers that create the moving hinge lines add moving parts and hinged connections, which may
prove to be difficult to fabricate. The next concept developed, Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 2 adds
the fold seen in Figure 2.51 to the two-corner vertex thick fold. The new concept is shown in
Figure 2.62.
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Figure 2.62: Sequential erection of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 2
In order for the large triangle that comprises the majority of the front wall to fold flat
with the other panels, it must be connected to the triangles on either side of the front wall. This
means that the front wall will fold lower than the level of the hinge line on the sides of the
structure. Maintaining kinematic compatibility requires the floor panel to have additional tabs to
allow the large triangle to nest inside of it. Due to the thickness allocation to preserve flatfolding, some locations on the structure have a local increase in panel thickness. The added tabs,
local thickness increase, and nesting of the panels are shown in Figure 2.63.
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Figure 2.63: Details of the added tabs, local thickness increase, and nesting of the panels in
Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 2
In order to create a fully enclosed shelter, the opening on the front of the shelter created
by the added tabs must be sealed. This can be accomplished by extending the front triangular
panel to create an overhang that acts as a flap that seals the opening during the folding process.
This extension and sealing process is shown in Figure 2.64.
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Figure 2.64: Sealing views of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 2. Views include isometric (left
column) and corresponding side (right column)
The final thick concept, Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3, was developed using the fold in
Figure 2.54 and the two-corner vertex thick fold. The final concept is shown in Figure 2.65.
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Figure 2.65: Sequential erection of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
This concept also has added tabs on the floor panel to preserve flat folding in addition to
double thickness side panels for nesting. The added benefit of this concept is that there is an
additional hinged connection to the floor panel. This connection improves stability and contains
an inherent seal in the hinged connection. The folding of the front wall is detailed in Figure 2.66.
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Figure 2.66: Folding of the front wall panels of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
Due to its stability and simplicity, Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 is chosen as the preferred
concept for design analysis and optimization. The added extension E, panel height H, minimum
panel thickness t, and added width w, can be used as inputs to make the concept parametric. A
parametric CAD model based on the same input parameters is shown in Figure 2.67.

Figure 2.67: Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 with (a) no changes (b) increased thickness (c)
increased extension (d) increased width
Because the 3R4T1M Concept shares the same folding pattern as the 3R5T2TR Concept,
a thick model can also be developed. The thickening method used in Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
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(Figure 2.65) can also be used in a thick 3R4T1M Concept. The additional challenge associated
with the 3R4T1M Concept is thickening SFE on the front wall. The SFE is comprised of the
smaller triangles on the front wall. Similar to thickening the corner vertex, the offset panel
technique can be used to create a thick SFE. The thin SFE along with the thick SFE is shown in
Figure 2.68.

Figure 2.68: Sequential folding of thin SFE (top row) and thick SFE (bottom row)
If SFE has minimum thickness t, the maximum local panel thickness must be at least 2t to
allow full panel nesting. This thick SFE can be incorporated into Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 to
create the Thick 3R4T1M Concept shown in Figure 2.69.
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Figure 2.69: Thick 3R4T1M Concept
While the shelter concepts are designed to be a 1-DOF system, the roof panel is not
considered a part of this system. For the three thick concepts shown, a similar roof system can be
integrated into the design to fully seal and cover the shelter. The roof is attached to the inner top
edge of the back panel and is comprised of two panels joined by one hinge line. The size of each
roof panel is dependent on the extension of the side trapezoid and the height of the shelter. The
erection process of 3R5T2TR Concept 3 is used to show the roof concept and how it is
connected to the shelter. The erection process is summarized below and in Figure 2.70.
1. Anchor down structure
2. Fold over roof
3. Lock roof hinge
4. Unfold shelter
5. Rigidize with locking mechanism(s)
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Figure 2.70: Isometric (left) and side (right) views of sequential erection steps for Thick
3R5T2TR Concept 3
The models created have large thickness relative to height to highlight the change from
thin to thick origami. Because the structures are intended for use as temporary shelters,
representative sizes must be examined to guide design concerning logistical requirements. Thick
3R5T2TR Concept 2, Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3, and Thick 3R4T1M Concept with fixed base
dimensions are shown in Figure 2.71.
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Figure 2.71: Example representative sizes of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 2, Thick 3R5T2TR
Concept 3, and Thick 3R4T1M Concept
The Thick 3R5T2TR Concepts and Thick 3R4T1M Concept can have extended width to
maximize internal volume. Note that the dimensions are shown only to highlight potential
reasonable shelter sizes when the base dimension is held constant from concept to concept. The
structures have potential to fit within storage containers such as an ISO IC container. An
extended Thick 3R4T1M Concept can fit horizontal in one of these containers and is shown in
Figure 2.72 and Figure 2.73.
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Figure 2.72: Notional storage of extended Thick 3R4T1M Concept horizontally in an ISO
IC container. Isometric (left) and front (right) views shown

Figure 2.73: Horizontal storage concept of extended Thick 3R4T1M Concept
The folded shelters could also fit vertically similar to a bookcase. Dividers can be placed
between the shelters allow a single panel to be removed without the others collapsing onto one
another inside the container. The vertical storage concept of the same shelter type in an ISO IC
container is shown in Figure 2.74.
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Figure 2.74: Notional vertical storage of extended Thick 3R4T1M Concept inside an ISO
IC container. Isometric (left) and front (right) views shown
The change to vertical storage influences the geometry of the shelters because of the
internal dimensions of the ISO IC container. This change reduces shelter height but allows for
potentially more stored shelters as the internal width of the ISO IC container is larger than the
height. Considerations such as manufacturing and clearance fits affect the number of shelters that
can fit into an ISO shelter. It is estimated that roughly 4-7 shelters can fit inside of an ISO IC
container.
The extension of the side panels necessary for the 3R5T2TR Concept creates a shelter
with a larger width than height. There is a small space to extend the top of the side panels to
create taller shelters. This space is highlighted in Figure 2.75.
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Figure 2.75: Possible extension section location of side panels
Two height extension concepts are proposed to increase the height-to-width ratio. The
first concept requires a certain amount of width extension to increase shelter height. The
collapsed and erected model is shown in Figure 2.76, where the extension is highlighted with a
dashed line.

Figure 2.76: Extended height concept 1
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The front wall maintains its original height, meaning an extended roof is needed with an
additional fold that can fully seal the shelter. The roof would fold over just as it does in the
original roof concepts but would require an additional step of folding in the additional roof flap
to cover the opening created by the difference in height of the front panels. The roof for this
concept is shown in Figure 2.77.

Figure 2.77: Final erection steps of extended height concept 1
Another concept developed to address the height-to-width ratio is the angled roof
concept. This concept adds a triangular extension of the side panels to create an angled roof. This
concept also requires a multi-hinge roof that folds to conform to the triangular shape. The angled
roof concept is shown in Figure 2.78.
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Figure 2.78: Angled roof concept
In addition to the angled roof, a mono-slope roof could be utilized to maintain the same
benefits, while reducing complexity. The mono-sloped roof concept is shown in Figure 2.79.

Figure 2.79: Mono-slope roof concept
Small changes to each concept can create additional unique shelter concepts. The
extension value E and added width w have no upper bound, meaning that the structures can have
any desired width or total length. The minimum values for E and w pertain to kinematic
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compatibility requirements and are dependent on other shelter geometry inputs. An example of
large values for E and w are shown in Figure 2.80.

Figure 2.80: Large extensions and width values for 3R5T2TR Concept
Due to the rigid geometric shapes used to develop a shelter, the solid panels can be
replaced with rigid or somewhat rigid frames and soft shells (e.g., fabric) to substantially reduce
the weight of the shelter. The amount of material removed would depend on structural
requirements and location of each panel in the folding system. An example of a rigid-frame
system for Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 is shown in Figure 2.81.
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Figure 2.81: Rigid-frame system for Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
A rigid-frame system for origami-inspired shelters could also have the benefit of
incorporating rigid panels. The rigid panels could be attached to the shelter after it has already
been erected and rigidized to increase the structural integrity and limit the erection requirements.
These panels could be comprised of many different materials, including ballistic and composite
sandwich panels.
2.4. Conclusions
Rapidly compactible and transportable shelters are one of the most logical applications
for origami-inspired design with potential for large floor area and volume when erected relative
to compact storage when collapsed. Using thick panels that behave like zero-thickness panels
introduces design challenges while revealing potential for creativity and innovation. Straying
from the strict laws that govern origami can lead to designs that are inspired by origami but do
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not behave exactly as traditional origami. The origami-inspired concepts developed aim to
simplify erection by limiting the points of erection, or locations where a force must be applied to
erect a shelter. A light-weight yet durable origami-inspired structure can be fabricated as a rigid
wall structure providing structural integrity but with transportability benefits similar to soft wall
structures. The design challenges associated with these concepts are potentially large erection
forces, gaps created because of compounding panel thicknesses during folding process, and
intersection of panels during erection. A proposed solution concerning excessive erection force
requirements is the incorporation of a stored energy system. This system would reduce the force
required during erection and simplify the erection process. The gaps seen between some panels
can be eliminated by nesting panels within one another and altering the location of the hinge
lines. Panel intersection or kinematic incompatibility was observed in certain designs such as the
2R20T4TR shelter concept. The intersection points are relatively small compared to the size of
the structure as a whole. The intersections are along edges of panels and may be able to be
eliminated by simply chamfering portions of the panels themselves to provide clearance and
facilitate intersection-free movement.
The origami-inspired concepts developed in this research clearly have many fold lines,
requiring a method for rigidizing the shelter to prevent collapse. There are numerous ways that
this could be accomplished including, but not limited to, clamps, straps, or locks. A visual
representation of one possible rigidizing method can be seen in Figure 2.82 and Figure 2.83.
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Figure 2.82: Potential rigidizing method using locks on the 2R20T4TR concept

Figure 2.83: Various stages of rigidizing process
This example is just one potential connection that can rigidize an origami-inspired shelter
by locking the hinge line. The rigidizing method ideally would involve no external equipment
and cannot impede the folding process.
Design of origami-inspired structures can lead to numerous configurations and take
advantage of different types of shelter materials. An origami-inspired shelter must contain a
rigid, or at least somewhat rigid frame that acts as fold lines in an origami design. The interior of
the geometric shapes created by the frame can be rigid or soft shell so long as it does not
interfere with the folding process. Many rigid-wall shelters do not need to be erected, but are
very heavy, such as the 20-ft (6.1 m) Non-Expandable ISO Shelter (AAR, 2012). Using
lightweight materials for rigid-wall structures, or creating a hybrid shelter that combines rigid100
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wall and soft-wall panels can lead to rapid erection/collapse, while maintaining structural
integrity.
The design challenges initially observed in the 3R5T2TR and 3R4T1M Concepts can be
addressed by various methods of thickening the thin concepts. The Offset Crease, Offset Panel,
and Hinge Shift techniques were all utilized to address the challenges of using finite thickness
panels. Kinematically compatible models were developed and one parametrized to satisfy design
restrictions associated with the dimensions of the shelters. Several foam board and 3D-printed
models were fabricated to display feasibility of the concepts and provide additional insight in the
kinematics of the structures. Alternate versions of the base folding structure were also
investigated, displaying the immense potential of using origami-inspired structures in shelter
applications.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF SELECT ORIGAMI-INSPIRED CONCEPTS
3.1. Introduction
Origami-inspired shelters can be viewed as a collection of rigid panels connected by
multiple hinge lines. The structures developed are assumed to fold and unfold slowly, neglecting
inertial effects and assuming a quasi-static loading condition. The only loads acting on the
structure are the weight of each panel and the applied force or torque needed to maintain
equilibrium. All hinge lines are assumed to be frictionless. As the structure has articulating
members, the method of virtual work is used to analyze it for different values of the driver angle.
Thin models are first investigated due to their reduced complexity followed by thick-panel
models.
3.2. Virtual Work Analysis of Thin Clamshell Model
The simple, thin clamshell model, shown in Figure 3.1, is used to outline the virtual work
analysis process.

Figure 3.1: Isometric view (left) and side view (right) of the Thin Clamshell Model
There is only one hinge line and one panel (excluding the base), which creates a very
simple model. The method of virtual work states that “if an object is in equilibrium, the virtual
work by the external forces and couples acting on it is zero for any virtual translation or rotation”
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(Bedford & Fowler, 2008). The clamshell model is defined by the driver angle, θ1, that defines
the vertical location of the center of gravity of the panel, z1. It is assumed that the panel has
weight, W1, and a torque, T is applied to maintain equilibrium. If the panel is assumed to
undergo a virtual displacement (rotation for this case), δθ1, the virtual work done by both the
torque and weight of the panel must sum to zero. The reaction forces do no work because as the
panel undergoes a virtual rotation, the hinge line’s location is held stationary and thus does no
work. A pictorial representation of the virtual work setup is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Virtual work setup of thin clamshell model
The virtual work equation for the clamshell model is expressed as
𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊1𝛿𝑧1 = 0

Equation 3.1

The work done by the panel weight is negative because it is in the opposite direction to
the displacement. The height of the center of gravity of the panel is determined from the driver
angle and panel height. Thus, the virtual displacement of the vertical location of the center of
gravity (CG) of the panel can be expressed in terms of its first derivative with respect to the
driver angle multiplied by the virtual angular displacement (chain rule of differentiation):
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𝑑𝑧1
𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊1 (
) 𝛿𝜃1 = 0
𝑑𝜃1
or

𝛿𝑈 = ( 𝑇 − 𝑊1 (

𝑑𝑧1
)) 𝛿𝜃1 = 0
𝑑𝜃1

With 𝛿𝜃1 representing virtual displacement, the term inside the parentheses must equal
zero.
𝑇 = 𝑊1 (

With 𝑧1 =

𝐻
2

𝑑𝑧1
)
𝑑𝜃1

sin(𝜃1), the torque is found as
𝐻
𝑇 = 𝑊1 ( ) cos(𝜃1)
2

Equation 3.2

The virtual work analysis describes the condition of equilibrium requiring the torque
about the hinge line be equal to the moment created by the weight of the panel. The next model
investigated is the two-wall model, which will highlight the added complexity of introducing
more panels. The matlab code developed to analyze the clamshell model is provided in Appendix
B.
3.3. Virtual Work Analysis of Thin Two-wall Model
For the two-wall (three-panel) model (shown in Figure 3.3), the vertical location of each
panel’s CG must be determined. The three connected panels move simultaneously when the
driver angle, θ1, changes. The vertical position of each CG is denoted as zi, where i is an index
number for each panel.
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Figure 3.3: Vertical locations of all CGs of the two-wall model
It is assumed that the panels that connect to the base only rotate about their respective
hinge lines and do not translate or rotate in any other direction. As a result, the reaction forces
and moments generated by the hinges on the base do no work in the virtual work analysis. If
panel 1 is assumed to undergo a virtual displacement, δθ1, the virtual work done by both the
torque about hinge line 1 and the weight of each panel must sum to zero. The governing equation
for this analysis is shown in Equation 3.3.
𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊1𝛿𝑧1 − 𝑊2𝛿𝑧2 − 𝑊3𝛿𝑧3 = 0

Equation 3.3

Expressing Equation 3.3 in terms of the virtual displacement δθ1 gives

𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊1 (

𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
) 𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊2 (
) 𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊3 (
) 𝛿𝜃1 = 0
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

or
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𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
𝛿𝑈 = (𝑇 − 𝑊1 (
) − 𝑊2 (
) − 𝑊3 (
)) 𝛿𝜃1 = 0
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

The torque required to maintain equilibrium for the two-wall model is obtained as
𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
𝑇 = 𝑊1 (
) + 𝑊2 (
) + 𝑊3 (
)
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

Equation 3.4

The next step is to determine the analytical equation for the vertical position of each CG
location as a function of θ1. For the 3R4T1M and 3R5T2TR Concepts, the analytical expression
for each panel can be written in terms of θ1, θ2, θ4, θ5, θ6, or θ7 as they all are a function of θ1.
The equation for z1 has already been determined from the clamshell model. The equation
for z2 is more complex as this panel rotates about two axes. The derivation is divided into two
steps. First, the distance between the CG of panel 2 and panel 1 (N2), which is always
perpendicular to panel 1, is determined as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Determination of N2 from thin two-wall model. Views include (a) isometric, (b)
top of panels 1, 2, and 3, and (c) perpendicular distance from top edge of panel 1 to
CG of panel 2
Using the geometric relationship described in Figure 3.5, z2 is obtained as
𝑧2 = 𝑧21 − 𝑧𝑁2

⇒ 𝑧2 =

⇒ 𝑧2 =

𝑧2 =

2𝐻
sin(𝜃1) − 𝑁2 sin(90° − 𝜃1)
3

2𝐻
𝐻
sin(𝜃1) − ( sin(𝜃2)) cos(𝜃1)
3
3

𝐻
(2 sin(𝜃1) − sin(𝜃2) cos(𝜃1))
3
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Figure 3.5: Description of zN2 and z21 to calculate z2 using side view of two-wall model
In the 3R4T1M and 3R5T2TR Concepts, the total height is H. The two-wall model with
an extension, E, of panel 3 that does not affect the analytical expressions for the angles, but
simply the vertical location of the CG of panel 3 is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Extended two-wall model (Left) and derivation of z3 from front view (Right)
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Panel 2 is assumed to always be a 45-degree right triangle with height and width of H,
indicating that its CG does not change and therefore the expression for z2 does not change. Panel
1 is assumed rectangular with a height of H and a width of 2H + w, where w is added width
(which can be any positive number). Because the height is maintained on panel 1, the CG is
always located at H/2, and therefore does not change the expression for z1. Panel 3 may have
added extension, E, that can impact the vertical location of the CG of the panel. Instead of a
vertical CG location of H/3 when erect, the term is replaced with CG3, which is dependent on
the geometry of the panel. When E is zero, CG3 will be H/3. The analytical expression for z3 is
given as
𝑧3 = 𝐶𝐺3 sin(𝜃2)

Equation 3.6

Because the panels have no thickness, CG3 is dependent on the area of panel 3. A
pictorial representation is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: CG setup of panel 3
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The vertical location of the CG of panel 3 is defined as

𝐶𝐺3 =

𝐻
𝐻 𝐻2
( 2 (𝐸𝐻) + 3 ( 2 ))
(𝐸𝐻) + (

𝐻2
2)

𝐸 𝐻
𝐻2 ( + )
2 6
⇒ 𝐶𝐺3 =
𝐸 1
𝐻 2 (𝐻 + 2)
𝐸 𝐻
( 2 + 6 ) 6𝐻
⇒ 𝐶𝐺3 =
( )
𝐸 1 6𝐻
(𝐻 + 2)

𝐶𝐺3 =

𝐻(3𝐸 + 𝐻)
(6𝐸 + 3𝐻)

Equation 3.7

Substituting Equation 3.7 into Equation 3.6 gives an equation for z3 in terms of E, H, and
θ2 as

𝑧3 = (

𝐻(3𝐸 + 𝐻)
) sin(𝜃2)
(6𝐸 + 3𝐻)

Equation 3.8

Differentiating z1, z2, and z3 with respect to θ1 and substituting into Equation 3.4 gives

𝑇 = 𝑊1

𝑑 𝐻
𝑑 𝐻
( sin(𝜃1)) + 𝑊2
( (2 sin(𝜃1) − sin(𝜃2) cos(𝜃1)))
𝑑𝜃1 2
𝑑𝜃1 3
+ 𝑊3

𝑑
𝐻(3𝐸 + 𝐻)
((
) sin(𝜃2))
𝑑𝜃1 (6𝐸 + 3𝐻)

Evaluating derivatives yields
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𝐻
𝐻(cos 2 (𝜃1) + cos(𝜃1) + 1)
𝑇 = 𝑊1 ( cos(𝜃1)) + 𝑊2 (
)
2
3(cos(𝜃1) + 1)
Equation 3.9
(𝐻(3𝐸 + 𝐻))
+ 𝑊3 (
)
(6𝐸 + 3𝐻)(cos(𝜃1) + 1)
Equation 3.9 defines the torque required about hinge line 1 (shown on Figure 3.3) to
maintain equilibrium of the two-wall model for all angles of θ1.
To verify the accuracy of Equation 3.9, a SolidWorks model was created for a two-wall
model with no extension (E = 0) and height of 7 ft (H = 7 ft (2.13 m)). The width of the back
panel was 14 ft (4.27m) (2H). Each panel was given a very small thickness of roughly 0.126 in,
but was mated (hinged) along centerlines of the panels that were sketched onto the surface to
align with the mid-plane. This process mimics thin origami as the CG is along the mid-plane of
the panel. Using the material density of PET (88.65 lb/ft3 (13,926 N/m3)) results in panel 1
weighing roughly 91 lb with panels 2 and 3 weighing one quarter of panel 1. A motion analysis
was done in SolidWorks by placing a motor along hinge line 1 and allowing it to rotate the
panels from a very small erection angle to the fully erect position. The movement occurred in 1
minute to replicate slow erection and a quasi-static analysis. The analytical expression for the
required torque was also evaluated at all values of θ1. The plots of simulation results from
SolidWorks and the analysis are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Plot of torque required about hinge line 1 to maintain equilibrium in the twowall model
The analytical data accurately follows the data generated using SolidWorks motion
analysis tool. This result inspires confidence in the formulation of the analytical expressions. The
maximum torque required occurs when the structure is fully collapsed. However, the torque
value does not approach zero as the structure reaches full erection. It would be expected that the
torque would go to zero because at full erection, all CGs are directly over the support hinges.
The analytical expression, however, shows that at full erection of the system, the required torque
is well over 0 lb-in. The expression for the torque at full erection (θ1 = 90 degrees) is shown in
Equation 3.10.
(𝐻(3𝐸 + 𝐻))
𝐻
𝑇 = 𝑊2 ( ) + 𝑊3 (
)
(6𝐸 + 3𝐻)
3
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When there is no extension, Equation 3.10 becomes
𝐻
𝐻
𝑇 = 𝑊2 ( ) + 𝑊3 ( )
3
3
The analysis developed involves an applied torque about hinge line 1 on the two wall
model. This torque is in the direction of the virtual displacement. If the torque was instead
moved to hinge line 2, the results would change significantly. The work done by the panel
weights is the same, and therefore, the work done by the torque must be the same.
However, the amount of torque required will change as the formulation of the governing
equation changes. The governing equation for this setup is shown in Equation 3.11 while the
formulation of the equation for torque is shown in Equation 3.12.
𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇𝛿𝜃2 − 𝑊1𝛿𝑧1 − 𝑊2𝛿𝑧2 − 𝑊3𝛿𝑧3 = 0

Equation 3.11

The only change is that the torque is multiplied by δθ2 as opposed to δθ1 due to the
change in location. The same steps to find the torque about hinge line 1 will be repeated to find
the torque about hinge line 2.
𝑑𝜃2
𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇 (
) 𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊1 (
) 𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊2 (
) 𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊3 (
) 𝛿𝜃1 = 0
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃2
𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
⟹ 𝛿𝑈 = (𝑇 (
) − 𝑊1 (
) − 𝑊2 (
) − 𝑊3 (
)) 𝛿𝜃1 = 0
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
) + 𝑊2 (
) + 𝑊3 (
))
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃2
(
)
𝑑𝜃1

(𝑊1 (
𝑇=

Equation 3.12

Clearly, the term in the numerator is the same, which is not surprising as the virtual work
done by the weight of the panels must be the same. The term in the denominator is no longer 1,
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due to the derivative of the angle θ2 with respect to θ1. The equation for θ2 in terms of θ1 has
already been derived, so the equation for the torque about hinge line 2 becomes
(𝐻(3𝐸 + 𝐻))
𝐻
𝐻(cos 2(𝜃1) + cos(𝜃1) + 1)
(𝑊1 ( 2 cos(𝜃1)) + 𝑊2 (
) + 𝑊3 (
))
(6𝐸 + 3𝐻)(cos(𝜃1) + 1)
3(cos(𝜃1) + 1)
𝑇=
√2
(

2(cos(𝜃1) + 1)√

cos(𝜃1)
cos(𝜃1) + 1 )

The new equation for torque is significantly different due to the change in location of the
applied torque. The same SolidWorks model was used, but a motor was now placed along hinge
line 2. The movement again occurred in 1 minute to replicate slow erection and a quasi-static
analysis. The new analytical expression for the required torque was also evaluated at all values of
θ1. Both the simulation results from SolidWorks and the analysis are shown in Figure 3.9 for
comparison.
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Figure 3.9: Plot of torque required about hinge line 2 to maintain equilibrium in the twowall model
The data once again accurately follows the results from the simulation. The peak torque
occurs when the structure is fully collapsed, though this time the erection torque is twice as high
compared to the torque about hinge line 1. Another notable conclusion is that the erection torque
now goes to zero when the structure fully erects. Because the torque about hinge line 1 does not
approach zero, there must exist a point at which the torque about hinge line 2 is the same as the
first case. This intersection occurs at roughly 68.5 degrees and is shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of torque application locations in the two-wall model
This result shows that it is more efficient to erect a shelter by applying a torque about
hinge line 1 until θ1 reaches 68.53 degrees. After this point, it is more efficient to apply a torque
about hinge line 2. This conclusion is very informative to the application of rapidly transportable
shelters as detailing erection steps is crucial for efficiently erecting structures by limiting the
input required.
3.4. Virtual Work Analysis of Thin 3R4T1M and 3R5T2TR Concept Models
The kinematics of the two-wall model provide the base folding structure for the 3R4T1M
and 3R5T2TR Concept models. The overall kinematics of the 3R4T1M Concept structure can be
defined for an extended model with added width. This would create a parametric model to define
any size 3R4T1M or 3R5T2TR Concept model as a function of height (H), added width (w),
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extension (E), length factor for the SFE (Lf), and the areal weight of the panels (Aw). The areal
weight multiplied by the area of each panel (Ai) gives the weight of each panel (Wi) as
𝑊𝑖 = 𝐴𝑤(𝐴𝑖)

Equation 3.13

Note that if Lf is zero, then the extended 3R4T1M Concept becomes an extended
3R5T2TR Concept. A model showing the inputs for a parametric function is shown in Figure
3.11, and the panel numbering system used is shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.11: Labeled input variables of extended 3R4T1M Concept structure
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Figure 3.12: Panel numbering system for extended 3R4T1M Concept
The equation for the virtual work applying a torque on the back panel is shown in
Equation 3.14. Only seven panels must be defined, due to symmetry.
𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊1𝛿𝑧1 − 2(𝑊2𝛿𝑧2) − 2(𝑊3𝛿𝑧3)
− 2(𝑊4𝛿𝑧4) − 𝑊5𝛿𝑧5 − 2(𝑊6𝛿𝑧6)

Equation 3.14

− 𝑊7𝛿𝑧7 = 0
The analytical equations for the vertical locations of the CG of panels 1, 2, and 3 have
already been described. Determination of the vertical location of the CG of panel 4 is facilitated
by several useful images shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: (a) Partially folded extended 3R4T1M Concept (b) Partially folded extended
3R4T1M Concept only panel type 1, 2, 3 and 4 (c) Normal to top of panel 3 and 4
Using only panel type 3 and 4 in Figure 3.13(c) is sufficient in deriving the vertical
position of the CG of panel 4 with pictorial representation shown in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Derivation of normal distance N4 from top edge of panel 3 to CG of panel 4
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A different view must be observed to derive the vertical location of the CG of panel 4, z4,
which is shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Back view of extended 3R4T1M Concept with transparent back panel (top)
and the same image of only panel type 3, 4, and the base (bottom)
Following the geometric description in Figure 3.16, the vertical location of the CG of
panel 4, z4 is found as
𝑧4 = 𝑧43 − 𝑧𝑁4
⇒ 𝑧4 = (𝐶𝐺4𝑦)sin(𝜃2) − 𝑁4 sin(90° − 𝜃2)
𝑧4 = (𝐶𝐺4𝑦)sin(𝜃2) − ((𝐶𝐺4𝑥) sin(𝜃5)) cos(𝜃2)
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Figure 3.16: Derivation of z4 from back view of extended 3R4T1M Concept showing only
panels 3 and 4 in partially folded state. Note that panel 3 is represented as a line
because the view is normal to the panel.
The terms CG4x and CG4y shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.16, respectively, are the
locations of the CG of panel 4 on its local coordinate system. This can be determined from the
selection of Lf.
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Figure 3.17: Determination of CG of panel 4 from local coordinate system (origin at bottom
corner)
From Figure 3.17 the CG coordinates of panel 4 are found as

2

𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻) (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻))
𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)
((
)
+
(
) (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻))𝐿𝑓(𝐻))
3
2
2
𝐶𝐺4𝑥 =

2

(𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻))
+ (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻))𝐿𝑓(𝐻)
2
2

2(𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)) (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻))
𝐿𝑓(𝐻)
((
)
+ ((𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)) + 2 ) (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻))𝐿𝑓(𝐻))
3
2
𝐶𝐺4𝑦 =

2

(𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻))
+ (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻))𝐿𝑓(𝐻)
2
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The vertical location of the CG of panel 5 is determined similar to panels 3 and 4, with its
value dependent on the values of the desired inputs. The total CG of panel 5 is shown in Figure
3.18.

Figure 3.18: Local CG location of panel 5
The equation for CG5 is given as

((
𝐶𝐺5 =

2
𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)
𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)
) (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)) + (
) (𝑤)(𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)))
3
2
2

(𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)) + (𝑤)(𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻))

The vertical location of the CG of panel 5 for every erection angle can be found with the
help of isometric and side views of the concept as shown in Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.19: (a) Isometric view of extended 3R4T1M Concept (b) Cut side view of extended
3R4T1M Concept (c) Cut side view of panel 5 and the base

Figure 3.20: Derivation of z5 from cut side view of panel 5 and the base
From Figure 3.20
𝑧5 = (𝐶𝐺5) sin(𝜃5)

Equation 3.16

The vertical location of the CG of panel 6 is more challenging to determine given the
movement it undergoes. A plane is created to help derive the location of the CG. This plane is
always parallel to panel 3 and intersects the outer edge of panel 6. This added plane, Plane 1, is
shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21 Addition of Plane 1 in isometric (a), front (b), and normal to top of panels 4
and 6 (c) views of the cut extended 3R4T1M Concept
The equation for z6 is derived using the same process as that for z2 and z4. The angle
between panel 6 and Plane 1 is simply the difference between θ7 and θ5 as shown in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22: Derivation of angle between Plane 1 and panel 6 using the cut side view of the
extended 3R4T1M Concept
Though Figure 3.22 shows the angle between the horizontal and panel 7, it is the same as
the angle between Plane 1 and panel 6. This conclusion is analogous to the previous finding that
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the angle between panels 1 and 2 is the same as the angle between panel 3 and the base (θ2). The
normal distance N6 is determined in Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.23: Derivation of N6 from view normal to top of panel 4 and 6 in the cut extended
3R4T1M Concept
The vertical location of the CG of panel 6 from the top of panel 5, z65 is shown in Figure
3.24 and is found as

𝑧65 =

⟹ 𝑧65 =

2𝐿
sin(𝜃2) − 𝑁6 sin(90° − 𝜃2)
3

2𝐿
𝐿
sin(𝜃2) − (( ) sin(𝜃7 − 𝜃5)) cos(𝜃2)
3
3
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Figure 3.24: Derivation of z65 from back view of extended 3R4T1M Concept showing only
panel 6 and Plane 1
The total vertical distance between the base and the CG of panel 6, z6 is simply the
height from the base to the top of panel 5 plus the vertical distance to the CG of panel 6. This
distance is shown in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: Derivation of z6
From Figure 3.25, the distance z6 is found as
𝑧5𝑡 = (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)) sin(𝜃5)
𝑧6 = 𝑧56 + 𝑧5𝑡

𝑧6 =

2𝐿
𝐿
sin(𝜃2) − (( ) sin(𝜃7 − 𝜃5)) cos(𝜃2)
3
3

Equation 3.17

+ (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)) sin(𝜃5)
The vertical location of the CG of panel 7 is found using the geometric relationships
shown in Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: Local CG location of panel 7

𝐶𝐺7 =

𝐿𝑓(𝐻)
𝐿𝑓(𝐻)
(( 3 ) (𝐿𝑓(𝐻))2 + ( 2 ) (𝑤)(𝐿𝑓(𝐻)))
(𝐿𝑓(𝐻))2 + (𝑤)(𝐿𝑓(𝐻))

Similar to the derivation of z6, the cut side view of the extended 3R4T1M Concept is
utilized to derive z7. This formulation is shown in Figure 3.27.

Figure 3.27: Derivation of z7 from side view of cut extended 3R4T1M Concept
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𝑧7 = 𝑧75 + 𝑧5𝑡
𝑧75 = (𝐶𝐺7) sin(𝜃7 − 𝜃5)
𝑧7 = (𝐶𝐺7) sin(𝜃7 − 𝜃5) + (𝐻 − 𝐿𝑓(𝐻)) sin(𝜃5)

Equation 3.18

With all vertical CG locations determined, the torque about the back hinge line is
determined from Equation 3.19.

𝑇 = 𝑊1 (

𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
) + 2(𝑊2) (
) + 2(𝑊3) (
)
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
+ 2(𝑊4) (

𝑑𝑧4
𝑑𝑧5
) + 𝑊5 (
)
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

+ 2(𝑊6) (

𝑑𝑧6
𝑑𝑧7
) + 𝑊7 (
)
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

Equation 3.19

Alternatively, the torque about the side and front hinge line are shown in Equation 3.20
and Equation 3.21, respectively.

𝑇 = (𝑊1 (

𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
𝑑𝑧4
𝑑𝑧5
𝑑𝑧6
𝑑𝑧7
𝑑𝜃2
) + 2(𝑊2) (
) + 2(𝑊3) (
) + 2(𝑊4) (
) + 𝑊5 (
) + 2(𝑊6) (
) + 𝑊7 (
))⁄(
)
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

Equation 3.20

𝑇 = (𝑊1 (

𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
𝑑𝑧4
𝑑𝑧5
𝑑𝑧6
𝑑𝑧7
𝑑𝜃5
) + 2(𝑊2) (
) + 2(𝑊3) (
) + 2(𝑊4) (
) + 𝑊5 (
) + 2(𝑊6) (
) + 𝑊7 (
))⁄(
)
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

Equation 3.21

Three separate SolidWorks models were developed with panel thickness of 0.1 in. and
density of 111.43 lb/ft3 (17,504 N/m3) corresponding to a 7-ft (2.13 m) by 14-ft (4.27 m) panel
weighing roughly 91 lb (404.79 N). The mating along the panel centerlines mimic thin
connections with the three models shown in Figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.28: Three thin SolidWorks models used for virtual work analysis. The models
developed include: (a) 3R5T2TR Concept with E = 28 in (0.71 m), and w = 0 in (b)
3R4T1M Concept with Lf = 0.4, E = 0 in, and w = 0 in, and (c) Extended 3R4T1M
Concept with Lf = 0.25, E = 10 in (0.25 m), and w = 24 in (0.61 m)
Plots of both the analytical results and data from the SolidWorks motion solver for the
full range of the erection angle θ1 are shown in Figure 3.29, Figure 3.30, and Figure 3.31.

Figure 3.29: Erection torque of thin 3R5T2TR Concept. Model dimensions: H = 84 in (2.13
m), E = 28 in (0.71 m), and w = 0 in
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Figure 3.30: Erection torque of thin 3R4T1M Concept. Model dimensions: H = 84 in
(2.13 m), Lf = 0.4, E = 0 in, and w = 0

Figure 3.31: Erection torque of thin Extended 3R4T1M Concept. Model dimensions:
H = 84 in (2.13 m), Lf = 0.25, E = 10 in (0.25 m), and w = 24 in (0.61 m)
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The analytical results accurately follow the results obtained from SolidWorks. It is clear
that the maximum torque required to maintain equilibrium occurs when the structure is fully
collapsed. The most efficient way to maintain equilibrium is through the application of a torque
on panel 1. This conclusion is true for most of the erection sequence. At a particular erection
angle, which depends on the parametric values used to define the overall shelter geometry, the
torque applied on panel 2 becomes a more efficient location to continue erection. Eventually, the
torque on panel 5 becomes the most efficient location to maintain equilibrium as the structure
nears full erection.
Though it is not obvious from the plots, the torque required on panel 5 for the 3R5T2TR
Concept approaches zero as the structure reaches the fully erect state. Due to the geometry of the
models, there is always one panel that rises at a slower rate than the others, and is therefore the
last panel to be fully erect. Panel 1 is the last panel to fully erect in the clamshell model (it is also
the only panel), panel 3 is the final panel in the two-wall model, and panel 5 is final panel in the
3R5T2TR Concept model. It appears that if the applied torque is placed on one of these panels in
their respective model, the torque required at full erection will approach zero. This is the
expected result as all of the CGs of the panels pass through the support hinge lines connected to
the base. Applying a torque on any of the other panels seems to result in a finite torque value
greater than zero. In the case of an applied torque on panel 1 of the 3R5T2TR Concept model,
the torque value approaches very high numbers that are on the order of 10e9 psi. This result may
be due to the stability of the system. It has been observed that trying to fully erect a foam board
or 3D-printed model of the 3R4T1M or 3R5T2TR Concept model by applying a load on panel 1
is very difficult to nearly impossible as not all of the panels reach full erection. To reach the full
erection state may therefore involve an additional step of slightly pulling on the front panel. The
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code developed to analyze the thin version of the 3R4T1M/3R5T2TR Concept is provided in
Appendix C.
3.5. Virtual Work Analysis of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
The transition to thick models is not trivial as the center of gravity of each panel changes
depending on the corresponding thickness. As previously shown in Section 2.3, the thick models
require adjusting thickness of each panel to either t or 2t to allow kinematic compatibility and
nesting for flat-folding of the shelter. The center of gravity no longer aligns with the plane that
defines the folding angles, but is instead offset depending on the thickness of each panel. The
method of virtual work is also used to analyze the thick structures, as the vertical location of each
CG can be determined from panel geometry and erection angle.
Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 is analyzed first as it is the leading candidate for continued
investigation. The same panel numbering system as the thin models is used as shown in Figure
3.32.

Figure 3.32: Panel numbering system for virtual work analysis of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept
3
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The angles of both the 3R5T2TR Concept and 3R4T1M Concept are the same for the thin
and thick models. This is because even though the thick panels are hinged along different panel
edges, the folding motion remains the same as the thin model.
The previous procedure is used to derive the equation for vertical location of each panel
CG to properly analyze the structure. The CG of panel 1 is found using the geometric views
shown in Figure 3.33.

Figure 3.33: Isometric (Left), side (Center) and only panel type 1 and base side (Right)
views of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
From Figure 3.33, it can be seen that panel 1 not only rotates 90 degrees, but it also
translates vertically and horizontally (with respect to the side view) due to the thickness of panels
2 and 3. This added movement is shown in Figure 3.34.
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Figure 3.34: Detailed side view of panel 1 raising due to thickness of panel 2 and 3
The added height zt is due to the thickness of panel 2 and the added height ztr is due to the
thickness of panel 3. Each term can be determined from certain views of the structure. The first
term, zt, is derived using Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.36.

Figure 3.35: Bottom (Left) and normal to bottom of panel 1 with transparent base (Right)
views of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
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Figure 3.36: Detailed view of normal to bottom of panel 1 and of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept
3. Note that the base panel is hidden
From Figure 3.36, we find
𝑁1 = (2𝑡)sin(𝜃𝑁)
⇒ 𝑁1 = (2𝑡)sin(90° − 𝜃2)
⇒ 𝑁1 = (2𝑡) cos(𝜃2)
Now, a side view is used to determine zt.
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Figure 3.37: Detailed side view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
From Figure 3.37,
𝑧𝑡 = 𝑁1 cos(𝜃1)
𝑧𝑡 = (2𝑡) cos(𝜃2) cos(𝜃1)

Equation 3.22

The distance, ztr, is determined from a back view of the structure as shown in Figure 3.38.
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Figure 3.38: Detailed back view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3

𝑧𝑡𝑟 = (2𝑡)sin(90° − 𝜃2)
𝑧𝑡𝑟 = (2𝑡) cos(𝜃2)

Equation 3.23

The distance from the bottom edge of panel 1 to its CG, zp1 is determined from the panel
thickness. The geometric relationship for zp1 is shown in Figure 3.39.
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Figure 3.39: Derivation of zp1 from a representative image of panel 1
From Figure 3.39,

𝑡 2
𝐻 2
√
𝐿𝐶𝐺1 = ( ) + ( )
2
2
𝑡
2
𝜃𝐶𝐺1 = atan ( )
𝐻
2
𝑧𝑝1 = 𝐿𝐶𝐺1 sin(𝜃1 + 𝜃𝐶𝐺1)

Equation 3.24

The expression for z1, Equation 3.25, can simply be obtained by the addition of Equation
3.22, Equation 3.23, and Equation 3.24. This is shown pictorially in Figure 3.40.
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Figure 3.40: Derivation of z1 from side view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
𝑧1 = 𝑧𝑝1 + 𝑧𝑡 + 𝑧𝑡𝑟
𝑧1 = 𝐿𝐶𝐺1 sin(𝜃1 + 𝜃𝐶𝐺1) + (2𝑡) cos(𝜃2) cos(𝜃1)
Equation 3.25
+ (2𝑡) cos(𝜃2)
The complexity of the expression for z1 increases significantly as a result of increased
panel thickness. The equation for z2 is also dependent on the zt and ztr terms. The derivation of
z2 for the thick case is similar to the thin case. Just as before, a view normal to the top of panel 1
and 2 can be used to find the normal distance between panel 1 and 2, N2. This view is shown in
Figure 3.41.
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Figure 3.41: (a) Isometric view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3, (b) normal to top of panel 1
and 2, and (c) normal to top of panel 1 and 2 (only panel 1 and 2)
A representative image of panel 1 and 2 is depicted in Figure 3.42, and is used to derive
N2.

Figure 3.42: Derivation of N2 from a representative image of top view of panel 1 and 2
From Figure 3.42,

𝐻 2
2
√
(𝑡)
𝐿𝐶𝐺2 =
+( )
3
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𝑡
𝜃𝐶𝐺2 = atan ( )
𝐻
3
𝑁2 = 𝐿𝐶𝐺2sin(𝜃2 + 𝜃𝐶𝐺2)

Equation 3.26

Because N2 is always normal to panel 1, a side view can be used to determine the vertical
distance from the edge of panel 1 to the CG of panel 2, zp2. The side view is shown in Figure
3.43.

Figure 3.43: Derivation of zp2 from side view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
From Figure 3.43,
2𝐻
𝑧21 = ( ) sin(𝜃1)
3
𝑧𝑁2 = (𝑁2) sin(90° − 𝜃1)
𝑧𝑝2 = 𝑧21 − 𝑧𝑁2
2𝐻
𝑧𝑝2 = ( ) sin(𝜃1) − (𝑁2) cos(𝜃1)
3
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Because zp2 is measured from the bottom of panel 1, zt and ztr affect the calculation of
z2. The addition of Equation 3.22, Equation 3.23, and Equation 3.27 leads to Equation 3.28 for
z2.
𝑧2 = 𝑧𝑝2 + 𝑧𝑡 + 𝑧𝑡𝑟
2𝐻
𝑧2 = ( ) sin(𝜃1) − (𝑁2) cos(𝜃1)
3

Equation 3.28

+ (2𝑡) cos(𝜃2) cos(𝜃1) + (2𝑡) cos(𝜃2)
The vertical CG location of panel 3, z3, contains the most complex panel geometry for
Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3. The panel geometry can be defined by the parameters t, E, and H, as
shown in Figure 3.44. The CG locations are determined from a local coordinate system that is
located at the bottom back corner of panel 3.

Figure 3.44: Defining geometric parameters of panel 3
The expressions that define CGx, CGy, and CGz are large but simple to calculate as they
define the total CG of panel. The movement of panel 3 is simply a rotation about the side of the
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base of the structure. A front view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 can be used to derive z3. This
view is shown in Figure 3.45.

Figure 3.45: (a) Isometric view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3, (b) front view, and (c) front
view (only panel 3 and base)
A detailed view of Figure 3.45(c) is used to derive z3, which is measured from the top of
the base. This detailed view is shown in Figure 3.46.
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Figure 3.46: Derivation of z3 from detailed front view of panel 3 and base. The grey area
on the base is where panel 5 nests inside the base.
From Figure 3.46,
𝐿𝐶𝐺3 = √(2𝑡 − 𝐶𝐺3𝑧)2 + (𝐶𝐺3𝑦)2
2𝑡 − 𝐶𝐺3𝑧
𝜃𝐶𝐺3 = atan (
)
𝐶𝐺3𝑦
𝑧3 = 𝐿𝐶𝐺3 sin(𝜃2 + 𝜃𝐶𝐺3)

Equation 3.29

The derivation of z4 for the thick panel case is once again very similar to the thin case.
First, a normal to top of panel 3 and 4 can be observed to find the normal distance between panel
3 and 4. This view is shown in Figure 3.47.
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Figure 3.47: (a) Isometric view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3, (b) normal to top of panels 3
and 4, and (c) normal to top of panels 3 and 4 (only panel 3 and 4)
A detailed view of Figure 3.47(c) is used to derive N4 as shown in Figure 3.48.

Figure 3.48: Derivation of N4 from normal to top of panels 3 and 4 of Thick 3R5T2TR
Concept 3. The grey area on panel 3 is where panel 4 nests inside panel 3.
From Figure 3.48,

𝑡 2
𝐻 2
√
𝐿𝐶𝐺4 = ( ) + ( )
2
3
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𝑡
2
𝜃𝐶𝐺4 = atan ( )
𝐻
3
𝑁4 = 𝐿𝐶𝐺4 sin(𝜃5 − 𝜃𝐶𝐺4)

Equation 3.30

Figure 3.49: Derivation of z4 from back view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
A side view of the structure, as shown Figure 3.49 is used to calculate z4 as
2𝐻
𝑧41 = ( ) sin(𝜃2)
3
𝑧𝑁4 = (𝑁4) sin(90° − 𝜃2)
𝑧4 = 𝑧41 − 𝑧𝑁4
2𝐻
𝑧4 = ( ) sin(𝜃2) − (𝑁4) cos(𝜃2)
3

Equation 3.31

The geometry of panel 5 for the Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 is defined by height H, added
width w, and thickness t as shown in Figure 3.50.
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Figure 3.50: Geometry of thick panel 5

Figure 3.51: Derivation of z5 from side view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3
Based on the additional geometric information obtained from Figure 3.51, the CG
location z5 is found as

𝑡 2
𝐿𝐶𝐺5 = √( ) + (𝐶𝐺5𝑦)2
2
𝑡
2
𝜃𝐶𝐺5 = atan (
)
𝐶𝐺5𝑦
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𝑧5 = (𝐿𝐶𝐺5)sin(𝜃5 − 𝜃𝐶𝐺5)

Equation 3.32

Now that all vertical CG locations have been determined, the torque required to erect the
structure can be determined. A torque is assumed to be applied on panel 1, 3, or 5. The analytical
expressions are parametric, so three SolidWorks models were analyzed to help validate the
expressions. A panel density of 8.31 lb/ft3 (1,305 N/m3) (for a 1-in thick PET-G foam-core
sandwich panel) was used. The three SolidWorks models are shown in Figure 3.52.

Figure 3.52: Three thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 models used for virtual work analysis.
Models developed include dimensions: (a) w = 0 in, t = 1 in (0.025 m), E = 15 in
(0.38 m), and H = 84 in (2.13 m), (b) w = 36 in (0.91 m), t = 1 in (0.025 m), E = 40 in
(1.02 m), and H = 84 in (2.13 m), (c) w = 6 in (0.15 m), t = 3.5 in (0.09 m), E = 16.5 in
(0.42 m), and H = 60 in (1.52 m)
The plots of analytical and simulation results for all three models from Figure 3.52 are
shown in Figure 3.53, Figure 3.54, and Figure 3.55.
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Figure 3.53: Analytical and SolidWorks simulation data plotted for Thick 3R5T2TR
Concept 3 shown in Figure 3.52(a). Model dimensions: w = 0 in, ρ = 8.31 lb/ft3 (1,305
N/m3), t = 1 in (0.025 m), E = 15 in (0.38 m), and H = 84 in (2.13 m)
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Figure 3.54: Analytical and SolidWorks simulation data plotted for Thick 3R5T2TR
Concept 3 shown in Figure 3.52(b). Model dimensions: w = 36 in (0.91 m), ρ = 8.31
lb/ft3 (1,305 N/m3), t = 1 in (0.025 m), E = 40 in (1.02 m), and H = 84 in (2.13 m)
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Figure 3.55: Analytical and SolidWorks simulation data plotted for Thick 3R5T2TR
Concept 3 shown in Figure 3.52(c). Model dimensions: w = 6 in (0.15 m), ρ = 8.31
lb/ft3 (1,305 N/m3), t = 3.5 in (0.09 m), E = 16.5 in (0.42 m), and H = 60 in (1.52 m)
The analytical results accurately follow the data generated using SolidWorks with close
resemblance to those for the thin models as a torque applied on panel 1 is the most efficient
location to begin erection. As the structure approaches high erection angles, a torque applied on
panel 3 once again becomes a more efficient location to continue erection, while finally a torque
applied on panel 5 becomes the most efficient location to complete the process. The finite
thickness panels heavily influence the formulation of the analytical equations, but because the
thickness is very small relative to the other dimensions of the shelter, there is no obvious
difference between the results of the thick versus thin models. If the thickness was very large
compared to the other dimensions, the thick model results would show a more substantial
deviation from the corresponding thin models.
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3.6. Virtual Work Analysis of Thick 3R4T1M Concept
The leading candidates for more detailed analysis and design are Thick 3R5T2TR
Concept 3 and Thick 3R4T1M Concept. The additional complexity of the thick SFE makes the
analysis slightly more complex, but still very similar to the thin model. The derivation of the
virtual work done by the weight of panel 1, 2, and 3 all remain the same as Thick 3R5T2TR
Concept 3. There is only a slight difference in the local CG location of panel 2 as there is a small
cutout to allow folding when the extension, E, is zero. This cutout is shown in Figure 3.56.

Figure 3.56: Added cut on panel 2 for Thick 3R4T1M Concept
The previous Thick 3R4T1M Concept models developed required panel 2 and 3 to have a
thickness of 3t to allow panel 4 to properly nest inside of panel 3. This thickness detail along
with the nesting of panel 3 into 4 is shown in Figure 3.57. The thickness can be reduced to a
maximum of 2t in panel 2 and 3 if a certain section of thickness is taken away from panel 4. This
removal of thickness in panel 4 allows panel 4 to nest into panel 3 and panel 3 to simultaneously
nest into panel 4. The updated thickness change and the new nesting scheme are shown in Figure
3.58.
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Figure 3.57: Original thick 3R4T1M model with max thickness of 3t. Views include: (a)
Isometric, (b) Top, (c) Partially folded state of panel 3 and 4, (d) Fully folded state of
panel 3 and 4
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Figure 3.58: Modified thick 3R4T1M model with max thickness of 2t. Views include: (a)
Isometric, (b) Top, (c) Partially folded state of panel 3 and 4, (d) Fully folded state of
panel 3 and 4
This new panel nesting scheme creates a slightly more complex shape for panel 4, but it
helps reduce material and weight. The updated design of panel 4 is detailed in Figure 3.59.
Notice a triangular piece is removed from the thickness near the top corner of the panel to allow
nesting of a panel 6.
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Figure 3.59: Detailed view of updated design of panel 4 for Thick 3R4T1M Concept
The derivation of the virtual work done by the weight of panel 4 is the same for Thick
3R4T1M Concept as it is for Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3. The local CG is slightly changed due
to panel geometry, but the folding motion is the same, resulting in the same derivation of z4 and
subsequently the work done by panel 4. The CG of panel 5 is also changed due to thickness
removal to allow the nesting of panel 7. The updated design for panel 5 is shown in Figure 3.60.

Figure 3.60: Detailed view of updated design of panel 5 for Thick 3R4T1M Concept
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The final panels that comprise the Thick 3R4T1M Concept, panels 6 and 7, make up the
thick SFE. The derivation of the vertical location of the CG for panel type 6 and 7 is similar to
the thin counterpart. Panel 6 and 7 are assumed to have thickness of t and the size is determined
from the length factor Lf. The geometry of the panels is shown in Figure 3.61. The CG locations
differ slightly from the thin case as the thickness of the panels slightly offsets the CG from the
hinge lines. The derivation is trivial as the same technique used in finding the CGs of the panels
in Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 can be used to determine the CG locations of panel 6 and 7 in the
Thick 3R4T1M Concept.

Figure 3.61: Dimensions of thick SFE
Similar to the thin and Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 models, SolidWorks models were
developed to compare to the analytical expressions used to determine the torque required on
panel 1, 3, and 5 to maintain equilibrium. Two models were developed with different dimensions
to validate the analytical expressions. The models are shown in Figure 3.62, while the
corresponding plots are shown in Figure 3.63 and Figure 3.64.
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Figure 3.62: Thick 3R4T1M Concept models used for virtual work analysis. Model
dimensions include: (a) w = 0 in, ρ = 490.75 lb/ft3 (77,091 N/m3), t = 0.4375 in
(0.011 m), E = 0 in, and H = 10 in (0.25 m), Lf = 0.3 and (b) w = 0 in, ρ = 8.31 lb/ft3
(1,305 N/m3), t = 1 in (0.025 m), E = 0 in, and H = 87 in (2.21 m), Lf = 0.368

Figure 3.63: Analytical and SolidWorks simulation data plotted for Thick 3R4T1M
Concept shown in Figure 3.62(a). Dimensions: w = 0 in, ρ = 490.75 lb/ft3
(77,091 N/m3), t = 0.4375 in (0.011 m), E = 0 in, and H = 10 in (0.25 m), Lf = 0.3
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Figure 3.64: Analytical and SolidWorks simulation data plotted for Thick 3R4T1M
Concept shown in Figure 3.62(b). Dimensions: w = 0 in, ρ = 8.31 lb/ft3 (1,305 N/m3),
t = 1 in (0.025 m), E = 0 in, and H = 87 in (2.21 m), Lf = 0.368
3.7. Kinematic Compatibility of Thick Origami-Inspired Concepts
The difficulties of kinematic compliance in both thin and thick models have been
addressed. The mathematical model to address self-intersection has only been developed for the
thin 3R4T1M and 3R5T2TR Concept models. A comparable thick model is developed to account
for the thickness of the panels of the 3R5T2TR Concept model. Through foam board and CAD
model investigation, the point of concern for intersection is the top corner of panel 4. This
possible intersection point is detailed in Figure 3.65.
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Figure 3.65: Cut side view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 illustrating the potential point of
intersection
The vertical height of the potential point of intersection must be compared to the
corresponding height of the back panel (panel 1). If the height of the back panel is ever below the
height of the potential point of intersection, the structure will not be kinematically compatible.

Figure 3.66: Normal to top of panel 3 and 4 (Left) and front view (Right) of Thick
3R5T2TR Concept 3
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Using the geometric information shown in Figure 3.66, the intersection location is found
as
𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = √𝑡 2 + 𝐻 2

Equation 3.33

𝑋𝑓 = (𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)cos(θ5 − θt)

Equation 3.34

𝑁𝑓 = (𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)sin(θ5 − θt)

Equation 3.35

𝑧𝑁𝑓 = 𝑁𝑓𝑠𝑖𝑛(90° − 𝜃2)

Equation 3.36

𝑧𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 = 𝐻𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2) − 𝑧𝑁𝑓

Equation 3.37

A cut side view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 is used to determine the corresponding
height of the back panel, zback. The labeled cut view is shown in Figure 3.67.
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Figure 3.67: Labeled cut side view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 to determine kinematic
compliance
From Figure 3.67,
𝑁1 = (2𝑡) cos(𝜃2)

Equation 3.38

𝑋𝑏 = 𝑁1cos(90° − 𝜃1)

Equation 3.39

𝑧𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = (𝐻 + 𝐸 − 𝑋𝑓 + 𝑋𝑏) tan(𝜃1) + 𝑧𝑡 + 𝑧𝑡𝑟

Equation 3.40

The same process as the thin case is used to determine kinematic compatibility of the
Thick 3R4T1M Concept. The equations are incorporated into a matlab code that determines
whether or not a design is kinematically compatible before the virtual work analysis is
completed. If the height value zfront is always less than zback, the shelter is kinematically
compatible. If for any angle θ1 zfront is greater than zback, the design will have self-intersection
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and will not be kinematically compatible and the parameters must be changed for a viable shelter
geometry to be made.
3.8. Virtual Work Analysis of Roofed Shelters
The roof panel can be modeled in many different ways, as it can have multiple fold lines
and contact other panels throughout the erection process. A full analytical model that
incorporates a roof panel is needed to accurately estimate the erection loads. The 3R5T2TR
Concept with no extended width is used in this analysis. The roof is modeled as a single rigid
panel with no hinge lines. A CAD model is developed in SolidWorks to illustrate the erection
sequence and is shown in Figure 3.68

Figure 3.68: Sequential erection of 3R5T2TR Concept shelter (left) and detailed view of
sandwich constriction of panels (right)
The roof has two separate stages of erection: Stage 1 when the roof is in contact with and
slides along the ground, and Stage 2 when the roof comes in contact with and slides along the
side panels as shown Figure 3.69.
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Figure 3.69: Side view of erection Stage 1 (top) and Stage 2 (bottom) of roof panel
Note that the structure is raised by a small amount (6 in.), as indicated by the rectangles
at the bottom of the shelter. These rectangular blocks represent leveling jacks that may be used to
support the shelter. The added height is incorporated into the virtual work analysis and kept
fixed.
The virtual work analysis divides the derivation of the vertical CG location of the roof
panel into two parts, which corresponds to the two erection stages. The movement of the roof
panel is defined by the angle that the panel makes with the horizontal plane, which can be one of
two different angles. The two angles are defined as θrg and θra as shown in Figure 3.70. The angle
θrg is the angle between roof and the ground regardless of its position relative to the rest of the
shelter. The angle θra is the angle created by the distance between the top of the side panel and
the connection point of the roof with the back panel.
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Figure 3.70: Detailed view of angles that define the roof panel at different erection stages
Based on the definition of the two erection stages, it can be observed that the smaller of
the two angles defines the orientation and location of the roof panel and captures the effect of
frictionless contact as detailed in Figure 3.71.
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Figure 3.71: Summary of stage 1 and 2 of roof panel erection. Stage 1 of erection for roof
panel (Top), Stage 2 of erection for roof panel when roof phases through shelter
(Bottom Left), and Actual representation of Stage 2 of erection for roof panel
(Bottom Right)
The sandwich roof is comprised of glass-reinforced PETG facesheets with PET foam
core. The foam core density is approximately 4.68 lb/ft3 (735.17 N/m3), whereas the PETG
lamina density is roughly 83.33 lb/ft3 (13,090 N/m3). Each shelter panel is assumed to have four
plies on either side of the core with average ply thickness of 0.012 in (3.05e-4 m). The core
thickness is either 0.75 in. (0.019 m) or 1.75 in. (0.044 m), where the larger thicknesses
correspond to panel 2 and the bottom and side portion of panel 3. The larger thicknesses are
labeled in Figure 3.72, while all other panels have core thickness of 0.75 in (0.019 m). Note that
the panel numbering sequence is also shown in the figure.
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Figure 3.72: Detail of core thickness changes in 3R5T2TR Concept model
The overall shelter dimensions are roughly 7-ft (2.13 m) tall, 8.25-ft (2.52 m) wide, and
14-ft (4.27 m) long. The results from both a SolidWorks simulation and the analytical model
(with similar derivation as those described earlier) are shown in Figure 3.73.
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Figure 3.73: Erection torque required on each panel of 3R5T2TR Concept
The plots show an instantaneous increase in torque when the structure is partially erected
to around 33 degrees. This discontinuity is attributed to the roof panel transitioning from stage 1
to stage 2. The result is predictable, because once the roof is in stage 2, the full weight of the
panel is on the shelter, and the normal force due to contact with the ground disappears. The
transition occurs when θrg is equal to θra, which is at roughly 33.4 degrees as detailed in Figure
3.74. Additionally, it is important to note that some numerical simulation results for analyzing
roofed shelters resulted in a few outlying points observed close to θ1 = 0° (lower torque values
observed) and around the discontinuity location (higher torque values observed). These points
are likely just a numerical result as the analytical models did not reflect these points and the
higher torque values at the discontinuity location were not always observed.
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Figure 3.74: Transition point of roof panel from stage 1 and 2
The virtual work analysis results indicate that the back panel is the most efficient location
to apply torque for most of the erection process. The highest torque value over the first 80% of
erection process is used as the maximum torque. Although the torque approaches much higher
values towards full erection, this portion of data is ignored as a smaller torque could be applied
to the side or front panel to complete the erection beyond the 80% point. The highest torque
value is located at the beginning of the transition to stage 2 of the roof panel’s erection and is
shown in Figure 3.75.
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Figure 3.75: Erection torque required on panel 1 for FEA Scale 3R5T2TR Concept model
The maximum torque value for the entire structure is calculated at roughly 17,034 lb-in
(1,925 N-m).
3.9. Conclusions
The principal of virtual work was applied to analyze both thin (zero-thickness) and thick
origami-inspired shelter concepts. The parametric analytical equations developed provided
accurate results as compared to several simulations using the rigid body dynamics solver in
SolidWorks. For the thin models, the required torque to maintain equilibrium went to zero if it
was applied to the last panel to erect. This observation warrants further investigation in future
work. The thick models were not expected to go to zero torque at full erection because the CGs
of the panels in this state are not directly over the supporting hinge lines. Additionally, for both
the thin and thick 3R4T1M and 3R5T2TR Concept models, applying a torque motor on the back
panel in the SolidWorks motion simulations did not allow full rotation to 90 degrees of the back
panel as the solver would abort at large erection angles. However, the significant agreement
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between the simulations and the analytical results for angles less than 90 degrees inspired enough
confidence to move forward with the analytical model.
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CHAPTER 4
TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION
4.1. Introduction
Topology optimization is often used in the initial design phase to determine the optimal
distribution of material for a given design volume. Sizing or shape optimization typically follows
topology optimization to improve design. A typical topology optimization problem is formulated
to minimize strain energy (i.e., maximizes stiffness) subject to various constraints that are
dictated by design requirements. For a structure represented by a finite element model, the
problem can be expressed as
Minimize: 𝑢(𝑋)𝑇 𝐾(𝑋)𝑢(𝑋)
Equation 4.1
Subject to: 𝑀(𝑋) − 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 0
where K is the reduced global stiffness matrix, u is the vector of generalized nodal
displacements, and X represents the vector of topology design variables with 0 ≤ 𝑋𝑖 ≤ 1, 𝑖 =
1, 𝑁 with 𝑁 representing the number of finite elements in the model. 𝑀(𝑋) represents the mass
fraction for the model being optimized with an upper bound of 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Note that the strain
energy function would be multiplied by 1/2, but this coefficient does not influence the
optimization and is therefore neglected.
In a density based method (Vanderplaats Research & Development, Inc., 2017b), the
Young’s modulus E(X) and density of each element ρ(X) are controlled by the topology design
variable X. The value X represents the volume fraction of the material.
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GENESIS® software (Vanderplaats Research & Development, Inc., 2017b) is used for
topology optimization as it offers several equations to link the design variables to density and
Young’s modulus. The power rule equations are defined as
𝐸(𝑋) = (𝐸𝑜 )(𝑅𝑉2) + (𝐸𝑜 )(1 − 𝑅𝑉2)(𝑋 𝑅𝑉1 )

Equation 4.2

𝜌(𝑋) = (𝜌𝑜 )𝑋

Equation 4.3

𝑇𝑀𝐼𝑁 ≤ 𝑋 ≤ 1.0

Equation 4.4

The Young’s modulus Eo and density ρo define the properties of the solid material. The TMIN
value is the smallest value that the topology design variable can take in lieu of zero. RV1 is a
user-defined exponent with a default value of 3, whereas RV2 represents the ratio Emin/Eo, where
Emin is the smallest possible value for the modulus, with the default value of 1e-6.
4.2. Development of Shell Model
The Thick 3R5T2TR Concept is selected for further analysis and optimization.
Hypermesh® (“High-fidelity Finite Element Modeling | Altair HyperMesh,” 2019) is used for
creating a finite element analysis (FEA) model for use in topology optimization. The model is
comprised of shell elements with material properties of an aluminum alloy. Thickness values are
assigned to all panels to conform to kinematic compatibility requirements. The minimum panel
thickness is 1 in. (0.025 m) and overall shelter dimensions are 84-in (2.13 m) tall, 168-in (4.27
m) long, and 99-in (2.52 m) wide. The shell model along with the representative thick panels are
shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Shell Model of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 (top) and representative thickness
version (bottom)
All panel edges of the model are connected along the hinge lines, meaning that the two or
more panels that connect at an edge or vertex share the same nodes at those points and along
those lines. This simplification does not fully capture the effects of flexibility at the hinge lines,
but is reasonable for preliminary design. All panels are fully connected to make a fully enclosed
box. This incorporates the added tab on the side trapezoidal panels and thus the small visual gap
when looking at the thickness representation model does not exist numerically and does not
affect the results. This effect is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Detailed view of gap created due to the fully enclosed shell model
A convergence study of the mesh size was done on the model using the FEA solver
Optistruct (“Optimization-enabled Structural Analysis | Altair OptiStruct,” 2019). The snow
loading and wind speeds were prescribed by the Combat Capabilities Development Command
Soldier Center (R. McLean & E. Swisher, personal communication, September 14, 2016). The
structure must withstand a steady wind of 50 mph (22.35 m/s) and wind gusts of 65 mph (29.06
m/s) from any horizontal direction along with a snow load 10 psf (478.8 N/m2) in the vertical
direction. The loading for the mesh convergence study of the structure was calculated using the
combined factored loads using strength design from American Society of Civil Engineers 7-10:
Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE 7-10) (American Society of
Civil Engineers, 2005). The load combinations are listed in Table 4.1, where D represents the
dead load, L represents the live load, Lr represents the roof live load, S represents the snow load,
R represents the rain load, W represents the wind load, and E represents the earthquake load.
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Table 4.1: Combined Factored Load Combinations (American Society of Civil Engineers,
2005)
1.

1.4D

2.

1.2D + 1.6L + 0.5(Lr or S or R)

3.

1.2D + 1.6(Lr or S or R) + (L or 0.5 W)

4.

1.2D + 1.0W + L + 0.5(Lr or S or R)

5.

1.2D + 1.0E + L + 0.2S

6.

0.9D + 1.0W

7.

0.9D + 1.0E

The dead load of only the roof and floor panel is considered. The dead load of each panel
is calculated using reasonable panel weight estimations of a sandwich composite panel
comprised of PETG E-glass fiber-reinforced composite facesheets and a PET foam core. The
areal weight of the composite lamina is estimated at 0.0834 lb/ft2 (3.99 N/m2), whereas the foam
core density is estimated at 4.7 lb/ft3 (738.31 N/m3). For the dead load calculations, the roof
panel is assumed to be comprised of four total composite layers with a 1-in (0.025 m) thick foam
core. The floor panel is assumed to be comprised of 16 total composite layers with a 2-in (0.051
m) foam core. From these assumptions, the dead load is calculated as a uniform pressure on the
roof (Droof) and a uniform pressure on the floor (Dfloor). The live load on the roof, rain load, wind
load, and earthquake load are assumed to be zero as the dead and live loads are assumed to drive
the design. The snow load on the roof panel is the prescribed uniform pressure of 10 psf (478.8
N/m2). A live load of 50 psf (2,394 N/m2) of uniform pressure on the floor is used, as this is a
reasonable assumed load. From the seven load combinations, 2 and 3 were determined to be the
most severe and, of these two, combination 3 resulted in the largest load on the roof. The results
from combination 3 are shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Converge Study Load Calculations
Pressure location

Load Combination Used

Roof

1.2(Droof) + 1.6(S)

Pressure Value Estimation
0.1172 psi (16.87 psf (808.07
N/m2))
0.3649 psi (52.54 psf (2,516

Floor

1.2(Dfloor) + L
N/m2))

Because the load case desired is for a convergence study, a uniform pressure wind load
on the front face of the structure is included in addition to the loads on the roof and floor panels
calculated from the load combination results. This wind load was estimated as the qz pressure
load from ASCE 7-10 (American Society of Civil Engineers, 2005) from the wind gust and was
calculated at 9.5 psf (454.86 N/m2).
Thus, three uniform pressure loads (on the roof, floor, and front wall) constitute the load
cases used for the convergence study. The bottom four corners of the structure were restricted in
translation in all directions, but were free to rotate in all directions. The entire roof panel was
chosen as the region to use for the mesh convergence study. The element with the highest von
Mises stress was used as a convergence parameter to determine the optimal mesh size. The
results from the mesh convergence study are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Mesh convergence plot of extreme von Mises Stress vs total number of elements
in the full structure
It should be noted that the element with the highest von Mises stress is located at front
middle of the roof, where the three front-wall triangles converge. This area is potentially a
location of a high stress concentration, but the results still show convergence at around 80,000
total elements. A coarser mesh may be used for the topology optimization model and is
investigated in initial topology optimization analyses. The current model is used to determine an
accurate topology for the shelter to better understand the location of the more critical sections of
structure. The current loading conditions involve different material properties and added loads on
top of factored load combination results.
4.3. Topology Optimization Formulation and Results
The model used for topology optimization utilizes consistent material selection and
corresponds to the Allowable Stress Design (ASD) method from ASCE 7-10. For the initial
topology optimization, a variation in loading is more important than determining the exact loads
on the shelter. Three load cases are chosen to analyze the structure. Load combination 2, 3, and
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6a from ASD in ASCE 7-10 are used to show variability in the topology results from different
loading scenarios. The load combinations are listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Load combinations used in initial topology optimization (American Society of
Civil Engineers, 2005)
Load Combination
Number
1
2
3

Load Combination
Number (ASCE 7-10)
2
3
6a

Load Combination
D+L
D+S
D + 0.75(L) + 0.75(0.6(W)) + 0.75(S)

The live load is estimated using a value of 40 psf (1,915 N/m2) on the floor panel, which
is slightly less than the one used previously, but is still reasonable for a shelter of this size. The
snow load is once again taken from the same document provided by the Combat Capabilities
Development Command Soldier Center (R. McLean & E. Swisher, personal communication,
September 14, 2016). The wind gust value of 65 mph (29.06 m/s) defines the wind loading for
the structure. Equations from ASCE 7-10 are used to calculate the wind loading on the shelter
using the envelope procedure. Because the topology optimization is focused on methodology,
only one wind load case and direction is considered. The wind direction perpendicular to the side
wall of the structure from load case B is used. A detailed image of the load distribution for this
load case is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Wind loading of shelter chosen for topology optimization model (American
Society of Civil Engineers, 2005)
The envelope procedure results in a pressure on every panel that is either directed
towards or away from the shelter. The calculations are shown in Appendix D. Note that the “a”
value from Figure 4.4 was set to 36 in (0.91 m). The same boundary conditions are used for all
three load cases. Ten total points (nodes) on the floor panel are translationally fixed. A
dimensioned image of the constraints on the floor panel is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Dimensioned image of boundary conditions for topology optimization model
The same model developed in 4.1 is used for the topology optimization. To allow proper
wind loading of the structure, the shelter is divided into 12 sections with 81,564 elements and
mesh size informed by the conservative convergence study done on the more simplified model.
The Hypermesh-generated mesh, as shown in Figure 4.6, is used to create a Nastran bulk file for
topology optimization in GENESIS.

Figure 4.6: Front (left) and back (right) views of meshed 3R5T2TR Concept model used in
GENESIS
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The three load cases are applied to the shelter in the form of combinations of pressure
loads. The dead load is applied as a gravitational load using an aluminum alloy material with a
mass density of 2.62e-4 (lbf-s2)/in4 (2,800 kg/m3). Initially, the model is imported into GENESIS
with only a gravitational load applied. The single point constraint (SPC) reaction forces and
applied load are printed in the output file with results showing consistent magnitudes and
directions. The applied load value also correspond to the weight value obtained from the
analytical model. These two observations are used to inspire confidence in the model.
Because the model can experience pressure loads that are present on every element, no
element can take on a density value of zero. Because there must be a path between the load
applied and the structure, and that the loading is applied on all elements, the TMIN value must
be greater than zero. For all topology optimization models, a TMIN value of 0.01 is used.
The designable regions for topology optimization of this model includes all elements, as
the entire shelter can be modified. Strain energy is used as the objective to minimize with mass
fraction as the only design constraint. The one load case chosen was the snow and dead load
combination, which is load case 2.
The topology optimization results, in the form of contour plots of element density, are
shown in Figure 4.7 through Figure 4.12 for three different upper limits on mass fraction.
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Figure 4.7: Preliminary Topology Optimization of 3R5T2TR Concept isotropic shelter with
load case 2 and constraint of mass fraction 0.25

Figure 4.8: Unfolded views of optimization results from Figure 4.7. Note that the roof is the
topmost image and the back wall is the bottommost image.
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Figure 4.9: Preliminary Topology Optimization of 3R5T2TR Concept isotropic shelter with
load case 2 and constraint of mass fraction 0.35

Figure 4.10: Unfolded views of optimization results from Figure 4.9. Note that the roof is
the topmost image and the back wall is the bottommost image.
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Figure 4.11: Preliminary Topology Optimization of 3R5T2TR Concept isotropic shelter
with load case 2 and constraint of mass fraction 0.5

Figure 4.12: Unfolded views of optimization results from Figure 4.11. Note that the roof is
the topmost image and the back wall is the bottommost image.
The results show a common theme in that the material is mostly concentrated in the roof
panel and distributed to at least four of the ten supports. Every result shows that the four supports
along the long end and in the middle of the model are the most critical as the material tends to be
distributed around these supports, regardless of the mass fraction constraint. The next two
supports that tend to attract material are the supports in the center of the two side walls. Both the
0.35 and 0.5 mass fraction models show this to be the case. An interesting conclusion is that the
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four corner supports do not tend to have elements with high-density values, indicating that under
this particular load case and mass fraction constraint, the corner supports are the least crucial in
design. Only the front two corners in the 0.25 mass fraction constraint have high-density values
at the supports. Notice that the density scale shown in each topology optimization model ranges
from 0.01 to 1.0, with the former corresponding to the TMIN value set earlier to avoid an
element with zero density. The topology optimization results only correspond to the particular
load case applied and the constraints associated with the optimization setup. The results do not
consider element stresses or panel deflections. This means that the top panel could deflect to
unreasonable values and the stresses in the elements could exceed what is structurally allowable,
indicating potential for failure. While topology optimization is used in the initial design phase,
reasonable constraints must be incorporated into the optimization problem formulation. The next
set of topology optimization models maintain the three different mass fraction constraints, but
also include other reasonable constraints to result in a more realistic distribution of material. All
three load cases are considered in addition to buckling and deflection constraints. The refined
topology optimization problem formulation is shown in Equation 4.5
Minimize: 𝑢(𝑋)𝑇 𝐾(𝑋)𝑢(𝑋)
Subject to: 𝑀(𝑋) − 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 0
𝐵𝐿𝐹1𝑚𝑖𝑛 − |𝐵𝐿𝐹1(𝑋)| ≤ 0

Equation 4.5

𝐷𝑅(𝑋) − 𝐷𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 0
𝐷𝐹(𝑋) − 𝐷𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 0
where BLF1(X) is the first buckling load factor, BLF1min is the smallest value that the first
buckling load factor is allowed to take, DR(X) is the magnitude of the deflection of all the nodes
on the roof panel, DRmax is the maximum deflection that the roof panel is allowed to take, DF(X)
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is the magnitude of the deflection of all the nodes on the floor panel, and DFmax is the maximum
deflection that the floor panel is allowed to take.
The buckling load factors are calculated using the Lanczos method. The value BLF1min is
set to 2.0 while both DRmax and DFmax are set at 0.5 inches (0.013 m). Mass fraction values of
0.25, 0.35, and 0.5 are used in three preliminary topology optimizations. The results from all
three mass fractions are shown in Figure 4.13 through Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.13: Topology Optimization of 3R5T2TR Concept isotropic shelter with all load
cases and constraints with mass fraction 0.25
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Figure 4.14: Unfolded views of optimization results from Figure 4.13. Note that the roof is
the topmost image and the back wall is the bottommost image.

Figure 4.15: Topology Optimization of 3R5T2TR Concept isotropic shelter with all load
cases and constraints with mass fraction 0.35
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Figure 4.16: Unfolded views of optimization results from Figure 4.15. Note that the roof is
the topmost image and the back wall is the bottommost image.

Figure 4.17: Topology Optimization of 3R5T2TR Concept isotropic shelter with all load
cases and constraints with mass fraction 0.5
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Figure 4.18: Unfolded views of optimization results from Figure 4.17. Note that the roof is
the topmost image and the back wall is the bottommost image.
From the figures, it can be seen that the material is more evenly distributed over the
entire shelter. This is attributed to the different load cases incorporating loads on all elements on
the shelter. Another observation from the results is that the structure is not symmetric. All loads
are symmetric, except for the wind loading that is directed on the left-side wall. This is shown
graphically in that the left-side wall topology is different from the right-side wall. As the mass
fraction increases, the symmetry is more difficult to observe. The material is once again
concentrated near the supports and distributed out near crucial loading locations.
4.4. Conclusions
As is the case with most topology optimizations, the optimal design reflects an organic
distribution of material. Typically, the optimal structures are difficult to manufacture and would
require specialized techniques such as additive manufacturing. For the purposes of this research,
the optimal topologies could inform the locations where high density core materials could be
placed within a sandwich panel. The regions in which high-density material are distributed could
contain high-density, high-strength core materials, while low-density regions could correspond to
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locations in which low-density core material could be placed. The overall panel thickness is
driven by kinematic requirements, meaning that the thickness values near connection points must
be maintained. Additionally, the maximum thickness is guided by kinematic requirements and
prohibits increased thickness areas as it would impede flat folding of the system. A conceptual
drawing of an optimal panel is shown in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19: Notional optimal sandwich panel core topology
In addition to using the results of the optimization to inform core material distribution,
the topology optimization can inform the placement of stiffeners (Rais-Rohani & Lokits, 2007).
The results of the optimization show that the high-density elements tend to collect near locations
that are similar to common stiffening patterns on plates, indicating that the results can help locate
stringer placement along the panels to reinforce the structure. This could be expanded into the
optimization problem to design stringers or thicken portions of the composite material to stiffen
the panels.
Although the model used for the topology optimization is comprised of a single isotropic
material, a more accurate model that describes the layup of the composite panels and makeup of
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the core would be necessary for a more accurate representation of the design model. The overall
methodology as described in this chapter can be applied to higher fidelity models.
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CHAPTER 5
MECHANICAL ASSIST SYSTEM
5.1. Introduction
It is evident that some origami-inspired shelter concepts include large connected hardshell panels that fold on to each other when packaged for transportation. Consequently, the
erection of such shelters requires a varying amount of force depending on the weight of each
panel. To bring the required erection force to a manageable level, a passive mechanical assist
system can be integrated within the shelter. Such assistance can be provided by spring systems,
which serve a similar function in other applications such as lifting the hood of a car or a garage
door. In origami-inspired shelters, the springs would be loaded when the shelter is in its packed
or transportation state, with the stored energy released when the structure is unpacked and
erected. Torsional springs in specific folding regions are considered as the passive energy storage
device that take advantage of the weight of the structure when it is collapsed. The springs are
placed in locations to maximize their ability to store energy, while not impeding the motion of
the shelter during erection.
5.2. Single-panel Analysis
A simple connection of two panels in the 3R4T1M thin shelter concept, as shown in
Figure 5.1, is selected for the initial force analysis by considering the unfolding of the back panel
from the horizontal to vertical position (i.e., 0 to 90 degrees).
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Figure 5.1: Example of a 90-degree folding panel in 3R4T1M Concept
The panel weighs 91 lb (404.79 N) and is 7-ft (2.13 m) tall by 14-ft (4.27 m) wide that
incorporates 3 plies of glass-reinforced PETG composite facesheets at a fiber volume fraction of
58% with a foam core of 4.1 lb/ft3 (65.68 kg/m3) density. The back and base panels are assumed
to have zero thickness for this analysis. Only the weight of the rotating back panel is considered
in the analysis.
To establish a baseline model, the force required for one operator to unfold or rotate the
back panel from 0 to 90 degrees, as shown in Figure 5.2, is analyzed. The erection process model
assumes a cable of fixed length, L, being pulled at a fixed height, h. The cable is attached to the
edge opposite to the hinged edge of the panel as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Erection stages of baseline model by an operator
The plot of required erection force in the direction of the cable as a function of the angle
between the back panel and the base panel, θ1 at different h values is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Erection force required to erect a single panel for different values of h
The graph shows that depending on the h value, a maximum force of roughly 90 lb
(400.34 N) to135 lb (600.51 N) is needed to begin lifting and rotating the back panel from θ1 = 0
to θ1 = 90 degrees, where the force goes to zero. This simple analysis clearly indicates that it
would be beneficial to have some sort of mechanical assistance to help initiate erection and
reduce the required initial peak force. For the baseline model, the folding of the back panel to the
horizontal position is initiated by pushing on it while controlling the folding motion by
maintaining a balance between the moment produced by the panel weight and that by the cable
force.
A second set of analyses is performed by adding torsional springs along the axis of
rotation. The energy stored in the springs provide a moment about the axis of rotation of the back
panel that, to a certain extent, counters the moment produced by the panel weight. Three assist
methods are developed and compared to the baseline model as shown in Figure 5.4.
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The first assist (desired angle) method, as described in Figure 5.4b, incorporates torsional
springs that are intended to raise the back panel to an initial angle θ1 = θdesired (i.e., static
equilibrium or neutral position) from the locked position at θ1 = 0. With the θdesired value
specified, the spring rate (or spring constant) required to balance the moment produced by the
back panel weight with that by the spring is calculated. Note that the general geometric and
material properties of the spring remain unknown at this stage as only the required spring rate to
achieve the desired initial erection angle is calculated. The intended torsional springs in this
model are those with zero stored energy when the legs are perpendicular and maximum stored
energy when the legs are parallel. Initially, the spring raises the back panel to θdesired, with the
remaining erection achieved by pulling on the cable similar to the baseline model (Figure 5.4a),
but with less force while the spring continues to provide mechanical assistance for the duration
of erection. Attributable to the fact that the spring initially erects the back panel to θdesired, force
must be applied to the back panel to rotate it back to zero for collapsing the structure. The force
to collapse the back panel, or strike force, is represented as a downward vertical force placed at
the edge of the panel where the cable is attached. The moment caused by this force combined
with that of the panel weight must overcome the initial moment generated by the spring. A
locking system must also be utilized to keep the back panel in the fully collapsed or horizontal
position. The desired angle method can immensely reduce the initial peak erection force,
indicating that the back panel does not open or unfold with large enough force to cause harm to
those in its path.
The second assist (vertical lift) method, as depicted in Figure 5.4c, incorporates springs
that are pre-wound more than 90 degrees when the back panel is in horizontal position. When the
back panel is fully rotated to a vertical position, the spring still has stored energy that is creating
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a moment about the axis of rotation. For this method to work, it is assumed that a small vertical
force on the edge opposite to the hinge line is imparted by the operator. This force is maintained
until the moment caused by the spring can overcome the moment produced by the weight of the
back panel, and the springs alone can unfold the back panel. Because of the stored energy in the
springs when the back panel is vertical, a force must be applied to rotate it back to zero degrees.
It is assumed that this force is always perpendicular to the panel and is applied at a distance
starting at 4 ft (1.22 m) from the hinge line when the panels are perpendicular and reduced to 2 ft
(0.61 m) when the panels are parallel. The assumption is that an operator is able to apply a force
at roughly shoulder height when the panels are perpendicular, but the distance from the hinge
line reduces as the back panel is being folded. The maximum moment that the springs produce is
assumed equivalent to the maximum moment produced by the weight of the back panel about the
rotational axis at a maximum deflection angle of 360 degrees. Hence, the system is in static
equilibrium when θ1 = 0 degrees.
The third method combines the first two as depicted in Figure 5.4d. It uses springs that
are deflected more than 90 degrees together with pulling on a cable to bring the back panel from
the horizontal to vertical position. The spring continues to release energy as the cable is pulled.
The back panel reaches an angle in which the moment produced by the spring overcomes the
moment created by the weight. Because of the fact that there is still stored energy in the spring
when the panel is fully vertical, a force must be applied to fold the back panel to the horizontal
position. The strike force is calculated in the same manner as the vertical lift method. The
analysis assumes that the maximum moment produced by the springs is equivalent to 70% of the
maximum moment produced by the weight of the back panel about the rotational axis at a
maximum spring deflection of 270 degrees.
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Figure 5.4: Visual representation of (a) baseline, (b) desired angle, (c) vertical lift, and (d)
combination method of erection
The plots of required unfolding and strike (folding) forces as a function of angle θ1 for all
four cases are shown in Figure 5.5. The sample calculations and codes used for this analysis can
be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 5.5: Required force as a function of θ1 for all unfolding methods
Each unfolding method has certain benefits and drawbacks. The desired angle method
results in the highest reduction in the amount of force required to unfold the back panel to the
vertical position, but requires the maximum amount of torque from the spring, affecting the
choice of spring properties (e.g., wire diameter). The vertical lift method is constrained by the
angle that the operator can maintain a vertical force. Both the combination and vertical lift
methods keep some level of stored energy in the spring when the panel is vertical, so a
restraining system (i.e., linkage) would need to be incorporated to prevent the back panel from
rotating past 90 degrees. This residual stored energy may provide an added benefit by helping to
stabilize or rigidize the back panel in a fully open position.
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It is clear that the addition of a spring-based mechanical assist system has potential for
significantly reducing the force needed to unfold a back panel of substantial size. The spring rate
required to lift the back panel to a certain angle is calculated directly during analysis without
considering specific spring properties (e.g., material, coil size, wire diameter). The preliminary
analysis assumes the moment created by the springs is directly about the hinge line, and that the
panel motion is quasi-static. Simple machine design formulas (Norton, 2014) are used for spring
calculations.
5.3. Virtual Work Analysis with Torsion Springs
The analytical model used to determine the erection loads for thin and thick shelter
designs can be expanded to include the benefits of incorporating torsion springs. The virtual
work analysis requires the inclusion of contributions by torsion springs. The two-panel
(clamshell) model is used to introduce the formulation for a torsion spring along a single hinge
line as shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Incorporation of a torsion spring into a thin clamshell model
The torque created on hinge line 1, Ts, is simply the spring torsional stiffness k (lb-in/deg)
multiplied by the deflection of the spring, θ (𝑇𝑠 = 𝑘𝜃). The virtual work of a spring is simply the
torque about the hinge line multiplied by the virtual angular displacement δθ or 𝑈𝑘 = 𝑇𝑠(𝛿𝜃).
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Therefore, the virtual work of a torsion spring of stiffness k1 located at hinge line 1 is calculated
as
𝑈𝑘1 = 𝑘1(𝜃𝐹1 − 𝜃1)𝛿𝜃1

Equation 5.1

Note that the term θF1 signifies the free angle of the spring on hinge line 1. The free
angle is the angle that the two legs of the torsion springs make with one another when no load is
applied. An example of several common free angles are illustrated in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Several common free angles of torsion springs
The torsional stiffness of the spring can be determined from its geometric and material
properties. The wire diameter, outer coil diameter, number of coils, modulus of elasticity, free
angle, and leg length all contribute to the torsional stiffness of the spring in the pertinent
equations (Norton, 2014).
The number of equivalent coils can be expressed in terms of each leg length (L1 and L2)
and the mean coil diameter (D), which is simply the outer coil diameter (Do) minus the wire
diameter (d).
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𝑁𝑒 =

(𝐿1 + 𝐿2)
3𝜋𝐷

Equation 5.2

The number of active coils must be determined from Ne and the number of coils in the
body (Nb).
𝑁𝑎 = 𝑁𝑒 + 𝑁𝑏

Equation 5.3

Finally, the torsion stiffness k is found using Na, d, D, and the modulus of elasticity of
the spring material (Mod). The torsional stiffness for torsion springs of round wire in terms of
units of torque per revolution is shown in Equation 5.4.
𝑑 4 𝑀𝑜𝑑
𝑘=
10.8(𝐷)(𝑁𝑎)

Equation 5.4

The constant in the denominator is increased from 10.2 to 10.8 to account for friction
between the coils (Norton, 2014). Different geometric and material properties can be chosen to
yield different spring stiffness values. This equation does not, however, determine if a certain set
of parameters will yield a spring that can be manufactured or one that does not yield or fail in
fatigue.
To further detail the addition of mechanical advantage in the analysis of a system of
folding panels, a torsion spring is placed along hinge line 1 of the thin four-panel model as
shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Incorporation of torsion spring of stiffness k1 on hinge line 1 in four-panel
model
With θ1 as the driver angle, the virtual work for the model in Figure 5.8 is formulated as
𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊1𝛿𝑧1 − 𝑊2𝛿𝑧2 − 𝑊3𝛿𝑧3
Equation 5.5
+ 𝑘1(𝜃𝐹1 − 𝜃1)𝛿𝜃1 = 0
Expressed in terms of the virtual displacement δθ1 and simplified, Equation 5.5 becomes
𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
𝛿𝑈 = (𝑇 − 𝑊1 (
) − 𝑊2 (
) − 𝑊3 (
) + 𝑘1(𝜃𝐹1 − 𝜃1)) 𝛿𝜃1 = 0
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

The nontrivial equation for the torque becomes:
𝑑𝑧1

𝑑𝑧2

𝑑𝑧3

𝑇 = 𝑊1 (𝑑𝜃1) + 𝑊2 (𝑑𝜃1) + 𝑊3 (𝑑𝜃1) −
𝑘1(𝜃𝐹1 − 𝜃1)
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The SolidWorks motion analysis tool is used to incorporate torsion springs into models.
The thin four-panel model used earlier is modified to include a torsion spring along hinge line 1.
A spring stiffness of 4.204 lb-in/deg (0.475 N-m/deg) is used for k1 along with a free angle of 90
degrees. This spring stiffness is calculated assuming ten springs with 3-in (0.076 m) legs, 0.135in (0.003 m) wire diameters, 30e6-psi (206.84 GPa) modulus of elasticity, 1.5-in (0.038 m) outer
coil diameters, and 4 coils in the bodies. Ten of these springs are assumed to be in series along
the same hinge line to create ten times the stiffness. The analytical expression for the required
torque is evaluated at all values of θ1. Both the simulation results from SolidWorks and the
analysis are plotted together for comparison as shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Torque required about hinge line 1 to maintain equilibrium in four-panel
model with torsion spring on hinge line 1. Spring rate k = 4.204 lb-in/deg
(0.475 N- m/deg)
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If a set of torsion springs is instead placed along hinge line 2, the erection load
requirements will be different. The applied erection torque is still assumed to act about hinge line
1 and the structure remains unchanged. Similar to the observation of differing results when a
torque is applied about hinge line 1 as opposed to 2, changing the location of the torsion spring
will affect the load requirements. The new setup including the change in location of the torsion
spring is shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Incorporation of torsion spring of stiffness k2 on hinge line 2 in four-panel
model
The governing virtual work equation including the contribution of the spring is given as
𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊1𝛿𝑧1 − 𝑊2𝛿𝑧2 − 𝑊3𝛿𝑧3
Equation 5.7
+ 𝑘2(𝜃𝐹2 − 𝜃2)𝛿𝜃2 = 0
The only change desired is the location of the spring, so the torsional stiffness k2 and θF2
are assumed to be the same as the previous case.
𝛿𝑈 = 𝑇𝛿𝜃1 − 𝑊1𝛿𝑧1 − 𝑊2𝛿𝑧2 − 𝑊3𝛿𝑧3 + 𝑘1(𝜃𝐹1 − 𝜃2)𝛿𝜃2 = 0
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Writing the equation in terms of the virtual displacement δθ1 and simplifying the result
gives

𝛿𝑈 = (𝑇 − 𝑊1 (

𝑑𝑧1
𝑑𝑧2
𝑑𝑧3
𝑑𝜃2
) − 𝑊2 (
) − 𝑊3 (
) + 𝑘1(𝜃𝐹1 − 𝜃2) (
)) 𝛿𝜃1 = 0
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1
𝑑𝜃1

The virtual displacement term cannot go to zero, so the equation for the torque must be
𝑑𝑧1

𝑑𝑧2

𝑑𝑧3

𝑇 = 𝑊1 (𝑑𝜃1) + 𝑊2 (𝑑𝜃1) + 𝑊3 (𝑑𝜃1) − 𝑘1(𝜃𝐹1 −
Equation 5.8
𝑑𝜃2

𝜃2) (𝑑𝜃1)
From Equation 5.8, it is obvious that not only the change from θ1 to θ2 will contribute to a
change in required erection torque, but also the derivative of θ2 with respect to θ1. The thin fourpanel model is once again modified to include a set of torsion springs along hinge line 2. The
same spring stiffness of 4.204 lb-in/deg (0.475 N-m/deg) is chosen for k2 along with a free angle
of 90 degrees. The analytical expression for the required torque is evaluated at all values of θ1
with both the simulation results from SolidWorks and the analytical model shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Torque required about hinge line 1 to maintain equilibrium in four-panel
model with torsion spring on hinge line 2. Spring rate k = 4.204 lb-in/deg
(0.475 N- m/deg)
The analytical data once again accurately follows the results from the simulation. If a
substantial decrease in erection load requirements is desired, a much larger spring rate must be
used. A simple change from 0.135-in (0.003 m) diameter wires to 0.25-in (0.006 m) wire
diameters can result in a significant change in stiffness and subsequently the required erection
load. The next analytical model incorporate this change while keeping the other spring
parameters the same. The results of increasing the torsional stiffness for a spring along hinge line
1 of the thin four-panel model are shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Torque required about hinge line 1 to maintain equilibrium in the four-panel
model with larger torsion spring placed along hinge line 1. Spring rate
k = 53.47 lb- in/deg (6.041 N-m/deg)
It is clear that a significant increase in the torsional stiffness of the springs can result in
drastic reductions in erection load requirements.
5.4. Spring Placement Effects in Thick 3R52TR Concept 3
It has been shown that the addition of torsion springs along a hinge line of a system of
folding rigid panels can greatly reduce the load required for erection. Thick 3R52TR Concept 3
is used to highlight the effect that the placement of torsion springs can have on the erection load
requirements. Due to symmetry, six different hinge lines, as shown in Figure 5.13 are
investigated. The hinge lines are numbered according to the connecting panels with “B”
signifying a connection to the base (floor panel).
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Figure 5.13: Labeled hinge lines of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 using two isometric views
The analytical model for calculating the required erection torque on panel 1, 3, and 5
includes torsion springs along each of the hinge lines and is validated using the SolidWorks
motion analysis tool. This model also incorporates a roof to create a more representative model.
Each hinge line is given a torsional stiffness and analyzed separately to isolate the effects of each
spring placement. The torsional stiffness is calculated assuming a collection of 10 springs with
wire diameter of approximately 0.19 in. (0.005 m), elastic modulus of 30e6 psi (206.84 GPa),
and outer coil diameter of 1 in (0.025 m). For a 90-degree deflection about a hinge line, the leg
lengths are chosen to be roughly 3.87 in. (0.1 m) with 3.25 coils, which corresponds to a spring
stiffness of 27.55 (lb-in)/deg (3.11 (N-m)/deg). For angular deflections of 180 degrees, the leg
lengths are chosen to be 2 in. (0.051 m) with 8 coils, which corresponds to a spring stiffness of
13.77 (lb-in)/deg (1.56 (N-m)/deg). Note that a 180-degree spring has exactly one half the
stiffness of a 90-degree spring. For consistency, the maximum resultant torque of each spring is
kept equivalent since a 180-degree spring deforms twice as much as a 90-degree spring. The
spring properties are chosen such that the total rotation of each hinge line produces the same
resultant spring torque, which is calculated at 2,479 lb-in (280.1 N-m). The analytical results as
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well as the results from the SolidWorks motion analysis solver of the required erection torque are
shown in Figure 5.14 through Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.14: Erection Torque Required on Panel 1 of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept with torsion
springs. Maximum Resultant Spring Torque: 2479.07 lb-in (280.1 N-m).
Dimensions: w = 20 in (0.51 m), ρ = 8.31 lb/ft3 (1,305 N/m3), t = 1 in (0.025 m), E = 15
in (0.38 m), and H = 84 in (2.13 m)
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Figure 5.15: Erection Torque Required on Panel 3 of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept with torsion
springs. Maximum Resultant Spring Torque: 2479.07 lb-in (280.1 N-m).
Dimensions: w = 20 in (0.51 m), ρ = 8.31 lb/ft3 (1,305 N/m3), t = 1 in (0.025 m), E =
15 in (0.38 m), and H = 84 in (2.13 m)
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Figure 5.16: Erection Torque Required on Panel 5 of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept with
torsions springs. Maximum Resultant Spring Torque: 2479.07 lb-in (280.1 N-m).
Dimensions: w = 20 in (0.51 m), ρ = 8.31 lb/ft3 (1,305 N/m3), t = 1 in (0.025 m), E = 15
in (0.38 m), and H = 84 in (2.13 m)
The results show that for all applied torque locations, the highest reduction in required
torque occurs when a spring is placed along hinge 23. The next most efficient hinge placement is
along hinge 45, meaning that the two 180-degree hinge lines are critical locations to incorporate
torsion springs. Recall that the results only show hinge placement along one hinge line at a time.
A very significant reduction in erection torque is possible if springs are incorporated along
multiple or all hinge lines. The code developed to analyze a parametric version of Thick
3R5T2TR Concept 3 with a roof and springs is provided in Appendix F.
5.5. 3D-Printed Model
A 3D-printed mock up is used to further display feasibility of the shelter concepts and the
incorporation of a mechanical assist system. The hinge lines are comprised of barrel screws (pins
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in the mock-up) that pass through large hinges along the panel edges. This choice makes the
hinge lines appear much larger than they would be for a scaled model of similar size. The 3Dprinted Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 is shown in Figure 5.17 through Figure 5.19 at various stages
of the erection process.

Figure 5.17: Erection sequence of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 3D-printed model
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Figure 5.18: Front (left) and side (right) views of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 3D-printed
model

Figure 5.19: Open view of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 3D-printed model detailing panel
nesting region of panel 3
The panels are all printed separately and connected together with barrel screws. The
fabrication of model shows the feasibility of the shelter design and allows a better understanding
of the movement of the structure. Note the addition of torsion springs along various hinge lines.
The torsions springs aid in the ease of erecting the structure and prohibit the model from
collapsing once it is in the erected state.
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5.6. Conclusions
It has been shown that utilizing a mechanical assist system in the form of embedded
torsion springs can significantly reduce the erection requirements for origami-inspired shelters.
Both the geometric properties and physical location of the springs have an effect on the amount
of reduction observed in the erection load. A torsion spring system can be properly designed
using a sizing optimization approach with appropriate material and geometric constraints
incorporated.
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CHAPTER 6
SIZING OPTIMIZATION
6.1. Optimization Approach
There are multiple ways of optimizing a shelter system. A sequential approach is used in
this research by separating the structural sizing optimization of shelter panels from the spring
sizing optimization associated with the mechanical assist system. A flowchart of the
optimization process is presented in Figure 6.1. Two commercial software tools, GENESIS®
(Vanderplaats Research & Development, Inc., 2017b) and VisualDOC® (Vanderplaats Research
& Development, Inc., 2017a) are used for solving the sequential sizing optimization problem
based on the finite-element and analytical models developed as part of this research.
GENESIS® is a finite-element based structural optimization software capable of
performing shape, sizing, and topology optimization of isotropic and anisotropic structures. Its
finite-element solver is based on Nastran with many similar modeling features. It is capable of
solving an optimization problem using a variety of gradient-based optimization techniques
including Sequential Linear Programming and Sequential Quadratic Programming. VisualDOC®
“is a general-purpose multidisciplinary design, optimization, and process integration software”
(Vanderplaats Research & Development, Inc., 2017a). This software also allows a direct
interface with other tools such as Matlab to integrate external analysis routines or functions for
response evaluations. The software includes both gradient based and gradient free optimization
solvers.
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Figure 6.1: Sequential Sizing Optimization Flowchart
6.2. Structural Sizing Optimization Problem and Results
The same finite-element model developed for topology optimization is used for structural
sizing optimization. However, the property (PCOMP) cards for shell (QUAD and TRIA)
elements are updated to correspond to the desired sandwich construction with composite
facesheets. It is assumed that each panel facesheet contains eight unidirectional PETG plies with
a PET foam core. The thickness of each ply along with the core thickness is allowed to vary in
each panel. To maintain symmetry, the material composition and thickness of similar panels or
panel sections are kept identical. This arrangement results in eight different shell element groups
that are designable with the different groups identified in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Labeled shell groups for composite FEA model
With a PCOMP, it is possible to make the first layer begin at the corresponding shell
geometry with a proper Z0 value. In Nastran, this value is defined as the “Distance from the
reference plane to the bottom surface” (“PCOMP | Nastran 2018 | Autodesk Knowledge
Network,” 2018). Almost all shell groups have a Z0 value of zero to allow the thickness to grow
from the 2D shell model. All thickness values grow outward, except for the front wall, which
must grow inward. The only shell groups that have a non-zero Z0 value are shell groups 1 and 8.
Shell group 1 has a non-zero Z0 value because panel 4 (upper triangles on front wall) must nest
into panel 3 (side trapezoids) to allow kinematic compatibility. This observation does not result
in a constraint for the optimization formulation, but can be developed into an equation design
variable linked to the Z0 value associated with shell group 1, shown in Equation 6.1. Note that
the naming convention for a ply layer is tNi, where N represents group number and i represents
ply number. The naming convention for a core is tNC, where C simply signifies a core thickness
and N is the same as before.
8

𝑍01 = (2 ∑(𝑡5𝑖 ) + 𝑡5𝐶 )
𝑖=1
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Similarly, the front panel, or shell group 6, must nest into the floor panel (shell group 8).
This is physically accomplished by having tabs on the edges of the panel. In the FEA model, this
is accomplished by applying a Z0 value equal to the thickness of shell group 6. This is detailed in
Equation 6.2.
8

𝑍08 = (2 ∑(𝑡6𝑖 ) + 𝑡6𝐶 )

Equation 6.2

𝑖=1

Another requirement for kinematic compatibility is that the maximum thickness of panel
3 must be equal to the thickness of panel 2. For the FEA model, this corresponds to the thickness
of shell group 2 being equal to group 3. This geometric restriction is formulated into an
optimization constraint, and is shown in Equation 6.3. Note the presence of a tol variable. This is
simply a small number (±1e-4 in) that is used to avoid the numerical difficulty in achieving a
thickness difference of zero between two designable panels.
8

8

(2 ∑(𝑡2𝑖 ) + 𝑡2𝐶 ) − (2 ∑(𝑡3𝑖 ) + 𝑡3𝐶 ) = 𝑡𝑜𝑙
𝑖=1

Equation 6.3

𝑖=1

Because panel 4 must nest inside panel 3, the combined thickness of the two at the
nesting location must equal the maximum thickness of panel 3 (the definition of panel nesting).
This corresponds to thickness of shell group 2 being equal to the summation of the thickness of
shell group 1 and 5. This constraint is shown in Equation 6.4.
8

8

(2 ∑(𝑡1𝑖 ) + 𝑡1𝐶 ) + (2 ∑(𝑡5𝑖 ) + 𝑡5𝐶 )
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

Equation 6.4
8

− (2 ∑(𝑡2𝑖 ) + 𝑡2𝐶 ) = 𝑡𝑜𝑙
𝑖=1
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The roof panel will most likely need to have two hinge lines that allows the folded panel
to fit in the footprint of the entire folded structure. Because of the location of this fold, the roof
panel must have a thickness value that is equal to or larger than the back panel. This constraint is
detailed in Figure 6.3 and Equation 6.5.

Figure 6.3: Geometric constraint of roof panel
8

8

(2 ∑(𝑡4𝑖 ) + 𝑡4𝐶 ) − (2 ∑(𝑡7𝑖 ) + 𝑡7𝐶 ) ≤ 0
𝑖=1

Equation 6.5

𝑖=1

Finally, the effect of thickness of the panels on self-intersection is addressed by using the
analytical model developed in Section 3.7 to determine if the structure will self-intersect. The
overall shelter geometry is held fixed and the thickness of the panels is the only geometric
quantity that is variable. If the thickness of the panels approaches zero, the structure will selfintersect at the current dimensions. Thus, there exists a minimum thickness that would not result
in self-intersection. This thickness can be determined by completing a separate optimization
problem using VisualDOC. The gradient based optimization method Modified Method of Feasible
Directions (MMFD) is used to determine the minimum allowable thickness for the corresponding
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shelter geometry. The minimum panel thickness of 0.755 in. (0.019 m) is validated using the
SolidWorks model shown in Figure 6.4, where the panels just barely avoid intersection when the
minimum thickness value is used.

Figure 6.4: Model validation of results from minimum thickness result
The minimum thickness of the FEA model corresponds to the thickness of shell group 5.
The thickness value obtained from the VisualDOC model can be used to enforce the selfintersection constraint. This constraint is detailed in Equation 6.6.
8

0.755 − (2 ∑(𝑡5𝑖 ) + 𝑡5𝐶 ) ≤ 0

Equation 6.6

𝑖=1

A very important note on this constraint is that is assumes that panel 2 (and the bottom
portion of panel 3) is twice the thickness of panel 4, or shell group 5. In order for the previous
constraint to ensure kinematic compatibility, an additional constraint must be included that
enforces the doubling of the thickness of the nested panel. The additional constraint is shown in
Equation 6.7.
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8

8

Equation 6.7

(2 ∑(𝑡1𝑖 ) + 𝑡1𝐶 ) − (2 ∑(𝑡5𝑖 ) + 𝑡5𝐶 ) = 𝑡𝑜𝑙
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

Other constraints can be added to the optimization problem to ensure the structural
integrity of the shelter. The same buckling load factor and deflection constraints used in the
topology optimization are used for the sizing optimization. The deflection constraint limits the
magnitude of the deflection of the nodes on the floor or roof panel to deflect only 0.5 in (0.013
m). For the sizing optimization, this constraint is expanded to all nodes on the structure as the
wall panels were deflecting more than anticipated in the initial optimization runs. One added
structural constraint is ensuring that the composite panels do not fail. This is incorporated in the
analysis model using the maximum strain failure theory that calculates the failure index, FI. The
limit on the failure index is set to 0.8 in this study to ensure a margin of safety. The properties for
PETG lamina and PET foam, as obtained from multiple sources, are shown in Table 6.1 and
Table 6.2, respectively.
Table 6.1: Material properties Used for PETG
G121,
ρ2
1

E1 (psi

1

G131, G231

E2 (psi
ν121

(Pa))

((lb-s2)/in4

(Pa))

ε1t1

ε1c1

ε2t1

ε2c1

γ121

0.0233

0.0123

0.0034

0.0247

0.0498

(psi
(kg/m3))
(Pa))

40.9e5

64.25e4

21.47e4

1.249e-4

(1.48e9)

(1,335)

0.353
(2.82e10)

(4.43e9)

1

Data obtained from (Seigars, 2018)

2

Data obtained from (PolyOne, 2017)
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Table 6.2: Material properties used for PET foam
E3 (psi (Pa))

4641 (3.2e7)

ν123

0.143

ρ3 ((lb-s2)/in4

ST3 (psi

(kg/m3))

(Pa))

7.018e-6 (75)

119

SC3 (psi (Pa))

SS3 (psi (Pa))

119 (8.21e5)

87 (6e5)

(8.21e5)

Description of each material constant:


The modulus of elasticity in 1 direction, E1 (tensile elastic modulus value used)



The modulus of elasticity in 2 direction, E2 (tensile elastic modulus value used)



The Poisson’s ratio, v12



The shear elastic moduli, G12, G13, G23 (all assumed same as G12)



The allowable strain in tension (1-direction), ε1t (ultimate tensile strain value used)



The allowable strain in compression (1-direction), ε1c (ultimate compressive strain value used)



The allowable strain in tension (2-direction), ε2t (ultimate tensile strain value used)



The allowable strain in compression (2-direction), ε2c (ultimate compressive strain value used)



The allowable in-plane shear strain, γ12 (ultimate in-plane shear strain value used (ε1y))



The modulus of elasticity for isotropic material, E



The allowable stress in compression (isotropic), SC (compressive strength value used)



The allowable stress in tension (isotropic), ST (assumed same as compressive strength)



The allowable stress in shear (isotropic), SS (shear strength value used)
Because the sizing model incorporates a failure index constraint, the results were

expected to be somewhat inaccurate due to the ten translationally fixed nodes providing the

3

Data obtained from (Gurit, n.d.)
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entire support for the structure. In order to avoid possible stress concentrations at the nodes from
driving the design, a patch of nodes in the area of the original ten nodes were also translationally
fixed in the hope of mimicking the structure sitting on posts or jacks. A patch that is four
elements wide by four elements tall is used to mimic these supports. Due to the mesh size, this
equates to the patch areas being roughly 4 in (0.102 m) x 4.041 in (0.103 m). A representation of
the new support system is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Updated support system for structural sizing optimization model
The structural sizing optimization problem is formulated as finding the values of design
variables that would
Minimize:

Mass

Subject to:

𝐹𝐼 − 0.8 ≤ 0

Equation 6.8

𝐵𝐿𝐹1𝑚𝑖𝑛 − |𝐵𝐿𝐹1(𝑋)| ≤ 0
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𝐷𝑒𝑓(𝑋) − 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 0
8

8

(2 ∑(𝑡2𝑖 ) + 𝑡2𝐶 ) − (2 ∑(𝑡3𝑖 ) + 𝑡3𝐶 ) = 𝑡𝑜𝑙
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

8

8

8

(2 ∑(𝑡1𝑖 ) + 𝑡1𝐶 ) + (2 ∑(𝑡5𝑖 ) + 𝑡5𝐶 ) − (2 ∑(𝑡2𝑖 ) + 𝑡2𝐶 )
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

= 𝑡𝑜𝑙
8

8

(2 ∑(𝑡4𝑖 ) + 𝑡4𝐶 ) − (2 ∑(𝑡7𝑖 ) + 𝑡7𝐶 ) ≤ 0
𝑖=1

𝑖=1
8

0.755 − (2 ∑(𝑡5𝑖 ) + 𝑡5𝐶 ) ≤ 0
𝑖=1
8

8

(2 ∑(𝑡1𝑖 ) + 𝑡1𝐶 ) − (2 ∑(𝑡5𝑖 ) + 𝑡5𝐶 ) = 𝑡𝑜𝑙
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

The lower bound on ply thickness is set to 0.001 in (2.54e-5 m), while the upper bound is
set to 2 in (0.05 m). The lower and upper-bound on core thickness set to 0.001 in. (2.54e-5 m)
and 4 in. (0.102 m), respectively. Although the ply angles can also be treated as design variables,
for simplicity, they are kept at typical values of 0, ±45, and 90 degrees for ease of
manufacturing. Each panel is given the same layup of [0 45 90 -45 0 45 90 -45]S. Initial
optimization runs revealed that the ply angles were barely changing as the optimizer is much
more sensitive to a change in thickness compared to a change in each ply angle. The layup
chosen is a symmetric, balanced layup that is reasonable for designing a shelter. All ply
thicknesses are given an initial value of 0.047 in. (0.001 m) This thickness value is set quite large
to ensure that the constraints are not violated for the initial design. The cores were given initial
thickness values of either 0.5 in (0.013 m), or 1.75 in (0.044 m). The values were once again
chosen to ensure that there are no constraint violations for the initial design.
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The initial weight of the structure is calculated at roughly 3,085 lb (13,723 N). The model
was run and took 37 design cycles to reach an acceptable design. The final design resulted in a
total weight of roughly 685 lb (3,047 N), which corresponds to a weight savings of just over
77%. This weight is quite reasonable for a structure of substantial size. Comparatively, a 20-ft
(6.1 m) non-expandable ISO container with dimensions of 7.08-ft (2.16 m) x 7.58-ft (2.31 m) x
19.08-ft (5.82 m) weighs roughly 3,900 lb (17,348 N) (U.S. Army Natick Soldier RD&E Center,
2007). Because there are 72 design variables, not all values will be presented. The total thickness
and corresponding core thickness values for each panel section for the optimal design are
presented in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Sizing Optimization Results - Panel Thicknesses
Panel
1
2
3 (Upper
Portion)
3 (Lower
Portion)
4
5
Roof
Floor

Shell Group
Number
4
3

Total Panel
Thickness (in (m))
0.37 (0.009)
1.52 (0.039)

Core Thickness
(in (m))
0.31 (0.008)
1.44 (0.037)

1

0.76 (0.019)

0.49 (0.012)

2

1.52 (0.039)

1.36 (0.035)

5
6
7
8

0. 76 (0.019)
0.45 (0.011)
1.27 (0.032)
1.87 (0.047)

0.73 (0.019)
0.42 (0.011)
1.10 (0.028)
1.68 (0.043)

The optimization solver chosen was SQP and the model successfully ran with somewhat
reasonable results for the panel geometries. Note that this is the solution for the given initial
design. The design space was observed to be non-convex, meaning that the optimal results
change based off the initial design, but the results were considered reasonable enough to move
forward with. The upper portion of panel 3 has the largest total ply thickness, while panel 4 has
the thinnest ply thickness. The thickness values seem a bit small, especially in the 0.37-in (0.009
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m) panel. This result could be due to the modeling of the hinge lines in the structure. Recall the
hinge lines are merely a barrier that divides shell sections, and does not capture effects of a true
hinge line. Additionally, the loading is not substantial for a rigid wall shelter indicating that it is
not surprising that the panels are pushed to very thin values. The displacement contour plots for
all three load cases of the last design cycle are shown in Figure 6.6 through Figure 6.8. The final
design resulted in no constraint violations, but it is clear from the contour plots that the
displacement constraint is active for all three load cases. Additionally, though load case 1 and 2
are symmetric, the mesh is not symmetric because of the divisions created in the mesh for load
case 3.

Figure 6.6: Unfolded view of displacement contour plot for load case 1. Note that the
topmost panel is the roof and the scale is in inches
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Figure 6.7: Unfolded view of displacement contour plot for load case 2. Note that the
topmost panel is the roof and the scale is in inches

Figure 6.8: Unfolded view of displacement contour plot for load case 3. Note that the
topmost panel is the roof and the scale is in inches
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A SolidWorks model was developed that confirmed that the structure did not selfintersect and could fold flat, verifying that the kinematic constraints are satisfied. The model
successfully demonstrates the goals of this research and highlights the need for combining
specific geometric restrictions that are based on the kinematics of origami with various structural
constraints that make the structure serviceable for numerous applications. The results of this
model will be extracted and used for a second-level sizing optimization associated with limiting
the required erection loads by incorporating torsion springs as a form of mechanical assist.
6.3. Spring Sizing Optimization Problem and Results
The spring sizing optimization problem requires input generated by the structural sizing
optimization problem described in the previous section. A Matlab code is developed to read the
thickness values generated by GENESIS to accurately describe the distribution of weight of each
panel and to calculate the erection torque required for the optimal shelter. The analytical
expressions developed in Section 5.4 are incorporated into the matlab function that calculates
erection loads for the FEA-scale structure. The code assumes that a spring or spring system in
series can be incorporated on each hinge line. The symmetry discussed in Section 5.4 is
maintained in this code, resulting in six unique hinge lines. The input variables for each hinge
line spring system is as follows: wire diameter, outer coil diameter, number of coils in each
spring body (individual spring), and number of springs along each unique hinge line.
The spring is made of A228 music wire with an assumed modulus of elasticity of 30e6
psi. The leg lengths of each spring is set to either 2 in. (0.05 m) or the total thickness of the
smallest panel in the region if panel nesting is required around that hinge line. The one
exception is that the spring leg length on hinge 3B is set equal to the thickness of panel 5, due to
panel nesting. An example of the leg length choice is highlighted in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: One example visual representation of spring leg length restriction
Multiple constraints are introduced to ensure the optimal spring variables do not violate
either geometric or material restrictions. A set of five spring constraints are determined to restrict
the design space for the springs. The first spring constraint developed is a geometric constraint
relating the wire diameter to the outer coil diameter. This constraint is detailed in Equation 6.9.
Note that all spring constraints are normalized to prevent one constraint from dominating the
solution.
3(𝑑)
−1 ≤0
𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡

Equation 6.9

The constraint restricts the inner coil diameter to be at least the same dimension as the
wire diameter, d. This ensures that there will still be space for a rod to be placed inside the coil to
ensure that the springs can be fabricated and installed. The second constraint developed involves
the total length of the springs along each hinge line and the physical length of each hinge line.
The total length of the collection of springs along each hinge (at full compression) is restricted to
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be equal to or less than half of the length of the hinge line. This ensures reasonable space for a
load bearing hinged connection along each line. The equation for each spring length, SL, and the
constraint formulation is shown in Equation 6.10 (Norton, 2014) and Equation 6.11, respectively.
Note that the free angle of the spring, θF, is measured in radians. NS signifies number of springs
and LHL corresponds to the length of the hinge line.

SL = (𝑁𝑆)(𝑑) (𝑁𝑏 + 1 +

θF
)
2π

𝑆𝐿
−1≤0
0.5(𝐿𝐻𝐿)

Equation 6.10

Equation 6.11

The third and fourth constraints involve the strength of the material and the fatigue life of
the springs. The two constraints involve calculations of the yield strength and the fatigue factor
of safety against bending by using Equation 6.12 through Equation 6.23 (Norton, 2014), which
are for round-wire helical torsion springs.
Calculate spring index

C=

D
d

Equation 6.12

Calculate the stress concentration factor at the inside of the coil
(4C2 − C − 1)
𝐾𝑏𝑖 =
4𝐶(𝐶 − 1)

Equation 6.13

Calculate the stress concentration factor at the outside of the coil
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𝐾𝑏𝑜

(4C2 + C − 1)
=
4𝐶(𝐶 + 1)

Equation 6.14

Calculate the maximum compressive bending stress at the inside coil diameter
𝐾𝑏𝑖 (32𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
𝜋𝑑 3

𝜎𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

Equation 6.15

Calculate the minimum tensile bending stress at the outside coil diameter
𝐾𝑏𝑜 (32𝑀𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
𝜋𝑑 3

𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 =

Equation 6.16

Calculate the maximum tensile bending stress at the outside coil diameter

𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝐾𝑏𝑜 (32𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
𝜋𝑑3

Equation 6.17

Calculate the mean tensile bending stress at the outside coil diameter

𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛
2

Equation 6.18

Calculate the alternating tensile bending stress at the outside coil diameter

𝜎𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑡 =

𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛
2

Equation 6.19

Calculate the bending endurance limit for an infinite life. Note this value is constant for
wire diameter less than 10 mm, and therefore the only difference is if the spring is shot peened or
not.

𝑆𝑒𝑤𝑏 ≅

45 ksi
(unpeened springs)
0.577
Equation 6.20

𝑆𝑒𝑤𝑏 ≅

67.5 ksi
(peened springs)
0.577
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Calculate the tensile strength of wire. For A228 music wire A equals to 184,649 psi and b
equals to -0.1625 (Norton, 2014).
𝑆𝑢𝑡 ≅ Adb

Equation 6.21

Convert endurance limit to fully reversed bending endurance limit

𝑆𝑒 = 0.5

𝑆𝑒𝑤𝑏 𝑆𝑢𝑡
𝑆𝑢𝑡 − 0.5𝑆𝑒𝑤𝑏

Equation 6.22

Calculate fatigue factor of safety in bending

𝑁𝑓 =

𝑆𝑒 (𝑆𝑢𝑡 − 𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
𝑆𝑒 (𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 − 𝜎𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) + 𝑆𝑢𝑡 𝜎𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑡

Equation 6.23

For A228, the yield strength, Sy is calculated at either 0.8(Sut), if spring is stress relieved,
or Sut, if there is favorable residual stress. It is assumed that the spring is stress relieved. The
third constraint developed ensures that the spring does not yield as a result of the folding process.
This constraint restricts the maximum compressive bending stress of the spring wire to be less
than or equal to 80 percent the yield strength of the spring material. The third constraint
formulation is shown in Equation 6.24.
𝜎𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥
0.8(𝑆𝑦 )

−1≤0

Equation 6.24

The fourth constraint is concerned with the fatigue strength of the springs as the repetitive
folding can result in fatigue failure. The fatigue factor of safety is restricted to at least 1.25, as
shown in the constraint formulation in Equation 6.25. It is assumed that the springs are shot
peened.
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1.25
−1≤0
𝑁𝑓

Equation 6.25

The fifth and final constraint for the spring variables concerns the ability to embed the
springs into the folding panel system. The center of the spring is assumed to be placed directly
along the hinge line. Due to this assumption, the spring is embedded a distance that is equal to
half of the outer coil diameter. To ensure sufficient room on the opposite end of the panels, the
outer coil diameter is restricted to be less than or equal to the thickness of the smallest of the two
panels that connect to the particular hinge line. The general constraint is shown in Equation 6.26.
𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡
(2 ∑8𝑖=1(𝑡𝑁𝑖 ) + 𝑡𝑁𝐶 )

−1≤0

Equation 6.26

An example visual representation of the fifth spring sizing constraint is shown in Figure
6.10.

Figure 6.10: Example visual representation of outer coil diameter constraint
With all the design variables and design constraints defined, the spring sizing
optimization problem is formulated as
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Minimize: Peak Erection Torque on Panel 1 (over first
80% of erection angle (θ1) values)
Subject to: 3(𝑑)
−1 ≤0
𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑆𝐿
−1≤0
0.5(𝐿𝐻𝐿)
𝜎𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥
0.8(𝑆𝑦 )

Equation 6.27

−1≤0

1.25
−1≤0
𝑁𝑓
𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡
(2 ∑8𝑖=1(𝑡𝑁𝑖 ) + 𝑡𝑁𝐶 )

−1 ≤0

The lower and upper bounds on the spring wire are set to zero and 0.25 in. (0.006 m),
respectively. If the lower bound constraint is active, the corresponding set of springs is
eliminated in the optimal structure. The outer coil diameter design variable has a lower bound of
zero with no upper bound, as the upper bound would be satisfied in the final developed spring
constraint. The number of coils is given a lower bound of 3 with no upper bound. Finally, the
number of springs on each hinge line is given a lower bound of one and no upper bound. The
side constraints are set with the understanding that they could be refined to reflect more realistic
values if the results are inconsistent with what is achievable. The structure also is assumed to be
raised by 6 in. (0.152 m) off the ground. The code developed for spring sizing optimization to
integrate with VisualDoc® is provided in Appendix G.
The optimization method used to generate these results was SQP. Several different sets of
initial designs were used to determine the optimal spring layout. Four separate sets of initial
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designs were run and resulted in different peak torque values. The results from each run is
summarized in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Spring Optimization Initial Design
Initial Designs
Initial Design

d (in

Dout (in

Set Number

(m))

(m))

1

0.1

Objective Function
Peak Torque (lb-in (N-

Nb

NS
m))

1 (0.025)

10

10

20,429 (2,308)

1 (0.025)

15

15

16,038 (1,812)

20

20

15,968 (1,804)

10

30

16,850 (1,904)

(0.003)
2

0.1875
(0.005)

3

4

0.25

1.5

(0.006)

(0.038)

0.25

0.75

(0.006)

(0.019)

From these four initial designs, it is clear that the optimal spring layout results in a peak
erection torque of around 16,000 lb-in (1,808 N-m). The peak erection torque required without
spring assist is calculated at roughly 20,910 lb-in (2,363 N-m). Note that the weight of the tab on
the side trapezoid panels (panel 3) is not considered in both the FEA and analytical models;
though its size indicates it would not have a large effect on the results. The optimal spring layout
results in a reduction in the required erection torque by over 23 percent. The solution to the
optimization problem in Equation 6.27 is captured in the plots shown in Figure 6.11, where the
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red X’s indicate that there is a constraint violation (tolerance set to 0.003), with blue circles
representing feasible solutions. The results are from the third initial design.

Figure 6.11: Design cycle history of spring sizing optimization
The corresponding design variable values to the optimal objective function are listed in
Table 6.5. Note that identical hinge lines (e.g. Hinge 23 on either side of the structure) contain
the same spring set.
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Table 6.5: Optimal Design Variable Results From Spring Optimization

Design Variable
d (in (m))
Dout (in (m))
Number of Coils
Number of Springs

Hinge
12
0.0954
(0.002)
0.3638
(0.009)
19.4
14.4

Hinge
23
0.1858
(0.005)
0.7583
(0.019)
38.5
8.0

Optimal Values
Hinge
Hinge
3B
34
0.2500
0.1862
(0.006)
(0.005)
1.5167
0.7586
(0.039)
(0.019)
12.9
19.3
13.8
11.0

Hinge 45
0.1858
(0.005)
0.7584
(0.019)
38.5
8.0

Hinge
5B
0.1265
(0.003)
0.4547
(0.012)
22.9
25.8

One important item to note is that both the number of springs and number of coils are
treated as real values. The number of springs clearly has to be an integer, whereas the number of
coils is allowed to take a discrete value depending on the free angle of the spring. A 90-dgree
spring would have a coil count that ends in 0.25, and a 180-degree spring would have a coil
count that is a whole number. These restrictions are neglected for this optimization process, but
must be incorporated in future analyses to reflect realistic constraints.
A very interesting result that can be observed in the optimal design variable values is that
the spring on hinge line 23 is not pushed to its upper bound, although that location was found to
be the most efficient location for a torsional spring as discussed in Chapter 5. The reason for this
result is the constraints imposed in the spring sizing optimization problem. The last design
constraint (which relates the outer coil diameter to the smallest panel to which that spring is
attached) is most likely the constraint that is driving the design of the spring on hinge 23. This is
because the smallest panel section is the upper portion of panel 3, which is connected to hinge
23. This limits the possible outer coil diameter, which in turn affects the yield stress and fatigue
constraints. In fact, all of the outer coil diameters are pushed to the maximum allowable value (or
very close to it), indicating that the final constraint is driving the design. This is interesting, as
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the link between the spring sizing optimization and structural optimization becomes more clear
and may affect the results if the two are not separated. These conclusions could inform future
work with a more refined FEA model.
6.4. Conclusions
A full FEA model of the 3R5T2TR Concept was developed and optimized. The objective
was to generate a reasonable estimation of the total shelter weight and composition of each
panel. The optimal panel thickness values were smaller than expected for a shelter of this size,
but still satisfied the structural constraints. A method of optimizing the size of mechanical
springs as a means of reducing the erection torque was developed and successfully demonstrated
the potential of incorporating a mechanical assist system into a collapsible shelter.
The two factors of safety against yield and fatigue were set to 1.25. This value could be
changed depending on design requirements. Additionally, the amount of space that the collection
of springs was allowed to occupy was set at 50% of each hinge line. This value may end up
being unreasonable when moving to a detailed design phase of the shelter design. It is possible
that coupling the structural optimization with the spring sizing optimization would influence the
optimal design variables differently and yield different results. If the thickness of a panel is
increased, the weight will also increase. If, however, the thickness is increased mainly by very
lightweight core material, the additional weight may not be significant and the panels could
embed larger springs that would ultimately reduce the erection torque. Note that the overall
shelter geometry was held fixed and is not parametric. Changing variables such as shelter height,
width, and length would have significant impacts on the design as well.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1. Conclusions
Inspired by the folding patterns associated with origami, multiple concepts for
compactible shelters were designed, analyzed, and optimized. Challenges and opportunities
associated with kinematic compliance, flat-foldability, thin versus thick panels, hinge locations,
erection load requirements, and mechanical assist were considered in the development and
examination of different design concepts.
The major design challenge was the transition from thin- to thick-panel configuration,
expanding the design space to include the through-thickness location of each hinge line. The
Offset Crease, Offset Panel, and Hinge Shift techniques were considered in ensuring flatfoldability of thick-wall shelter concepts through nesting some panels inside the others. Avoiding
compounding panel thickness in the collapsed state reduced the packaged footprint and provided
potential for storing multiple folded shelters inside a shipping container or other storage units.
Initial feasibility assessments with CAD models confirmed the folding architecture and
characteristics. Foam board and 3D-printed models provided additional proof of feasibility. The
concept development stage showed that the simplicity, intuitive erection strategies, and
variability in designs make these structural concepts ideal candidates for use as temporary
shelters for both civilian and military applications.
The principle of virtual work was applied to analyze both thin and thick origami-inspired
shelter concepts. The accuracy of the parametric analytical equations developed was verified
with simulations using a rigid body dynamics solver in SolidWorks.
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Through the mechanical advantage achieved by the strain energy stored in deflected
torsion springs, the erection load requirements were significantly reduced, with the level of
reduction depending on the properties and location of each spring.
Topology optimization was applied to a select shelter concept in illustrating the benefit of
local changes to the core density in the individual panels toward maximizing structural stiffness
for a given mass fraction. Limiting the weight of the entire structure is critical in maintaining the
rapid erection capabilities of the shelter, as well as increasing the ease of transportation. The
FEA model was modified to incorporate composite sandwich panels with reasonable material
properties. A sequential sizing optimization was performed by first optimizing the shelter
structure subject to static loading and buckling requirements followed by optimizing the spring
system using the analytical models developed. The sizing optimization results showed that the
optimal combination of thickness distribution and spring properties and location can have great
potential in reducing the erection and transportation requirements for origami-inspired shelters.
7.2. Future Work and Recommendations
The most promising designs, the 3R5T2TR Concept and 3R4T1M Concept, have the
same base folding system. Further investigation into these modifications could lead to other
unique concepts that create a more optimal structure with better capability to withstand the
applied loads. When analyzing the erection loads of the shelters, it was observed that the
required torque to maintain equilibrium goes to zero if it is applied to the last panel to erect for
the zero-thickness models. This observation must be investigated further, as it is contrary to
intuition and must be understood to fully describe the models.
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Future work concerning optimization of the shelter concepts should address the material
properties used in the topology optimization by introducing sandwich construction panels. As
long as the portions of the panels that house hinge lines and any other mechanical attachments
are maintained during an optimization, the rest of the structure can be designed to reflect optimal
panel topologies. A frame-like structure topology is acceptable and could significantly reduce the
shelter weight.
The finite-element model should also be updated to reflect the flexibility of the hinge
lines and the effect they have on the stability of the erected structure. The rigidizing concepts
such as clamps, buckles, and straps should be modeled appropriately to provide the necessary
rigidity to the shelter. Without a rigidizing method, the structures developed inherently want to
collapse. The nodes that define the hinge lines currently have rotational compatibility, resulting
in a full FEA model that essentially represents modeling a box structure. The results of the
optimizations on the structure could significantly change based on the modeling of the hinge
lines, and therefore must be investigated to reflect truly optimal results. The loads that would be
present on the shelter should also be more inclusive and represent all load cases the shelter may
be subject to.
The spring sizing optimization was concerned with mechanical torsions springs that can
be embedded into the panel system. Some constraints may have to be added to ensure
manufacturability of the springs, such as ensuring the spring leg lengths are larger than the outer
radius of the coil and have enough contact area to deform the spring. Additionally, other passive
or active assist systems can be incorporated into the shelter design. Other potential systems could
include elastomeric material that is attached to the panels and could deform and store energy as
the structure is folded. A linkage-motor system could also be incorporated into the system to
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provide mechanical actuation of the shelter. Any of these systems or a combination of the
systems also have great potential in reducing the required erection loads.
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APPENDIX A: 3R4T1M Concept – Sample Calculations and Codes (Thin)
function [ Theta2, Theta4, Theta5, Theta6, Theta7, Y, X, Y_of_Back ] = Angles( Theta1, Height, L
)
%Function that calculates angles of the 3R4T1M concept. This function also
%calculates the height of the concerning fold, Y, the horiztional location
%of the fold, X, and the corresponding height of the back panel at that
%horizontal distance, Y_of_Back. The function takes as input the height of
%the concept Height, the angle Theta1, and the length of the fold L.
Theta2 = asind((1 - cosd(Theta1))/sind(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asind(sqrt(2)*sind(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asind((1 - cosd(Theta2))/sind(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asind(sqrt(2)*sind(Theta2/2));
Theta7 = 2*atand(tand(0.5*(180-Theta6))/sind(-45)) + 180;
Y = sind(Theta5)*(Height - L) + L*sind(Theta2);
X = cosd(Theta5)*(Height - L);
Y_of_Back = (Height - X)*tand(Theta1);
end
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%Driver Script that uses the function Angles to find if there are any
%points that the back panel intersects the fold on the 3R4T1M concept.
%The code checks various Length of fold values L, by changing the factor
%L_factor. The code changes the input Theta1 value from 0 to 90 degrees by
%0.0001 degrees. The output A is a counter in the loop that checks if the
%height of the back panel is ever lower than the fold height. If A = 0, the
%correpsonding L_factor is sufficient for a zero thickness origami model.
%This script outputs four plots of the height of both the back panel and
%the fold for four different values of Lf.
clear all
L_factor = [0 0.25 1/3 0.4];
Height = 7;
for n = 1:length(L_factor)
L = L_factor(n)*Height;
Theta1 = 0:0.0001:90;
A = 0;
for i = 1:length(Theta1)
[ Theta2, Theta4, Theta5, Theta6, Theta7, Y(i), X, Y_of_Back(i) ] = Angles( Theta1(i),
Height, L );
if Y_of_Back(i) < Y(i)
A = A + 1;
end
end
figure(1)
subplot(2,2,n)
plot(Theta1, Y_of_Back, 'r')
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hold on
plot(Theta1,Y, 'g--')
title_label = [ 'Height of Back Panel and Inner Fold vs \theta_{1} at L_{f} = '
,num2str(L_factor(n)) ];
title(title_label)
xlabel('\theta_{1} (deg)')
ylabel('Height (ft)')
legend('Back Panel Height','Fold Height','Location','northwest')
ylim([0 Height])
end
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APPENDIX B: Clamshell Model – Code
clear all
%Driver Script to Calculate Virtual Work Done - Clamshell Model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Panel Height (inches):
H = 7*12;
%Added width (inches):
w = 0;
%Areal weight of the panels (psi):
Aw = 91/(2*H^2);
%Create a vector for driver angle Theta1 in radians:
Theta1 = 0.01:0.001:pi/2;
%Run Function Clamshell
[dU1] = Clamshell_Model(H, Theta1, w, Aw );
dU1 = double(subs(dU1));
%Calculate Torque Required to maintain equilibrium
T = dU1;
%Calculate Theta1 in Degrees
Theta1_deg = Theta1*180/pi;
%Plot the data
figure(1)
plot(Theta1_deg, T,'r','LineWidth',1)
title('Torque Required - Clamshell Model')
xlim([0 89.9])
xlabel('\theta_{1} (deg)','FontSize', 15)
ylabel('Erection Torque (lb-in)','FontSize', 15)
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function [dU1] = Clamshell_Model(H, Theta1, w, Aw )
%Function that calculates virtual work done by clamshell panel
%The function is setup symbolically as the derivatives are calculated
%analytically not numerically.
syms H Theta1 w Aw
%Find the vertical location of the CG of panel 1, and the derivative of
%that analytical expression w.r.t Theta1. Panel 1 is the back rectangular panel:
A1 = (2*H+w)*H;
Weight1 = Aw*A1;
z1 = (H/2)*sin(Theta1);
dz1 = diff(z1,Theta1);
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dU1 = Weight1*dz1;
end
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APPENDIX C: Virtual Work Code – 3R4T1M/3R5T2TR Thin models
clear all
%Driver Script that runs the function "Vritual_Work_3R5T2TRand3R4T1M" for the EXTENDED 3R4T1M
MODEL.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Enter Required input values (must be consistant with SolidWorks):
%Panel Height (inches):
H = 7*12;
%Depth of rectangular part of panel 3 (inches):
E = 10;
%Width of front Trapezoid/triangle (inches):
W = 24;
%Length factor of small folding element (SFE):
Lf = 0.25;
%Areal weight of the panels (psi)
Aw = 91/(2*H^2);
%Create a vector for driver angle Theta1 in radians:
Theta1 = 0.01:0.01:pi/2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% RUN FUNCTIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Run function that calculates the work done by each panel's weight:
[z1, z2, z3, z4, z5, z6, z7, dU1, dU2, dU3, dU4, dU5, dU6, dU7, Theta2, dTheta2, Theta4, dTheta4,
Theta5, dTheta5, Theta6, dTheta6, Theta7, dTheta7] = Vritual_Work_3R5T2TRand3R4T1M( H, Theta1, E,
W, Lf, Aw );
%Evaluate the symbolic expressions:
z1 = double(subs(z1));
z2 = double(subs(z2));
z3 = double(subs(z3));
z4 = double(subs(z4));
z5 = double(subs(z5));
z6 = double(subs(z6));
z7 = double(subs(z7));
dU1 = double(subs(dU1));
dU2 = double(subs(dU2));
dU3 = double(subs(dU3));
dU4 = double(subs(dU4));
dU5 = double(subs(dU5));
dU6 = double(subs(dU6));
dU7 = double(subs(dU7));
Theta2 = double(subs(Theta2));
dTheta2 = double(subs(dTheta2));
Theta4 = double(subs(Theta4));
dTheta4 = double(subs(dTheta4));
Theta5 = double(subs(Theta5));
dTheta5 = double(subs(dTheta5));
Theta6 = double(subs(Theta6));
dTheta6 = double(subs(dTheta6));
Theta7 = double(subs(Theta7));
dTheta7 = double(subs(dTheta7));
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CALCULATE TORQUE
%Calculate the total work done by the weight
dU_Total = dU1 + 2*dU2 + 2*dU3 + 2*dU4 + dU5
%Calculate how much torque is required about
%equilibrium:
T_back = dU_Total;
%Calculate how much torque is required about
%equilibrium:
T_side = dU_Total./dTheta2;
%Calculate how much torque is required about
%equilibrium:
T_front = dU_Total./dTheta5;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
of each panel:
+ 2*dU6 + dU7;
hinge line 1 to maintain

hinge line 2 to maintain

hinge line 3 to maintain

%Convert the Theta1 vector to degrees for plotting purposes:
Theta1_deg = (180/pi)*Theta1;
%Plot the data
figure(1)
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back,'r','LineWidth',1)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_side,'k--','LineWidth',1)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_front,'b-.','LineWidth',1)
title_label = ['Erection Torque of the 3R4T1M Concept with Lf = ', num2str(Lf),', w = ',
num2str(W),' in, E = ', num2str(E),' in, and H = ', num2str(H),' in'];
title(title_label,'FontSize', 15)
xlim([0 89.9])
xlabel('\theta_{1} (deg)','FontSize', 15)
ylabel('Erection Torque (lb-in)','FontSize', 15)
legend({'Analytical Data - Torque on Panel 1','Analytical Data - Torque on Panel 3','Analytical
Data - Torque on Panel 5'},'FontSize', 15)
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function [z1, z2, z3, z4, z5, z6, z7, dU1, dU2, dU3, dU4, dU5, dU6, dU7, Theta2, dTheta2, Theta4,
dTheta4, Theta5, dTheta5, Theta6, dTheta6, Theta7, dTheta7] = Vritual_Work_3R5T2TRand3R4T1M( H,
Theta1, E, W, Lf, Aw )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done for each panel of the zero-thickness
%3R5T2TR and 3R4T1M models. The function takes as input the shelter height
%H in inches, the driver angle Theta1 in radians, The extension E in
%inches, the added width W in inches, the length factor Lf (unitless) and
%the areal weight in lb/in^2.
%The function is setup symbolically as the derivatives are calculated
%analytically not numerically.
syms H Theta1 E W Lf L Aw
%Equation for small folding element (SFE) length L:
L = Lf*H;
%Find the vertical location of the CG of panel 1, and the derivative of
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%that analytical expression w.r.t Theta1. Panel 1 is the back rectangular panel:
A1 = (2*H+W)*H;
Weight1 = Aw*A1;
z1 = (H/2)*sin(Theta1);
dz1 = diff(z1,Theta1);
dU1 = Weight1*dz1;
%Calculate the angle between the side triangular panel (Panel 3) and the
%base and the derivate w.r.t Theta1:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
dTheta2 = diff(Theta2,Theta1);
%Find the vertical location of the CG of panel 2, and the derivative of
%that analytical expression w.r.t Theta1. Panel 2 is the upper triangle connected to
%the back panel:
A2 = 0.5*H^2;
Weight2 = Aw*A2;
N2 = (H/3)*sin(Theta2);
zN2 = N2*sin(pi/2 - Theta1);
z21 = (2*H/3)*sin(Theta1);
z2 = z21 - zN2;
dz2 = diff(z2,Theta1);
dU2 = Weight2*dz2;
%Calculate the angle between the side triangular panel (Panel 3) and the
%upper triangular panel (panel 2) and the derivate w.r.t Theta1:
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
dTheta4 = diff(Theta4,Theta1);
%Find the vertical location of the CG of panel 3, and the derivative of
%that analytical expression w.r.t Theta1. Panel 3 is the side
%panel that is either triangular(E = 0) or trapazoidal (E > 0):
A3_1 = E*H;
A3_2 = 0.5*H*H;
A3_total = A3_1 + A3_2;
Weight3 = A3_total*Aw;
CG3vertical_1 = H/2;
CG3vertical_2 = H/3;
CG3vertical_total = (CG3vertical_1*A3_1 + CG3vertical_2*A3_2)/(A3_1+A3_2);
z3 = CG3vertical_total*sin(Theta2);
dz3 = diff(z3,Theta1);
dU3 = Weight3*dz3;
%Calculate the angle between the front triangular/trapezoidal panel (Panel 5) and the
%base and the derivate w.r.t Theta1:
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
dTheta5 = diff(Theta5,Theta1);
%Find the vertical location of the CG of panel 4, and the derivative of
%that analytical expression w.r.t Theta1. Panel 4 is the upper
%panel on the front wall that is either triangular(L = 0) or trapazoidal (L > 0):
A4_1 = (H-L)*L;
A4_2 = 0.5*(H-L)^2;
A4_total = A4_1 + A4_2;
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Weight4 = A4_total*Aw;
CG4vertical_1 = (H-L)+L/2;
CG4vertical_2 = 2*(H-L)/3;
CG4horizontal_1 = (H-L)/2;
CG4horizontal_2 = (H-L)/3;
CG4vertical_total = (CG4vertical_1*A4_1 + CG4vertical_2*A4_2)/(A4_1+A4_2);
CG4horizontal_total = (CG4horizontal_1*A4_1 + CG4horizontal_2*A4_2)/(A4_1+A4_2);
N4 = CG4horizontal_total*sin(Theta5);
zN4 = N4*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
z41 = CG4vertical_total*sin(Theta2);
z4 = z41 - zN4;
dz4 = diff(z4,Theta1);
dU4 = Weight4*dz4;
%Find the vertical location of the CG of panel 5, and the derivative of
%that analytical expression w.r.t Theta1. Panel 5 is the bottom
%panel on the front wall that is either triangular(W = 0) or trapazoidal (W > 0):
A5_1 = (W+2*L)*(H-L);
A5_2 = 0.5*(H-L)^2;
A5_3 = 0.5*(H-L)^2;
A5_total = A5_1 + A5_2 + A5_3;
Weight5 = A5_total*Aw;
CG5vertical_1 = (H-L)/2;
CG5vertical_2 = (H-L)/3;
CG5vertical_3 = (H-L)/3;
CG5vertical_total = (CG5vertical_1*A5_1 + CG5vertical_2*A5_2 + CG5vertical_3*A5_3)/(A5_1 + A5_2 +
A5_3);
z5 = CG5vertical_total*sin(Theta5);
dz5 = diff(z5,Theta1);
dU5 = Weight5*dz5;
%Calculate the angle between panel 4 and panel 5 and the derivate w.r.t Theta1:
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
dTheta6 = diff(Theta6,Theta1);
%Calculate the angle between the larger panel on the SFE (panel 7)
%and panel 5 and the derivate w.r.t Theta1:
Theta7 = 2*atan(tan(0.5*(pi-Theta6))/sin(-45*pi/180)) + pi;
dTheta7 = diff(Theta7,Theta1);
%Calculate the angle the side of the SFE makes with the horizontal:
Theta8 = 2*asin((sqrt(L^2 - (sqrt(2)*L/2)^2)*sin(Theta6/2))/(L));
%Find the vertical location of the CG of panel 6, and the derivative of
%that analytical expression w.r.t Theta1. Panel 6 is the top
%triangular panels on the SFE:
A6 = 0.5*L^2;
Weight6 = A6*Aw;
N6 = (L/3)*sin(Theta7 - Theta5);
zN6 = N6*sin(pi/2 - Theta8);
z68 = (2*L/3)*sin(Theta8);
top_of_panel_5 = (H-L)*sin(Theta5);
z6 = z68 - zN6 + top_of_panel_5 ;
dz6 = diff(z6,Theta1);
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dU6 = Weight6*dz6;
%Find the vertical location of the CG of panel 7, and the derivative of
%that analytical expression w.r.t Theta1. Panel 7 is the bottom
%panel on the SFE that is either triangular (W = 0) or trapazoidal (W > 0):
A7_1 = W*L;
A7_2 = 0.5*(L)^2;
A7_3 = 0.5*(L)^2;
A7_total = A7_1 + A7_2 + A7_3;
Weight7 = A7_total*Aw;
CG7vertical_1 = L/2;
CG7vertical_2 = L/3;
CG7vertical_3 = L/3;
CG7vertical_total = (CG7vertical_1*A7_1 + CG7vertical_2*A7_2 + CG7vertical_3*A7_3)/(A7_1 + A7_2 +
A7_3);
z7 = CG7vertical_total*sin(Theta7-Theta5) + top_of_panel_5;
dz7 = diff(z7,Theta1);
dU7 = Weight7*dz7;
end
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APPENDIX D: Wind Load Calculations for FEA models
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APPENDIX E: Mechanical Assist system – Clamshell Model Calculations/Codes
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function [ P, Theta1, h ]
%Function that calcualtes
%hinge connection using a
%of the panel, Weight and

= free_panel( h, Weight )
the erection force required for a panel-panel
cable. The function takes as input the Weight
the height that the cable can be pulled from, h.

%Set initial value of height of back panel
Height = 7;
%d is distance from hinge that cable is attached
d = Height;
%L is length of cable
L = sqrt(h^2 + d^2);
%vary the angle between the base and back panel Theta1 from 0 to 90
%degrees.
Theta1 = 0:0.001:90;
for i = 1:length(Theta1)
%Calculate psi, which is the angle between the back panel and the cable.
phi = asind((h-d*sind(Theta1(i)))/L) + Theta1(i);
%Calculate the erection force, P.
P(i) = (Weight*cosd(Theta1(i))*(Height/2))/(sind(phi)*d);
end
%Calculate max force required
Max_p = max(P);
end
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function [ Ef, Sf, Theta1, h ] = desired_angle_method( Weight, h )
%Function that calcualtes the erection and stike forces need for the
%desired angle method. The function takes as input the Weight of the panel,
%Weight and the height that cable can be pulled from, h.
%Max Angular deflection of spring
rev = 0.25;
%Set Initial Value of height of panel
Height = 7;
%d is distance from hinge that cable is attached
d = Height;
%L is length of cable
L = sqrt(h^2 + d^2);
%Set a value for theta_desired
Theta_desired = 20;
%Range theta1 from 0 to 90 deg
Theta1 = 0:0.001:90;
for i = 1:length(Theta1)
%find value of spring constant k using theta_desired
k = ((cosd(Theta_desired)*Weight*(Height/2))/(rev-(Theta_desired/360)));
%Calculate moment cause by spring (M(i))
M(i) = k*(rev-(Theta1(i)/360));
%Calculate the angle between the back plate and the cable (psi)
psi = asind((h-d*sind(Theta1(i)))/L) + Theta1(i);
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%Calculate erection forces (Ef) and stike Forces (Sf)
if Theta1(i) > Theta_desired
%Moment caused by weight minus moment caused by spring divded
%by sin(psi)*d is the erection force, Ef.
Ef(i) = ((Weight*cosd(Theta1(i))*(Height/2))-M(i))/(sind(psi)*d);
Sf(i) = 0;
else
Ef(i) = 0;
%Downward vertical force applied at end of panel which is the
%difference in moments divided by the leverarm which is defined
%as cos(Theta1)*Height is the strike force (Sf).
Sf(i) = (M(i)-(Weight*cosd(Theta1(i))*(Height/2)))/(cosd(Theta1(i))*Height);
end
end
%Calculate max forces required, and random points to compare to mathcad
%sheets.
Max_sf = max(Sf);
Max_ef = max(Ef);
Ef_70 = Ef(70001);
Ef_10 = Sf(10001);
end
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function [ Ef, Sf, Theta1 ] = vertical_lift_method( Weight )
%Function that calcualtes the erection and stike forces need for the
%vertical lift method. The function takes as input the Weight of the panel.
%Max angular deflection
rev = 1;
%Set Initial Value of panel height
Height = 7;
%Max moment caused by weight of panel
Mmax = Weight*(Height/2);
%vary theta from 0 to 90
Theta1 = 0:0.001:90;
for i = 1:length(Theta1)
%Calculate k from max moment divided by max deflection
k = ((Mmax)/(rev));
%Calculate moment at every angle of theta1 caused by spring
M(i) = k*(rev-(Theta1(i)/360));
%Calculate erection forces (Ef) and stike Forces (Sf)
%Calculate Ef by subtracting moment caused by spring from
%moment caused by weight. Divide by cos(theta1)*H because it
%is an upward vertical force at opposite side of hinge.
Ef(i) = ((Weight*cosd(Theta1(i))*(Height/2))-M(i))/(cosd(Theta1(i))*Height);
Sf(i) = 0;
%Because balancing moments, when the erection force is
%less than 0, it is 0. When it is less than 0, this means
%spring has overcome moment caused by weight.
if Ef(i) < 0
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Ef(i) = 0;
%Strike force is difference in moments divided by height
%that is defined by the function 4-2cos(Theta1), which is
%the lever arm. This function was derived because when
%theta1 equals 90 deg,someone could push on the panel from
%about shoulder height (4ft) and it would reduce as the
%angle theta1 decreases (2ft at theta1 = 0).
Sf(i) = (M(i)-(Weight*cosd(Theta1(i))*(Height/2)))/(4-2*cosd(Theta1(i)));
end
end
%Calculate max forces required, and random points to compare to mathcad
%sheets.
Max_sf = max(Sf);
Max_ef = max(Ef);
Sf_70 = Sf(70001);
Ef_10 = Ef(10001);
end
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function [ Ef, Sf, Theta1, h ] = combination_method( h, Weight )
%Function that calcualtes the erection and stike forces need for the
%combination method. The function takes as input the Weight of the panel,
%Weight and the height that cable can be pulled from, h.
%Max deflection
rev = 0.75;
%Set Initial Value for panel height
Height = 7;
%d is distance from hinge that cable is attached
d = Height;
%L is length of cable
L = sqrt(h^2 + d^2);
%Mmax is max moment created by the weight of the panel
Mmax = Weight*(Height/2);
%Range theta1 from 0 to 90 deg
Theta1 = 0:0.001:90;
for i = 1:length(Theta1)
%find value of spring constant k where the max moment is now 70% of max
%moment given by weight of panel. Divide by deflection
k = ((Mmax-0.3*Mmax)/(rev));
%Calculate moment caused by spring (M(i))
M(i) = k*(rev-(Theta1(i)/360));
%Calculate the angle between the back plate and the cable (psi)
psi = asind((h-d*sind(Theta1(i)))/L) + Theta1(i);
%Calculate erection force which is moment caused by weight
%minus moment caused by spring divided by sin(psi)*d
Ef(i) = ((Weight*cosd(Theta1(i))*(Height/2))-M(i))/(sind(psi)*d);
Sf(i) = 0;
%Because balancing moments, when the erection force is
%less than 0, it is 0. When it is less than 0, this means
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%spring has overcome moment caused by weight.
if Ef(i) < 0
Ef(i) = 0;
%Strike force is difference in moments divided by height
%that is defined by the function 4-2cos(Theta1), which is
%the lever arm. This function was derived because when
%theta1 equals 90deg,someone could push on the panel from
%about shoulder height (4ft) and it would reduce as the
%angle theta1 decreases (2ft at theta1 = 0).
Sf(i) = (M(i)-(Weight*cosd(Theta1(i))*(Height/2)))/(4-2*cosd(Theta1(i)));
end
end
%Calculate max forces required, and random points to compare to mathcad
%sheets.
Max_sf = max(Sf);
Max_ef = max(Ef);
Sf_70 = Sf(70001);
Ef_20 = Ef(20001);
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

%Driver script that uses the functions for all erection cases of the panel-panel hinge
%connections. This script creates plots for the baseline method, desired angle method,
%vertical lift method, and combination method.
Weight = 91;
h = 3;
[ P1 Theta11 h] = free_panel( h, Weight );
figure(1)
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(Theta11, P1)
title_label = [ 'Baseline Case at h = ' ,num2str(h) ' ft'];
title(title_label)
xlabel('\Theta_{1} (deg)')
ylabel('Erection Force (lb)')
ylim([0 120])
xlim([0 90])
[ Ef2 Sf2 Theta12 h2] = combination_method( h, Weight );
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(Theta12, Ef2)
hold on
plot(Theta12, Sf2,'r--')
title_label = [ 'Combination Method at h = ' ,num2str(h2) ' ft'];
title(title_label)
xlabel('\Theta_{1} (deg)')
ylabel('Force (lb)')
legend('Erection Force','Strike Force')
ylim([0 120])
xlim([0 90])
[ Ef3 Sf3 Theta13] = vertical_lift_method( Weight );
subplot(2,2,3)
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plot(Theta13, Ef3)
hold on
plot(Theta13, Sf3, 'r--')
title_label = [ 'Vertical Lift Method'];
title(title_label)
xlabel('\Theta_{1} (deg)')
ylabel('Force (lb)')
legend('Erection Force','Strike Force','Location','northwest')
ylim([0 120])
xlim([0 90])
[ Ef4 Sf4 Theta14 h4] = desired_angle_method( Weight, h );
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(Theta14, Ef4)
hold on
plot(Theta14, Sf4, 'r--')
title_label = [ 'Desired Angle Method at h = ' ,num2str(h4) ' ft'];
title(title_label)
xlabel('\Theta_{1} (deg)')
ylabel('Force (lb)')
legend('Erection Force','Strike Force')
ylim([0 120])
xlim([0 90])

Published with MATLAB® R2016b
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APPENDIX F: Virtual Work Code – Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 with Springs and Roof

clear all
%Driver Script that calculates the amount of torque required to erect the
%thick 3R5T2TR MODEL.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Enter Required input values (must be consistant with SolidWorks):
%panel density rho (lb/in^3):
rho = 0.00480589;
%Minimum panel thickness (inches):
t = 1;
%Extension of panel 3 (inches):
E = 15;
%Panel Height (inches):
H = 7*12;
%Added width (inches):
W = 20;
%Height that the structure is raised from ground:
gh = 6;
%Spring inputs for spring on hinge line [12/3B, 23, 34/5B, 45]:
%Angle between legs when spring is not loaded in rad:
free_angle = [pi/2 pi pi/2 pi];
%Wire diameter of spring in inches:
d = [0.135 0.135 0.135 0.135];
%Modulus of Elasticity of spring material in psi:
Mod = [30e6 30e6 30e6 30e6];
%Outer Diameter of coil in inches:
D_out = [1.102 1.189 1.102 1.189];
%Length of leg 1 in inches
L1 = [4 4 4 4];
%Length of leg 2 in inches:
L2 = L1;
%Number of coils in spring body:
Nb = [6.25 9 6.25 9];
%Number of springs along each hinge line:
NumSpr = [10 10 10 10];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Extension difference value needed to determine which function to run for
%panel 3.
Extension_diff = E-t;
%thickness of base
t_base = 3*t;
%thickness of roof
t_roof = t;
% Next few lines used simply to calculate spring stiffness for plotting
% purposes
%Mean Coil Diameter:
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D = D_out-d;
%Equivalent Number of Coils:
Ne = (L1+L2)./(3*pi*D);
%Number of Active Coils:
Na = Nb+Ne;
%Part 1 of calc
KP1 = ((d.^4).*Mod)./(10.8*D.*Na);
%Spring Rate in lb-in/deg:
k = NumSpr.*KP1.*(1/(2*pi))*(pi/180);
%Max Resultant Spring Torque in lb-in
TS = k.*(free_angle*180/pi);
%Create a vector for driver angle Theta1 in radians:
degree_range = 0.1:0.1:89.99999;
Theta1 = (pi/180)*degree_range;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CHECK DESIGN %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Run a finction that determines if the design is kinematically compliant
%and there is no panel intersection:
[ Difference ] = kinematic_compliance_check( Theta1, t, H, E, W);
Difference = double(subs(Difference));
A = 0;
for j = 1:length(Difference)
if Difference(j) < 0
A = A + 1;
end
end
if A == 0
disp('Kinematically Compatible')
else
disp('Error: Not Kinematically Compatible, change inputs to create kinematically
compatible structure')
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% RUN FUNCTIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Run functions that calculates the work done by each panel's weight:
[ dU1, z1 ] = Work_done_panel_1( H, W, t, rho, Theta1 );
[ dU2, z2 ] = Work_done_panel_2( H, t, rho, Theta1 );
if Extension_diff <= H
[ dU3, dTheta2, z3 ] = Work_done_panel_3( rho, t, E, H, Theta1 );
else
[ dU3, dTheta2, z3 ] = Work_done_Extended_panel_3( rho, t, E, H, Theta1 );
end
[ dU4, z4 ] = Work_done_panel_4( H, t, rho, Theta1 );
[ dU5, dTheta5, z5 ] = Work_done_panel_5( H, t, W, rho, Theta1 );
[ Theta1_Part_1, Theta1_Part_2 ] = Find_contact_Theta1( Theta1, t, H, E, t_base, gh );
[ dUroof_prt_1 ] = VW_Roof_Prt_1( t, t_roof, rho, H, E, t_base, Theta1_Part_1, gh, W);
[ dUroof_prt_2 ] = VW_Roof_Prt_2( t, t_roof, rho, H, E, t_base, Theta1_Part_2, gh, W);
[ Uk2, Uk4, Uk5, Uk6 ] = Work_done_spring( Theta1, free_angle, d, Mod, D_out, L1, L2, Nb);
%Evaluate the symbolic expressions:
dU1 = double(subs(dU1));
dU2 = double(subs(dU2));
dU3 = double(subs(dU3));
dTheta2 = double(subs(dTheta2));
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dU4 = double(subs(dU4));
dU5 = double(subs(dU5));
dTheta5 = double(subs(dTheta5));
dUroof_prt_1 = double(subs(dUroof_prt_1));
dUroof_prt_2 = double(subs(dUroof_prt_2));
dUroof = [dUroof_prt_1 dUroof_prt_2];
Uk2 = double(subs(Uk2));
Uk4 = double(subs(Uk4));
Uk5 = double(subs(Uk5));
Uk6 = double(subs(Uk6));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CALCULATE TORQUE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Calculate the total work done by the weight of each panel:
dU_total = dU1 + 2*dU2 + 2*dU3 + 2*dU4 + dU5 + dUroof;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 1 to maintain
%equilibrium:
T_back = dU_total;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 3 to maintain
%equilibrium:
T_side = dU_total./dTheta2;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 5 to maintain
%equilibrium:
T_front = dU_total./dTheta5;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 1 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 2:
T_back_spring2 = (dU_total - NumSpr(1)*Uk2);
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 1 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 4:
T_back_spring4 = (dU_total - NumSpr(2)*Uk4);
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 1 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 5:
T_back_spring5 = (dU_total - NumSpr(3)*Uk5);
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 1 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 6:
T_back_spring6 = (dU_total - NumSpr(4)*Uk6);
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 3 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 2:
T_side_spring2 = (dU_total - NumSpr(1)*Uk2)./dTheta2;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 3 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 4:
T_side_spring4 = (dU_total - NumSpr(2)*Uk4)./dTheta2;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 3 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 5:
T_side_spring5 = (dU_total - NumSpr(3)*Uk5)./dTheta2;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 3 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 6:
T_side_spring6 = (dU_total - NumSpr(4)*Uk6)./dTheta2;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 5 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 2:
T_front_spring2 = (dU_total - NumSpr(1)*Uk2)./dTheta5;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 5 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 4:
T_front_spring4 = (dU_total - NumSpr(2)*Uk4)./dTheta5;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 5 to maintain
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%equilibrium with spring on hinge 5:
T_front_spring5 = (dU_total - NumSpr(3)*Uk5)./dTheta5;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 5 to maintain
%equilibrium with spring on hinge 6:
T_front_spring6 = (dU_total - NumSpr(4)*Uk6)./dTheta5;
T_back_all_springs = dU_total - 4*NumSpr(1)*Uk2 - 2*NumSpr(2)*Uk4 - 3*NumSpr(3)*Uk5 2*NumSpr(4)*Uk6;
%Create vector of all angles and convert the Theta vectors to degrees
%for plotting purposes:
for i = 1:length(Theta1)
Theta2(i) = asin((1-cos(Theta1(i)))/sin(Theta1(i)));
Theta4(i) = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1(i)/2));
Theta5(i) = asin((1-cos(Theta2(i)))/sin(Theta2(i)));
Theta6(i) = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2(i)/2));
end
Theta1_deg = Theta1*(180/pi);
Theta2_deg = Theta2*(180/pi);
Theta5_deg = Theta5*(180/pi);
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% GENERATE PLOTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(1)
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back,'k','LineWidth',1)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back_spring2,'-o','Color',[0.9290 0.6940
0.1250],'MarkerIndices',1:25:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',5)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back_spring2,'r--','LineWidth',1)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back_spring4,'b-*','MarkerIndices',1:25:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back_spring5,'c-s','MarkerIndices',1:45:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back_spring5,'m-d','MarkerIndices',1:30:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back_spring6,'g-x','MarkerIndices',1:25:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
title_label = {['Erection Torque on Panel 1 of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3']; ['with Maximum
Resultant Spring Torque of ', num2str(TS(1),6),' lb-in']};
title(title_label)
xlim([0 89.9])
xlabel('\theta_{1} (deg)')
ylabel('Erection Torque (lb-in)')
legend_label = {['No Spring'], ['Spring on Hinge 12 (k = ', num2str(k(1),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'],
['Spring on Hinge 3B (k = ', num2str(k(1),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'], ['Spring on Hinge 23 (k = ',
num2str(k(2),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'], ['Spring on Hinge 34 (k = ', num2str(k(3),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'],
['Spring on Hinge 5B (k = ', num2str(k(3),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'], ['Spring on Hinge 45 (k = ',
num2str(k(4),4),' (lb-in)/deg)']};
legend(legend_label)
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
figure(2)
plot(Theta1_deg, T_side,'k','LineWidth',1)
hold on
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plot(Theta1_deg, T_side_spring2,'-o','Color',[0.9290 0.6940
0.1250],'MarkerIndices',1:25:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',5)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_side_spring2,'r--','LineWidth',1)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_side_spring4,'b-*','MarkerIndices',1:25:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_side_spring5,'c-s','MarkerIndices',1:45:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_side_spring5,'m-d','MarkerIndices',1:30:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_side_spring6,'g-x','MarkerIndices',1:25:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
title_label = {['Erection Torque on Panel 3 of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3']; ['with Maximum
Resultant Spring Torque of ', num2str(TS(1),6),' lb-in']};
title(title_label)
xlim([0 89.9])
xlabel('\theta_{1} (deg)')
ylabel('Erection Torque (lb-in)')
legend_label = {['No Spring'], ['Spring on Hinge 12 (k = ', num2str(k(1),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'],
['Spring on Hinge 3B (k = ', num2str(k(1),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'], ['Spring on Hinge 23 (k = ',
num2str(k(2),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'], ['Spring on Hinge 34 (k = ', num2str(k(3),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'],
['Spring on Hinge 5B (k = ', num2str(k(3),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'], ['Spring on Hinge 45 (k = ',
num2str(k(4),4),' (lb-in)/deg)']};
legend(legend_label)
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
figure(3)
plot(Theta1_deg, T_front,'k','LineWidth',1)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_front_spring2,'-o','Color',[0.9290 0.6940
0.1250],'MarkerIndices',1:25:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',5)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_front_spring2,'r--','LineWidth',1)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_front_spring4,'b-*','MarkerIndices',1:25:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_front_spring5,'c-s','MarkerIndices',1:45:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_front_spring5,'m-d','MarkerIndices',1:30:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_front_spring6,'g-x','MarkerIndices',1:25:length(Theta1_deg),'MarkerSize',6)
title_label = {['Erection Torque on Panel 5 of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3']; ['with Maximum
Resultant Spring Torque of ', num2str(TS(1),6),' lb-in']; ['w = ', num2str(W),' in, \rho = ',
num2str(rho,2),' lb/in^3, t = ', num2str(t),' in, E = ', num2str(E),' in, and H = ', num2str(H),'
in']};
title(title_label)
xlim([0 89.9])
xlabel('\theta_{1} (deg)')
ylabel('Erection Torque (lb-in)')
legend_label = {['No Spring'], ['Spring on Hinge 12 (k = ', num2str(k(1),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'],
['Spring on Hinge 3B (k = ', num2str(k(1),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'], ['Spring on Hinge 23 (k = ',
num2str(k(2),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'], ['Spring on Hinge 34 (k = ', num2str(k(3),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'],
['Spring on Hinge 5B (k = ', num2str(k(3),4),' (lb-in)/deg)'], ['Spring on Hinge 45 (k = ',
num2str(k(4),4),' (lb-in)/deg)']};
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legend(legend_label)
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
figure(4)
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back,'k','LineWidth',1)
hold on
plot(Theta1_deg, T_back_all_springs,'b','LineWidth',1)
title_label = {['Erection Torque on Panel 5 of Thick 3R5T2TR Concept 3 with']; ['w = ',
num2str(W),' in, \rho = ', num2str(rho,2),' lb/in^3, t = ', num2str(t),' in, E = ', num2str(E),'
in, and H = ', num2str(H),' in']};
title(title_label)
xlim([0 89.9])
xlabel('\theta_{1} (deg)')
ylabel('Erection Torque (lb-in)')
legend_label = {['No Springs'], [num2str(NumSpr(1)), ' Springs on Each Hinge Line']};
legend(legend_label)
set(gca,'FontSize',16)
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function [ Difference ] = kinematic_compliance_check( Theta1, t, H, E, W )
%Function that calculates the difference in height of the corner of panel
%4 and the corresponding point on panel 1. The function takes as input the
%driver angle Theta1, minimum panel thickness (t), panel height (H), panel
%3 extension (E), and added width (W).
syms H t E W Theta1
%Define all angles of structure
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
%Width of panel 4:
width_panel_4 = H;
%Thickness of panel 4:
T_panel_4 = t;
%Distance from corner to corner of top of panel 4:
Length_total = sqrt(width_panel_4^2 + T_panel_4^2);
%Angle that this distance creates with face of panel 4:
Theta_t = atan(T_panel_4/width_panel_4);
%The normal distance between panel 3 and the corner of panel 4:
Nt = Length_total*sin(Theta5 - Theta_t);
%The horizontal distance of the corner of panel 4 to the hinge point of
%panel 3 and 4 (where they meet):
Xt = Length_total*cos(Theta5 - Theta_t);
%The vertical height difference caused by Nt:
zNt = Nt*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
%The hieght of the corner of panel 4 measured from the top lip of the floor
%panel:
zfront = H*sin(Theta2) - zNt;
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%The normal distance of the outside edge of panel 2 to panel 1:
N1 = 2*t*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
%Distance that the bottom edge of panel 1 moves back horizontally:
zX = N1*cos(pi/2 - Theta1);
%Added height of panel 1 due to panel 2
z_t = N1*sin(pi/2-Theta1);
%Added height of panel 1 due to panel 3
z_tr = N1;
%The corresponding height of the point of panel 1 that is at the same
%horizontal distance as the corner of panel 4:
zback = (H + E - Xt + zX)*tan(Theta1) + z_t + z_tr;
%The difference between the two heights. For kinematic compliance, zback
%must always be larger than zfront:
Difference = zback - zfront;
end
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function [ Theta1_Part_1, Theta1_Part_2 ] = Find_contact_Theta1( Theta1, t, H, E, t_base, gh )
%Find Contact angle for roof
A = 0;
for i = 1:length(Theta1)
Theta2(i) = asin((1-cos(Theta1(i)))/sin(Theta1(i)));
L_roof = H + E + t;
%Thickness effects:
N1(i) = 2*t*sin(pi/2 - Theta2(i));
zX(i) = N1(i)*cos(pi/2 - Theta1(i));
z_t(i) = N1(i)*sin(pi/2-Theta1(i));
z_tr(i) = N1(i);
%Height of top of back panel (connection point to the roof)
z_bck_top(i) = z_t(i) + z_tr(i) + t_base + gh + H*sin(Theta1(i));
z_side_top(i) = sqrt(H^2 + (2*t)^2)*sin(Theta2(i) + atan((2*t)/H))+ t_base + gh;
x_bck_top(i) = H*cos(Theta1(i)) - zX(i);
x_side_top = H + E + t;
%Calculate Angle of roof w.r.t horizontal
Theta_rg(i) = asin(z_bck_top(i)/L_roof);
Theta_ra(i) = atan((z_bck_top(i) - z_side_top(i))/(x_side_top - x_bck_top(i)));
if Theta_rg(i) <= Theta_ra(i)
A = A + 1;
end
end
Theta1_Part_1 = Theta1(1:A);
a = length(Theta1_Part_1)+1;
b = length(Theta1);
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Theta1_Part_2 = Theta1(a:b);
end
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function [ dUroof_prt_1 ] = VW_Roof_Prt_1( t, t_roof, rho, H, E, t_base, Theta1_Part_1, gh, W )
%Virtual Work Analysis for Roof Panel if the Roof is in stage 1
syms Theta1_Part_1
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1_Part_1))/sin(Theta1_Part_1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1_Part_1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
L_roof = H + E + t;
%Calculate the total volume of roof:
V = L_roof*(2*H+W)*t_roof;
%Calculate the total weight of roof:
Weight_roof = V*rho;
%Terms from the added height due to panel thicknesses
N1 = 2*t*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
zX = N1*cos(pi/2 - Theta1_Part_1);
z_t = N1*sin(pi/2-Theta1_Part_1);
z_tr = N1;
%Height of top of back panel (connection point to the roof)
z_bck_top = z_t + z_tr + t_base + gh + H*sin(Theta1_Part_1);
z_side_top = sqrt(H^2 + (2*t)^2)*sin(Theta2 + atan((2*t)/H))+ t_base + gh;
x_bck_top = H*cos(Theta1_Part_1) - zX;
x_side_top = H + E + t;
%Calculate Angle of roof w.r.t horizontal
Theta_rg = asin(z_bck_top/L_roof);
% Part 1
zroof = sqrt((L_roof/2)^2 + (t_roof/2)^2)*sin(Theta_rg + atan(t_roof/L_roof));
%Differentiate the equation for z1 w.r.t Theta1:
dzroof = diff(zroof,Theta1_Part_1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 1:
dUroof_prt_1 = Weight_roof*dzroof;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b
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function [ dUroof_prt_2 ] = VW_Roof_Prt_2( t, t_roof, rho, H, E, t_base, Theta1_Part_2, gh, W)
%Virtual Work Analysis for Roof Panel if the Roof is in stage 2
syms Theta1_Part_2
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1_Part_2))/sin(Theta1_Part_2));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1_Part_2/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
L_roof = H + E + t;
%Calculate the total volume of roof:
V = L_roof*(2*H+W)*t_roof;
%Calculate the total weight of roof:
Weight_roof = V*rho;
%Terms from the added height due to panel thicknesses
N1 = 2*t*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
zX = N1*cos(pi/2 - Theta1_Part_2);
z_t = N1*sin(pi/2-Theta1_Part_2);
z_tr = N1;
%Height of top of back panel (connection point to the roof)
z_bck_top = z_t + z_tr + t_base + gh + H*sin(Theta1_Part_2);
z_side_top = sqrt(H^2 + (2*t)^2)*sin(Theta2 + atan((2*t)/H))+ t_base + gh;
x_bck_top = H*cos(Theta1_Part_2) - zX;
x_side_top = H + E + 1;
% x_side_top = H + E;
%Calculate Angle of roof w.r.t horizontal
Theta_ra = atan((z_bck_top - z_side_top)/(x_side_top - x_bck_top));
% Part 2
zroof = z_bck_top - (sqrt((L_roof/2)^2 + (t_roof/2)^2)*sin(Theta_ra - atan(t_roof/L_roof)));
%Differentiate the equation for z1 w.r.t Theta1:
dzroof = diff(zroof,Theta1_Part_2);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 1:
dUroof_prt_2 = Weight_roof*dzroof;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ dU1, z1 ] = Work_done_panel_1( H, W, t, rho, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by the weight of panel 1 in
%the 3R5T2TR Concept. The function takes as input the height of the panel
%(H), the added width (W), panel density (rho), base panel thickness (t)
%and the driver/virtual displacement angle (Theta1).
%The function is set up symbolically:
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syms W H t rho Theta1
%The angle Theta2 is the angle between panel 2 and 1 as well as panel 3 and
%the horizontal (due to symmetry)
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
%Calculate the total volume of Panel 1:
V_total = H*(2*H+W)*t;
%Calculate the total weight of panel 1:
Weight = rho*V_total;
%Define the location of the center of gravity (CG) of panel 1:
%Horizontal distance to CG from bottom left corner of the rectangular
%panel:
CG1_x = (2*H+W)/2;
%Vertical distance to CG from bottom left corner of the rectangular
%panel:
CG1_y = H/2;
%Distance to CG from bottom face:
CG1_z = t/2;
%Length of the CG from the bottom edge:
LCG1 = sqrt(CG1_y^2 + CG1_z^2);
%Due to thickness, ppanel 1 has a moving hinge line. This moving hinge
%line is described by its vertical distance to the top of the base. It will be
%described in 2 parts (z_t and z_tr):
z_t = 2*t*sin(pi/2-Theta2)*sin(pi/2-Theta1);
z_tr = 2*t*sin(pi/2-Theta2);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 1:
z1 = LCG1*sin(Theta1 + atan(CG1_z/CG1_y)) + z_t + z_tr;
%Differentiate the equation for z1 w.r.t Theta1:
dz1 = diff(z1,Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 1:
dU1 = Weight*dz1;
end
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function [ dU2, z2 ] = Work_done_panel_2( H, t, rho, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by the weight of panel 2 in
%the 3R5T2TR Concept. The function takes as input the height of the panel
%(H), base panel thickness (t), panel density (rho), and the driver/virtual
%displacement angle (Theta1).
%The function is set up symbolically:
syms H t rho Theta1
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%The angle Theta2 is the angle between panel 2 and 1 as well as panel 3 and
%the horizontal (due to symmetry)
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
%The angle Theta5 is the angle between panel 3 and 4 as well as panel 5 and
%the horizontal (due to symmetry)
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
%Calculate the total volume of Panel 2:
V_total = 0.5*H^2*2*t;
%Calculate the total weight of panel 2:
Weight = rho*V_total;
%Define the location of the center of gravity (CG) of panel 2:
%Horizontal distance to CG from bottom left corner of the triangular
%panel:
CG2_x = H/3;
%Vertical distance to CG from bottom left corner of the rectangular
%panel:
CG2_y = 2*H/3;
%Distance to CG from bottom face:
CG2_z = t;
%Due to thickness, ppanel 1 has a moving hinge line. This moving hinge
%line is described by its vertical distance to the top of the base. It will be
%described in 2 parts (z_t and z_tr):
z_t = 2*t*sin(pi/2-Theta2)*sin(pi/2-Theta1);
z_tr = 2*t*sin(pi/2-Theta2);
%Angle of CG described by the x and z distances:
ThetaCG2 = atan(CG2_z/CG2_x);
%Length of the CG:
LCG2 = sqrt(CG2_x^2 + CG2_z^2);
%Find the normal distance of the CG of panel 2 to panel 1:
N2 = LCG2*sin(Theta2 + ThetaCG2);
%Find the vertical distance from the hinge point to where N2 intersects
%panel 1:
z21 = CG2_y*sin(Theta1);
%N2 is always perpendicular to panel 1. Find the vertical component
%of N2:
zN2 = N2*sin(pi/2 - Theta1);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 2:
z2 = z21 - zN2 + z_t + z_tr;
%Differentiate the equation for z2 w.r.t Theta1:
dz2 = diff(z2, Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 2:
dU2 = Weight*dz2;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%OLD ATTEMPT%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Length = sqrt(CG2_x^2 + CG2_y^2 + CG2_z^2);
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% LCG_x = sqrt(CG2_x^2 + CG2_z^2);
% LA_panel_2_y_axis = LCG_x*sin(Theta2 + atan(t/(H/3)))*sin(Theta1) +(CG2_y)*cos(Theta1);
% LA_panel_2_x_axis = LCG_x*cos(Theta2 + atan(t/(H/3)));
% z2 = sqrt(Length^2 - LA_panel_2_y_axis^2 - LA_panel_2_x_axis^2) + z_t + z_tr + t;
end
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function [ dU3,dTheta2, z3 ] = Work_done_panel_3( rho, t, E, H, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by the weight of panel 3 in
%the 3R5T2TR Concept. The function takes as input the height of the panel
%(H), extension (E), panel density (rho), base panel thickness (t)
%and the driver/virtual displacement angle (Theta1).
%The function is set up symbolically:
syms rho t E H Theta1
%The angle Theta2 is the angle between panel 2 and 1 as well as panel 3 and
%the horizontal (due to symmetry)
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
%Differentiate Theta2 w.r.t Theta1 (needed for work done by torsion springs):
dTheta2 = diff(Theta2,Theta1);
%Panel 3 is divided into 5 different parts to calculate the CG. A local
%coordinate system has been developed to describe the CGs. See the
%'Derivation of Thick Origami Equations' powerpoint or pdf for futher description:
%Section 1 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG1_x = H + E + t/2;
CG1_y = H/2;
CG1_z = t;
%Volume of section 1:
V1 = 2*H*t^2;
%Section 2 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG2_x = H + E - t/2;
CG2_y = H/2;
CG2_z = t/2;
%Volume of section 2:
V2 = H*t^2;
%Section 3 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG3_x = H + 2*(E-t)/3;
CG3_y = 2*H/3;
CG3_z = t/2;
%Volume of section 3:
V3 = 0.5*(E-t)*H*t;
%Section 4 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
a = sqrt(2)*(H-E+t)/6;
b = sqrt(2)*(H+E-t)/6;
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CG4_x = (H+E-t)/2 + sqrt(a^2 + b^2)*cos(pi/4-atan(a/b));
CG4_y = (H+E-t)/2 - sqrt(a^2 + b^2)*sin(pi/4-atan(a/b));
CG4_z = t/2;
%Volume of section 4:
V4 = 0.5*b*3*a*3*t;
%Section 5 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG5_x = (H+E-t)/2;
CG5_y = (H+E-t)/2 - (H+E-t)/3;
CG5_z = t;
%Volume of section 5:
V5 = 0.5*(sqrt(2)*(H+E-t)/2)^2*2*t;
%Total Volume of panel 3:
V_total = V1 + V2 + V3 + V4 + V5;
%Total CG location relative to local
CG_panel_3x = (CG1_x*V1 + CG2_x*V2 +
CG_panel_3y = (CG1_y*V1 + CG2_y*V2 +
CG_panel_3z = (CG1_z*V1 + CG2_z*V2 +

coordinate
CG3_x*V3 +
CG3_y*V3 +
CG3_z*V3 +

system:
CG4_x*V4 + CG5_x*V5)/(V_total);
CG4_y*V4 + CG5_y*V5)/(V_total);
CG4_z*V4 + CG5_z*V5)/(V_total);

%Total weight of panel 3:
Weight = rho*V_total;
%Perpendicular distance from hinge to CG:
Dist_from_hinge = 2*t - CG_panel_3z;
%Length of CG:
Length_CG3 = sqrt(Dist_from_hinge^2 + CG_panel_3y^2);
%Angle of CG described by the perpendicular distance from hinge to CG and y distances:
ThetaCG3 = atan(Dist_from_hinge/CG_panel_3y);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 3:
z3 = Length_CG3*sin(Theta2 + ThetaCG3);
%Differentiate the equation for z3 w.r.t Theta1:
dz3 = diff(z3,Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 3:
dU3 = Weight*dz3;
end
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function [ dU3, dTheta2, z3 ] = Work_done_Extended_panel_3( rho, t, E, H, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by the weight of panel 3 in
%the 3R5T2TR Concept if the quantity E-t is larger than H.
%The function takes as input the height of the panel (H), extension (E),
%panel density (rho), base panel thickness (t) and the driver/virtual
%displacement angle (Theta1).
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%The function is set up symbolically:
syms rho t E H Theta1
%The angle Theta2 is the angle between panel 2 and 1 as well as panel 3 and
%the horizontal (due to symmetry)
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
%Differentiate Theta2 w.r.t Theta1 (needed for work done by torsion springs):
dTheta2 = diff(Theta2,Theta1);
%Panel 3 is divided into 6 different parts to calculate the CG. A local
%coordinate system has been developed to describe the CGs. See the
%'Derivation of Thick Origami Equations' powerpoint or pdf for futher description:
%Section 1 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG1_x = H + E + t/2;
CG1_y = H/2;
CG1_z = t;
%Volume of section 1:
V1 = 2*H*t^2;
%Section 2 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG2_x = H + E - (t)/2;
CG2_y = H/2;
CG2_z = t/2;
%Volume of section 2:
V2 = (H)*t^2;
%Section 3 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG3_x = E - t + 2*H/3;
CG3_y = 2*H/3;
CG3_z = t/2;
%Volume of section 3:
V3 = 0.5*H*H*t;
%Section 4 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG4_x = E - t + H/3;
CG4_y = H/3;
CG4_z = t;
%Volume of section 4:
V4 = 0.5*2*t*H^2;
%Section 5 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG5_x = H + (E-t-H)/2;
CG5_y = H/2;
CG5_z = t;
%Volume of section 5:
V5 = (E-t-H)*H*2*t;
%Section 6 CG location relative to local coordinate system:
CG6_x = 2*H/3;
CG6_y = H/3;
CG6_z = t;
%Volume of section 6:
V6 = 0.5*2*t*H^2;
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%Total Volume of panel 3:
V_total = V1 + V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6;
%Total CG location relative to local
CG_panel_3x = (CG1_x*V1 + CG2_x*V2 +
CG_panel_3y = (CG1_y*V1 + CG2_y*V2 +
CG_panel_3z = (CG1_z*V1 + CG2_z*V2 +

coordinate
CG3_x*V3 +
CG3_y*V3 +
CG3_z*V3 +

system:
CG4_x*V4 + CG5_x*V5 + CG6_x*V6)/(V_total);
CG4_y*V4 + CG5_y*V5 + CG6_y*V6)/(V_total);
CG4_z*V4 + CG5_z*V5 + CG6_z*V6)/(V_total);

%Total weight of panel 3:
Weight = rho*V_total;
%Perpendicular distance from hinge to CG:
Dist_from_hinge = 2*t - CG_panel_3z;
%Length of CG:
Length_CG3 = sqrt(Dist_from_hinge^2 + CG_panel_3y^2);
%Angle of CG described by the perpendicular distance from hinge to CG and y distances:
ThetaCG3 = atan(Dist_from_hinge/CG_panel_3y);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 3:
z3 = Length_CG3*sin(Theta2 + ThetaCG3);
%Differentiate the equation for z3 w.r.t Theta1:
dz3 = diff(z3,Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 3:
dU3 = Weight*dz3;
end
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function [ dU4, z4 ] = Work_done_panel_4( H, t, rho, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by the weight of panel 4 in
%the 3R5T2TR Concept. The function takes as input the height of the panel
%(H), panel density (rho), base panel thickness (t)
%and the driver/virtual displacement angle (Theta1).
%The function is set up symbolically:
syms H t rho Theta1
%The angle Theta2 is the angle between panel 2 and 1 as well as panel 3 and
%the horizontal (due to symmetry)
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
%The angle Theta5 is the angle between panel 3 and 4 as well as panel 5 and
%the horizontal (due to symmetry)
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
%Calculate total volume of panel 4:
V_total = 0.5*H^2*t;
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%Calculate total weight of panel 4:
Weight = rho*V_total;
%Define the location of the center of gravity (CG) of panel 4:
%Horizontal distance to CG from bottom left corner of the triangular
%panel:
CG4_x = H/3;
%Vertical distance to CG from bottom left corner of the rectangular
%panel:
CG4_y = 2*H/3;
%Distance to CG from bottom face:
CG4_z = t/2;
%Angle of CG described by the x and z distances:
ThetaCG4 = atan(CG4_z/CG4_x);
%Length of the CG:
LCG4 = sqrt(CG4_x^2 + CG4_z^2);
%Find the normal distance of the CG of panel 4 to panel 3:
N4 = LCG4*sin(Theta5 - ThetaCG4);
%Find the vertical distance from the intersection point of panel 3,4 and
%the base to where N4 intersects panel 3:
z41 = CG4_y*sin(Theta2);
%N4 is always perpendicular to panel 3. Find the vertical component
%of N4:
zN4 = N4*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 4:
z4 = z41 - zN4;
%Differentiate the equation for z4 w.r.t Theta1:
dz4 = diff(z4, Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 4:
dU4 = Weight*dz4;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%OLD ATTEMPT%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Length = sqrt(CG4_x^2 + CG4_y^2 + CG4_z^2);
% LCG_x = CG4_x - CG4_z*tan(pi/2-Theta5);
% LA_panel_4_y_axis = LCG_x*sin(Theta5)*sin(Theta2) +(CG4_y)*cos(Theta2);
% LA_panel_4_x_axis = LCG_x*cos(Theta5) + CG4_z/cos(pi/2-Theta5);
% z4 = sqrt(Length^2 - LA_panel_4_y_axis^2 - LA_panel_4_x_axis^2)+t;
end
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function [ dU5, dTheta5, z5 ] = Work_done_panel_5( H, t, W, rho, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by the weight of panel 5 in
%the 3R5T2TR Concept. The function takes as input the height of the panel
%(H), the added width (W), panel density (rho), base panel thickness (t)
%and the driver/virtual displacement angle (Theta1).
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%The function is set up symbolically:
syms H t W rho Theta1
%The angle Theta2 is the angle between panel 2 and 1 as well as panel 3 and
%the horizontal (due to symmetry)
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
%The angle Theta5 is the angle between panel 3 and 4 as well as panel 5 and
%the horizontal (due to symmetry)
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
%Differentiate Theta5 w.r.t Theta1 (needed for work done by torsion springs):
dTheta5 = diff(Theta5,Theta1);
%Calculate total volume of panel 5 (which is seperated into 3 components):
V5_1 = W*H*t;
V5_2 = 0.5*(H)^2*t;
V5_3 = 0.5*(H)^2*t;
V_total = V5_1 + V5_2 + V5_3;
%Calculate vertical location of CG of panel 5
CG5vertical_1 = (H)/2;
CG5vertical_2 = (H)/3;
CG5vertical_3 = (H)/3;
CG5vertical_total = (CG5vertical_1*V5_1 + CG5vertical_2*V5_2 + CG5vertical_3*V5_3)/(V_total);
CG5_z = t/2;
%Calculate total wieght of structure
Weight = rho*V_total;
%Total Distance from hinge to CG of panel 5
LCG5 = sqrt(CG5_z^2 + CG5vertical_total^2);
%Calculate CG angle using LCG5 and distance to CG from bottom face:
ThetaCG5 = atan(CG5_z/CG5vertical_total);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 5:
z5 = LCG5*sin(Theta5 - ThetaCG5);
%Differentiate the equation for z5 w.r.t Theta1:
dz5 = diff(z5,Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 5:
dU5 = Weight*dz5;
end
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function [ Uk2, Uk4, Uk5, Uk6 ] = Work_done_spring( Theta1, free_angle, d, Mod, D_out, L1, L2,
Nb)
%Function that calculates virtual work done by torsion springs
syms Theta1
%Define all angles of structure
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
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dTheta2
dTheta4
dTheta5
dTheta6

=
=
=
=

diff(Theta2,
diff(Theta4,
diff(Theta5,
diff(Theta6,

Theta1);
Theta1);
Theta1);
Theta1);

for i = 1:length(free_angle)
%Mean Coil Diameter:
D(i) = D_out(i)-d(i);
%Equivalent Number of Coils:
Ne(i) = (L1(i)+L2(i))/(3*pi*D(i));
%Number of Active Coils:
Na(i) = Nb(i)+Ne(i);
%Spring Rate:
k(i) = ((d(i)^4*Mod(i))/(10.8*D(i)*Na(i)))*(1/(2*pi));
end
Uk2
Uk4
Uk5
Uk6

=
=
=
=

k(1)*(free_angle(1)
k(2)*(free_angle(2)
k(3)*(free_angle(3)
k(4)*(free_angle(4)

-

Theta2)*dTheta2;
Theta4)*dTheta4;
Theta5)*dTheta5;
Theta6)*dTheta6;

end
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APPENDIX G: Virtual Work Code – Spring Sizing Optimization
function [ RESP ] = Spring_Sizing_Optimization( SVAR )
%Function that takes panel geoemetry data from a sizing optimization of the
%3R5T2TR concept from the ASCII output file. The virtual work analysis is
%run, and spring effects are included. The inputs are the design variables
%for a spring anlaysis (SVAR), and the output is the objective function (maximum
%erection load) and constraints associated with the springs (RESP).
%Take output from GENESIS and use to define shelter geometry:
DVAR_ASCII = dlmread('SO_3R5T2TR_SQP_good_IC_quasi_iso_dsg.out','',[16349 3 16420 3]);
%Design Variables from GENESIS optimization
%Vector of panel ply thicknesses
DVAR(1:64) = DVAR_ASCII(1:64);
layup = [0 45 90 -45 0 45 90 -45];
full_layup = repmat(layup,1, 8);
%Vector of panel ply orientations
DVAR(65:128) = full_layup;
%Vector of panel core thicknesses
DVAR(129:136) = DVAR_ASCII(65:72);
%Calculate the minimum total thickness of each panel
T_panel_1 = 2*sum(DVAR(25:32)) + DVAR(132);
T_panel_2 = 2*sum(DVAR(17:24)) + DVAR(131);
T_panel_3_indent = 2*sum(DVAR(1:8)) + DVAR(129);
T_panel_3_bottom = 2*sum(DVAR(9:16)) + DVAR(130);
T_panel_4 = 2*sum(DVAR(33:40)) + DVAR(133);
T_panel_5 = 2*sum(DVAR(41:48))+DVAR(134);
%Input Variables For Shelter:
%Distance between bottom of floor to ground plus the added tab that allows
%panel 5 to nest onto the floor (same as thickness of panel 5)
gh = 6 + 2*sum(DVAR(41:48)) + DVAR(134);
%Shell model shelter height
H = 84;
%Extension of panel 3
E = 15;
%Density of materials rho1 (PETG) and rho2 (PET foam core) in lb/in^3
rho1 = 0.048225;
rho2 = 0.002709;
%Driver Angle (angle between back panel and horizontal) in rad
Theta1 = 0.01:0.1*pi/180:0.99*pi/2;
%Spring inputs:
%Angle between legs when spring is not loaded in rad:
free_angle = [pi/2 pi pi/2 pi/2 pi pi/2];
%Wire diameter of spring in inches:
d = SVAR(1:6);
%Modulus of Elasticity of spring material in psi:
Mod = [30e6 30e6 30e6 30e6 30e6 30e6];
%Outer Diameter of coil in inches:
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D_out = SVAR(7:12);
%Length of leg 1 in inches:
L1 = [2 2 T_panel_5 T_panel_4 2 T_panel_5];
%Length of leg 2 in inches:
L2 = L1;
%Number of coils in spring body:
Nb = SVAR(13:18);
%Number of springs along each hinge line:
NumSpr = SVAR(19:24);
%Length of each hinge line:
LHL = [H sqrt(2)*H (H+E-1) H sqrt(2)*H 2*H];
%Run function that determines angles that define the two different contact
%parts of the erection process of the roof
[ Theta1_Part_1, Theta1_Part_2 ] = Find_contact_Theta1( DVAR, Theta1, H, E, gh );
%Run functions that calculate results from virtual work analyses
[ Utotal ] = Calculate_Virtual_Work_FEA( DVAR, H, E, Theta1, rho1, rho2);
[ dUroof_prt_1 ] = VW_Roof_Prt_1( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, E, Theta1_Part_1, gh );
[ dUroof_prt_2 ] = VW_Roof_Prt_2( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, E, Theta1_Part_2, gh );
[ Uk12, Uk23, Uk3B, Uk34, Uk45, Uk5B ] = Work_done_spring( Theta1, free_angle, d, Mod, D_out, L1,
L2, Nb);
[ RESP ] = Spring_Constraints( free_angle, d, Mod, D_out, L1, L2, Nb, LHL, NumSpr, T_panel_1,
T_panel_2, T_panel_3_indent, T_panel_3_bottom, T_panel_4, T_panel_5);
%Calculate derivatives of erection angles w.r.t Theta1 (driver angle)
[ dTheta2, dTheta4, dTheta5, dTheta6 ] = Calc_Theta_Derivates( Theta1 );
%Evaluate symbolic equations generated by the functions
Utotal = double(subs(Utotal));
dUroof_prt_1 = double(subs(dUroof_prt_1));
dUroof_prt_2 = double(subs(dUroof_prt_2));
Uroof = [dUroof_prt_1 dUroof_prt_2];
Utotal = Utotal + Uroof;
dTheta2 = double(subs(dTheta2));
dTheta5 = double(subs(dTheta5));
Uk12 = double(subs(Uk12));
Uk23 = double(subs(Uk23));
Uk3B = double(subs(Uk3B));
Uk34 = double(subs(Uk34));
Uk45 = double(subs(Uk45));
Uk5B = double(subs(Uk5B));
Uk12_total = 2*NumSpr(1)*Uk12;
Uk23_total = 2*NumSpr(2)*Uk23;
Uk3B_total = 2*NumSpr(3)*Uk3B;
Uk34_total = 2*NumSpr(4)*Uk34;
Uk45_total = 2*NumSpr(5)*Uk45;
Uk5B_total = NumSpr(6)*Uk5B;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 1 to maintain
%equilibrium:
T_back = Utotal;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 3 to maintain
%equilibrium:
T_side = Utotal./dTheta2;
%Calculate how much torque is required on panel 5 to maintain
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%equilibrium:
T_front = Utotal./dTheta5;
%Calculate Required torque while incorporating spring effects
T_back_springs = Utotal - Uk12_total - Uk23_total - Uk3B_total - Uk34_total - Uk45_total Uk5B_total;
%Find peak torque value for resonable erection angles
Theta_Range = 1:0.8*length(T_back_springs);
T_back_springs_max = max(T_back_springs(Theta_Range));
RESP(31) = T_back_springs_max;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ Theta1_Part_1, Theta1_Part_2 ] = Find_contact_Theta1( DVAR, Theta1, H, E, gh )
%Function that calculates the contact angle for roof panel
A = 0;
for i = 1:length(Theta1)
Theta2(i) = asin((1-cos(Theta1(i)))/sin(Theta1(i)));
t_base = 2*sum(DVAR(57:64)) + DVAR(136);
t_panel_5 = 2*sum(DVAR(41:48)) + DVAR(134);
t_panel_2 = 2*sum(DVAR(17:24)) + DVAR(131);
L_roof = H + E;
%Thickness effects:
N1(i) = t_panel_2*sin(pi/2 - Theta2(i));
zX(i) = N1(i)*cos(pi/2 - Theta1(i));
z_t(i) = N1(i)*sin(pi/2-Theta1(i));
z_tr(i) = N1(i);
%Height of top of back panel (connection point to the roof)
z_bck_top(i) = z_t(i) + z_tr(i) + t_base + gh + H*sin(Theta1(i));
z_side_top(i) = sqrt(H^2 + t_panel_2^2)*sin(Theta2(i) + atan(t_panel_2/H))+ t_base + gh;
x_bck_top(i) = H*cos(Theta1(i)) - zX(i);
x_side_top = H + E + 1;
% x_side_top = H + E;
%Calculate Angle of roof w.r.t horizontal
Theta_rg(i) = asin(z_bck_top(i)/L_roof);
Theta_ra(i) = atan((z_bck_top(i) - z_side_top(i))/(x_side_top - x_bck_top(i)));
if Theta_rg(i) <= Theta_ra(i)
A = A + 1;
end
end
Theta1_Part_1 = Theta1(1:A);
a = length(Theta1_Part_1)+1;
b = length(Theta1);
Theta1_Part_2 = Theta1(a:b);
end
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function [ dUroof_prt_1 ] = VW_Roof_Prt_1( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, E, Theta1_Part_1, gh )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by roof panel (stage 1)
syms Theta1_Part_1
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1_Part_1))/sin(Theta1_Part_1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1_Part_1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
%Design Variables
t_PETG = 2*sum(DVAR(49:56));
t_CORE = DVAR(135);
t_roof = t_PETG + t_CORE;
t_panel_2 = 2*sum(DVAR(17:24)) + DVAR(131);
t_base = 2*sum(DVAR(57:64)) + DVAR(136);
L_roof = H + E;
%Calculate the total volume of roof:
V_r1 = t_PETG*2*H*(H+E);
V_r2 = t_CORE*2*H*(H+E);
%Calculate the total weight of roof:
Weight_roof = rho1*V_r1 + rho2*V_r2;
%Terms from the added height due to panel thicknesses
N1 = t_panel_2*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
zX = N1*cos(pi/2 - Theta1_Part_1);
z_t = N1*sin(pi/2-Theta1_Part_1);
z_tr = N1;
%Height of top of back panel (connection point to the roof)
z_bck_top = z_t + z_tr + t_base + gh + H*sin(Theta1_Part_1);
z_side_top = sqrt(H^2 + t_panel_2^2)*sin(Theta2 + atan(t_panel_2/H))+ t_base + gh;
x_bck_top = H*cos(Theta1_Part_1) - zX;
x_side_top = H + E + 1;
% x_side_top = H + E;
%Calculate Angle of roof w.r.t horizontal
Theta_rg = asin(z_bck_top/L_roof);
% Part 1
zroof = sqrt((L_roof/2)^2 + (t_roof/2)^2)*sin(Theta_rg + atan(t_roof/L_roof));
%Differentiate the equation for z1 w.r.t Theta1:
dzroof = diff(zroof,Theta1_Part_1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 1:
dUroof_prt_1 = Weight_roof*dzroof;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b
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function [ dUroof_prt_2 ] = VW_Roof_Prt_2( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, E, Theta1_Part_2, gh )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by roof panel (stage 2)
syms Theta1_Part_2
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1_Part_2))/sin(Theta1_Part_2));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1_Part_2/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
%Design Variables
t_PETG = 2*sum(DVAR(49:56));
t_CORE = DVAR(135);
t_roof = t_PETG + t_CORE;
t_panel_2 = 2*sum(DVAR(17:24)) + DVAR(131);
t_base = 2*sum(DVAR(57:64)) + DVAR(136);
L_roof = H + E;
%Calculate the total volume of roof:
V_r1 = t_PETG*2*H*(H+E);
V_r2 = t_CORE*2*H*(H+E);
%Calculate the total weight of roof:
Weight_roof = rho1*V_r1 + rho2*V_r2;
%Terms from the added height due to panel thicknesses
N1 = t_panel_2*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
zX = N1*cos(pi/2 - Theta1_Part_2);
z_t = N1*sin(pi/2-Theta1_Part_2);
z_tr = N1;
%Height of top of back panel (connection point to the roof)
z_bck_top = z_t + z_tr + t_base + gh + H*sin(Theta1_Part_2);
z_side_top = sqrt(H^2 + t_panel_2^2)*sin(Theta2 + atan(t_panel_2/H))+ t_base + gh;
x_bck_top = H*cos(Theta1_Part_2) - zX;
x_side_top = H + E + 1;
% x_side_top = H + E;
%Calculate Angle of roof w.r.t horizontal
Theta_ra = atan((z_bck_top - z_side_top)/(x_side_top - x_bck_top));
% Part 2
zroof = z_bck_top - (sqrt((L_roof/2)^2 + (t_roof/2)^2)*sin(Theta_ra - atan(t_roof/L_roof)));
%Differentiate the equation for z1 w.r.t Theta1:
dzroof = diff(zroof,Theta1_Part_2);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 1:
dUroof_prt_2 = Weight_roof*dzroof;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b
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function [ Utotal ] = Calculate_Virtual_Work_FEA( DVAR, H, E, Theta1, rho1, rho2)
%Function that runs other functions to calculate Virtual Work of all panels (Excluding Roof)
syms Theta1
[ dU1 ] = VW_Panel_1( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, Theta1 );
[ dU2 ] = VW_Panel_2( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, Theta1 );
[ dU3_indent ] = VW_Panel_3_indent( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, E, Theta1);
[ dU3_bottom ] = VW_Panel_3_bottom( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, E, Theta1 );
[ dU4 ] = VW_Panel_4( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, Theta1 );
[ dU5 ] = VW_Panel_5( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, Theta1 );
Utotal = dU1 + 2*(dU2 + dU3_indent + dU3_bottom + dU4) + dU5;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ dU1 ] = VW_Panel_1( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by Panel 1
syms Theta1
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
%Design Variables
t_PETG = 2*sum(DVAR(25:32));
t_CORE = DVAR(132);
t_back = t_PETG + t_CORE;
t_panel_2 = 2*sum(DVAR(17:24)) + DVAR(131);
%Calculate the total volume of Panel 1:
V_11 = t_PETG*2*H*H;
V_12 = t_CORE*2*H*H;
%Calculate the total weight of panel 1:
Weight_1 = rho1*V_11 + rho2*V_12;
%Define the location of the center of gravity (CG) of panel 1:
%Terms from the added height due to panel thicknesses
N1 = t_panel_2*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
z_t = N1*sin(pi/2-Theta1);
z_tr = N1;
%Vertical distance to CG from bottom left corner of the rectangular
%panel:
CG1_y = H/2;
%Distance to CG from bottom face:
CG1_z = t_back/2;
%Length of the CG from the bottom edge:
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LCG1 = sqrt(CG1_y^2 + CG1_z^2);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 1:
z1 = LCG1*sin(Theta1 + atan(CG1_z/CG1_y)) + z_t + z_tr;
%Differentiate the equation for z1 w.r.t Theta1:
dz1 = diff(z1,Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 1:
dU1 = Weight_1*dz1;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ dU2 ] = VW_Panel_2( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by Panel 2
syms Theta1
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
%Design Variables
t_PETG = 2*sum(DVAR(17:24));
t_CORE = DVAR(131);
t_panel_2 = t_PETG + t_CORE;
%Calculate the total volume of Panel 2:
V_21 = t_PETG*0.5*H^2;
V_22 = t_CORE*0.5*H^2;
%Calculate the total weight of panel 2:
Weight_2 = rho1*V_21 + rho2*V_22;
%Terms from the added height due to panel thicknesses
N1 = t_panel_2*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
z_t = N1*sin(pi/2-Theta1);
z_tr = N1;
%Define the location of the center of gravity (CG) of panel 2:
%Horizontal distance to CG from bottom left corner of the triangular
%panel:
CG2_x = H/3;
%Vertical distance to CG from bottom left corner of the rectangular
%panel:
CG2_y = 2*H/3;
%Distance to CG from bottom face:
CG2_z = t_panel_2/2;
%Angle of CG described by the x and z distances:
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ThetaCG2 = atan(CG2_z/CG2_x);
%Length of the CG:
LCG2 = sqrt(CG2_x^2 + CG2_z^2);
%Find the normal distance of the CG of panel 2 to panel 1:
N2 = LCG2*sin(Theta2 + ThetaCG2);
%Find the vertical distance from the hinge point to where N2 intersects
%panel 1:
z21 = CG2_y*sin(Theta1);
%N2 is always perpendicular to panel 1. Find the vertical component
%of N2:
zN2 = N2*sin(pi/2 - Theta1);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 2:
z2 = z21 - zN2 + z_t + z_tr;
%Differentiate the equation for z2 w.r.t Theta1:
dz2 = diff(z2, Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 2:
dU2 = Weight_2*dz2;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ dU3_bottom ] = VW_Panel_3_bottom(

DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, E, Theta1 )

%Function that calculates the virtual work done by Panel 3 (bottom portion)
syms Theta1
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
%Design Variables
t_PETG = 2*sum(DVAR(9:16));
t_CORE = DVAR(130);
t_panel_3 = t_PETG + t_CORE;
%Calculate the total volume of Panel 1:
V_31 = t_PETG*((H+E-1)/2)^2;
V_32 = t_CORE*((H+E-1)/2)^2;
%Calculate the total weight of panel 1:
Weight_3_2 = rho1*V_31 + rho2*V_32;
ThetaCG3_2 = atan((t_panel_3/2)/((H+E-1)/6));
LCG3_2 = sqrt((t_panel_3/2)^2 + ((H+E-1)/6)^2);
z3_2 = LCG3_2*sin(Theta2 + ThetaCG3_2);
%Differentiate the equation for and z3_2 w.r.t Theta1:
dz3_2 = diff(z3_2,Theta1);
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%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 3:
dU3_bottom = Weight_3_2*dz3_2;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ dU3_indent ] = VW_Panel_3_indent( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, E, Theta1)
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by Panel 3 (upper portion)
syms Theta1
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
%Design Variables
t_PETG = 2*sum(DVAR(1:8));
t_CORE = DVAR(129);
t_panel_3_indent = t_PETG + t_CORE;
t_panel_5 = 2*sum(DVAR(41:48))+DVAR(134);
%Calculate CG location
CG3x_1 = 0.5;
CG3x_2 = (H+E-1)/6 + 1;
CG3x_3 = 1 + (E-1)/2;
CG3x_4 = E + (H - (H+E-1)/2)/3;
CG3y_1
CG3y_2
CG3y_3
CG3y_4

=
=
=
=

H/2;
(H+E-1)/3;
(H-(H+E-1)/2)/2 + (H+E-1)/2;
(H+E-1)/2 + (H - (H+E-1)/2)/3;

V3_1_PETG = 1*H*t_PETG;
V3_2_PETG = 0.5*((H+E-1)/2)^2*t_PETG;
V3_3_PETG = (E-1)*(H-(H+E-1)/2)*t_PETG;
V3_4_PETG = 0.5*(H-(H+E-1)/2)^2*t_PETG;
V_total_3_1_PETG = V3_1_PETG+V3_2_PETG+V3_3_PETG+V3_4_PETG;
V3_1_CORE = 1*H*t_CORE;
V3_2_CORE = 0.5*((H+E-1)/2)^2*t_CORE;
V3_3_CORE = (E-1)*(H-(H+E-1)/2)*t_CORE;
V3_4_CORE = 0.5*(H-(H+E-1)/2)^2*t_CORE;
V_total_3_1_CORE = V3_1_CORE+V3_2_CORE+V3_3_CORE+V3_4_CORE;
Weight_3_1 = rho1*V_total_3_1_PETG + rho2*V_total_3_1_CORE;
CG3xtotal_1 = (CG3x_1*V3_1_PETG + CG3x_2*V3_2_PETG + CG3x_3*V3_3_PETG +
CG3x_4*V3_4_PETG)/(V_total_3_1_PETG);
CG3ytotal_1 = (CG3y_1*V3_1_PETG + CG3y_2*V3_2_PETG + CG3y_3*V3_3_PETG +
CG3y_4*V3_4_PETG)/(V_total_3_1_PETG);
CG3ztotal_1 = t_panel_5 + t_panel_3_indent/2;
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ThetaCG3_1 = atan(CG3ztotal_1/CG3ytotal_1);
LCG3_1 = sqrt(CG3ztotal_1^2 + CG3ytotal_1^2);
z3_1 = LCG3_1*sin(Theta2 + ThetaCG3_1);
%Differentiate the equation for z3_1 and z3_2 w.r.t Theta1:
dz3_1 = diff(z3_1, Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 3:
dU3_indent = Weight_3_1*dz3_1;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ dU4 ] = VW_Panel_4( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by Panel 4
syms Theta1
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
%Design Variables
t_PETG = 2*sum(DVAR(33:40));
t_CORE = DVAR(133);
t_panel_4 = t_PETG + t_CORE;
%Calculate the total volume of Panel 1:
V_41 = t_PETG*0.5*H^2;
V_42 = t_CORE*0.5*H^2;
%Calculate the total weight of panel 1:
Weight_4 = rho1*V_41 + rho2*V_42;
%Define the location of the center of gravity (CG) of panel 4:
%Horizontal distance to CG from bottom left corner of the triangular
%panel:
CG4_x = H/3;
%Vertical distance to CG from bottom left corner of the rectangular
%panel:
CG4_y = 2*H/3;
%Distance to CG from bottom face:
CG4_z = t_panel_4/2;
%Angle of CG described by the x and z distances:
ThetaCG4 = atan(CG4_z/CG4_x);
%Length of the CG:
LCG4 = sqrt(CG4_x^2 + CG4_z^2);
%Find the normal distance of the CG of panel 4 to panel 3:
N4 = LCG4*sin(Theta5 - ThetaCG4);
%Find the vertical distance from the intersection point of panel 3,4 and
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%the base to where N4 intersects panel 3:
z41 = CG4_y*sin(Theta2);
%N4 is always perpendicular to panel 3. Find the vertical component
%of N4:
zN4 = N4*sin(pi/2 - Theta2);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 4:
z4 = z41 - zN4;
%Differentiate the equation for z4 w.r.t Theta1:
dz4 = diff(z4, Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 4:
dU4 = Weight_4*dz4;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ dU5 ] = VW_Panel_5( DVAR, rho1, rho2, H, Theta1 )
%Function that calculates the virtual work done by Panel 5
syms Theta1
%Angles that define the structure:
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
%Design Variables
t_PETG = 2*sum(DVAR(41:48));
t_CORE = DVAR(134);
t_panel_5 = t_PETG + t_CORE;
%Calculate the total volume of Panel 5:
V_51 = t_PETG*H^2;
V_52 = t_CORE*H^2;
%Calculate the total weight of panel 5:
Weight_5 = rho1*V_51 + rho2*V_52;
%Calculate vertical location of CG of panel 5
CG5vertical_total = H/3;
CG5_z = t_panel_5/2;
%Total Distance from hinge to CG of panel 5
LCG5 = sqrt(CG5_z^2 + CG5vertical_total^2);
%Calculate CG angle using LCG5 and distance to CG from bottom face:
ThetaCG5 = atan(CG5_z/CG5vertical_total);
%Total vertical distance from the top of the base to the CG of panel 5:
z5 = LCG5*sin(Theta5 - ThetaCG5);
%Differentiate the equation for z5 w.r.t Theta1:
dz5 = diff(z5,Theta1);
%Calculate the virtual work done by the weight of panel 5:
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dU5 = Weight_5*dz5;
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ Uk12, Uk23, Uk3B, Uk34, Uk45, Uk5B ] = Work_done_spring( Theta1, free_angle, d, Mod,
D_out, L1, L2, Nb)
%Function that calculates work done by all torsion springs
syms Theta1
%Define all angles of structure
Theta2 = asin((1-cos(Theta1))/sin(Theta1));
Theta4 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta1/2));
Theta5 = asin((1-cos(Theta2))/sin(Theta2));
Theta6 = 2*asin(sqrt(2)*sin(Theta2/2));
dTheta2 = diff(Theta2, Theta1);
dTheta4 = diff(Theta4, Theta1);
dTheta5 = diff(Theta5, Theta1);
dTheta6 = diff(Theta6, Theta1);
for i = 1:length(free_angle)
%Mean Coil Diameter:
D(i) = D_out(i)-d(i);
%Equivalent Number of Coils:
Ne(i) = (L1(i)+L2(i))/(3*pi*D(i));
%Number of Active Coils:
Na(i) = Nb(i)+Ne(i);
%Spring Rate:
k(i) = ((d(i)^4*Mod(i))/(10.8*D(i)*Na(i)))*(1/(2*pi));
end
%Work Done by a single spring on hinge line connecting
Uk12 = k(1)*(free_angle(1) - Theta2)*dTheta2;
%Work Done by a single spring on hinge line connecting
Uk23 = k(2)*(free_angle(2) - Theta4)*dTheta4;
%Work Done by a single spring on hinge line connecting
Uk3B = k(3)*(free_angle(3) - Theta2)*dTheta2;
%Work Done by a single spring on hinge line connecting
Uk34 = k(4)*(free_angle(4) - Theta5)*dTheta5;
%Work Done by a single spring on hinge line connecting
Uk45 = k(5)*(free_angle(5) - Theta6)*dTheta6;
%Work Done by a single spring on hinge line connecting
Uk5B = k(6)*(free_angle(6) - Theta5)*dTheta5;
end

panel 1 to 2
panel 2 to 3
panel 3 to the floor
panel 3 to 4
panel 4 to 5
panel 5 to the floor

Published with MATLAB® R2016b

function [ RESP ] = Spring_Constraints( free_angle, d, Mod, D_out, L1, L2, Nb, LHL, NumSpr,
T_panel_1, T_panel_2, T_panel_3_indent, T_panel_3_bottom, T_panel_4, T_panel_5)
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%Function that calculates Spring constraint values for spring optimization
%problem.
for i = 1:length(free_angle)
%First spring constraint (inner coil diameter must be at least d):
C1(i) = (3*d(i))/D_out(i) - 1;
%Calculate the total combined length of the springs for each hinge line
SprLength(i) = NumSpr(i)*d(i)*(Nb(i) + 1 + free_angle(i)/(2*pi));
%Second spring constraint (total length of springs must be 50 percent
%or less of each hinge line's respective length):
C2(i) = (SprLength(i))/(0.5*LHL(i)) - 1;
%Mean Coil Diameter:
D(i) = D_out(i)-d(i);
%Spring index:
C(i) = D(i)/d(i);
%Equivalent Number of Coils:
Ne(i) = (L1(i)+L2(i))/(3*pi*D(i));
%Number of Active Coils:
Na(i) = Nb(i)+Ne(i);
%Spring Rate (in lb-in/rad):
k(i) = ((d(i)^4*Mod(i))/(10.8*D(i)*Na(i)))*(1/(2*pi));
%Max and Min moment caused by spring:
Mmax(i) = k(i)*free_angle(i);
Mmin(i) = 0;
%Stress concentration factors (Machine Design an Integrated Approach pg
%865-866)
Kbi(i) = (4*C(i)^2 - C(i) - 1)/(4*C(i)*(C(i) - 1));
Kbo(i) = (4*C(i)^2 + C(i) - 1)/(4*C(i)*(C(i) + 1));
%Calculate Stresses
Sigma_imax(i) = (Kbi(i)*32*Mmax(i))/(pi*d(i)^3);
Sigma_omin(i) = (Kbo(i)*32*Mmin(i))/(pi*d(i)^3);
Sigma_omax(i) = (Kbo(i)*32*Mmax(i))/(pi*d(i)^3);
Sigma_omean(i) = (Sigma_omax(i) + Sigma_omin(i))/2;
Sigma_oalt(i) = (Sigma_omax(i) - Sigma_omin(i))/2;
%Ultimate strength of A228 music wire from (Machine Design an Integrated
%Approach pg 824) Coefficients:
A = 184649;
b = -0.1625;
Sut(i) = A*d(i)^b;
%Yield Strength of spring material in psi (assume stress relieved 0.8)
%if it is not stress relieved, Sy = 1*Sut:
SigmaYield(i) = 0.8*Sut(i);
%Static Safety Factor against yeilding (spring constraint 3) want a
%factor of safety of at least 1.25 (multiply SigmaYield by 0.8)
C3(i) = (Sigma_imax(i))/(0.8*SigmaYield(i)) - 1;
%Determine if spring is peened or unpeened:
peened = 1;
if peened == 1
Sew = 67.5e3;
else
Sew = 45e3;
end
%Torsional Endurance Limit:
Sewb = Sew/0.577;
Se(i) = 0.5*(Sewb*Sut(i))/(Sut(i)-0.5*Sewb);
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%Fatigue Safety factor (want at least 1.25)
Nf4(i) = (Se(i)*(Sut(i)-Sigma_omin(i)))/(Se(i)*(Sigma_omean(i)-Sigma_omin(i))+
Sut(i)*Sigma_oalt(i));
C4(i) = 1.25/(Nf4(i)) - 1;
end
%Fourth constraint on springs (outer coil diameter of each spring must
%be equal to or less than the minimum thickness panel that they are
%embedded in - the smaller of the two panels)
C5(1) = D_out(1)/T_panel_1 - 1;
C5(2) = D_out(2)/T_panel_3_indent - 1;
C5(3) = D_out(3)/T_panel_3_bottom - 1;
C5(4) = D_out(4)/T_panel_4 - 1;
C5(5) = D_out(5)/T_panel_4 - 1;
C5(6) = D_out(6)/T_panel_5 - 1;
RESP = [C1 C2 C3 C4 C5];
end

Published with MATLAB® R2016b
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